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PREFACE

Writing, is intended to be read - sometimes only by the writer
but'usually,by others as well. Most of the time we write for a
Particular audience. and for a specific purpose. Our words communi-
cate ideas--and feelings. These are simple truths, but ones which
are. largely forgotten, when writing is taught primarily as an exer-

t cise in the practice if language and handwriting skills.
a

The Neshanany To Be Read curriculum assumes that skills
are important iia ans to.the, end of more effective written communi-
cation, Lot as end nthemselves.. It assumes that although learning
to write well is u,ually hard work, the process can be made interest-

- ing - even exciting! - when students realize that someone cares about
what it is they have to say. Whet this happens, students write to

-be read, rather than merely to practice avoiding error.
Writin To Be !tied Wait' ESEA Title IV C teacher training pro-

ject es gned todeli-aFp the skills necessary to teach the writing
process. This curriculum 'guide. was developed during a 19.80 summer
workshop, by teachers iho had received training in the teaching of
the writing process during the 1979-80 school. year. These teachers,

.. _along with others who did-not participate in -the summer workshop,
comprise the -projict 'a Leadership Team, -whose task it is to pro-
vide similar inservice: training for all language arts and_ English
'teachers 'in . the Neshamitiy District.

The Writing Te:liel Read Leadership Team greatly appreciates-
thi-. writing' process provided by the first-year

,proj act- 'constiltaxit Tomliewki rk Julia Gottesman, Charlie Chew,
Gene'ttaitfOtc1;;', and Jolui '0 cDotisaell. A special thanks goes to Charlie
Ci*Ii;,*0'..-tetutned,:iff.pie Summer :to help us launch, our workshop.
many.10)1ii excitirikyritingasaignments have been incorporated

.i.ittpf, the ciitriCUlAno enthusiasm was -contagious.
,.

Entiiiiiiii$W) the :Pr.e0Ct.4,gritw all year, but particularly _

dnrint_the.!.sainiuser:WOrkihOp:k*hen several participants began sport-
lietee-.514rii:'ifiat9ikadf,Wet,.re writing" and that had
viiiited:."onKtheitas:=:eitlaigedi'version of the project logo. This
::comisitment. to--,the4#4e00:*§Als evident the workshop
c0e0itteei-thelt, develope:C the curriculum material within these
Covere:', both the short lessons
aniithe_lonlet.gradfr:leyeVteiachiat OPUIS - grew out of a careful
COnSideration:he'meit:effect,ive means of translating the
writing 'TO;`Bii," Riad 'Coneep&-,intO actual' classroom teaching practice..

,
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/
The writing assignments, along with the material on expressive

writing constitute Neshaminy's writing curriculum as it is to be ,

.taught-iin the classroom. _Other sections-of this guide include an
introductory section, which lays out certain balk assumptions and

:luideliaes; a section devoted to a full explanation of the writing
'PrOcess; a section thatiexplains holistic evaluation with sample
-Student papers, and aMnal .section that summarizes some of the
imPortant.researdh in- the.fleld.

the Neshanany School District writing curriculum is intended
to .grow and -develop vitth:Operience.._ _Tiachers._ it.re_Oncsautand to

A's: provide ideas for additional%writing units by at least'partiarly
the blankforni,..that have been included with the grade

*.:revel* plans-for that,purpoSe. %Teachers must also inform members of
the-Leadership Team of tHOffictiveness of the different lessons

-4-so:that adjUstnents,Cin-be *nide, itherek'necessary.

Leadership TeiniOnberi are4liated below. Those with asterisks
in27freAof,their.lkOmparticipited in the 1980 sumer workshop
that developed the:Curricianiqtalerialv. Kay MacKenzie provided

TnUch.needed.,sipcial.4aStiStance in the conducting of the workshop
the preparatiOnsof%tke curriculum guide_

4

*Paul Anderson
*Philip Becker
*Aaron Belitsky
*Betty Berkowitz
*Barbara-Bickel,
Marlene,Celani

*Esther Evans
*Elizabeth Hetman
Margaret Hoffman
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*Polly Lewis
*Marion Magee
Richard Marotto

*Kay MacKenzie
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A. ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES
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'Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

THE NESKAM/Ni WRITING CURRICULUM: ASSUMPTIONS AND GUIDELINES

4
.

Any cuiriculum intended for implementation in the -classroom is

based en certain assumptions concerning the relationships that exist
1

between the teacher, the learner, and the material to be taught. The

.1"Neshaminy- Writing curr culum is no exception. The assumptions upon

Which our writing curriculum is based are presented on the following
..;..

spages. They emerge from ,what we now know about language lea . ins* 7
,

11.4mit-it develops, how it can be fostered, and how the act of wilting

is .closely interrelated with the other language arts.

Oncelthese-assumptions or basic-Oriir:i011-s'betomA the corner,-

stones of a writing curriculum, a great deal can be said about what

the ,day-to-day classroom implementation of that curriculum should

look like. Therefore, specific guidelines for classroom teaching in
_ .

'Neshaminy classrooms follow immediately our listing of basic assumptions.

The guidelines provide a strong framework for the total curriculum.

They Stand on the foundation that is provided by what research And

observation tell us we can assume to be true about the composing piocess...,

°



Ten Assumptions Upon Which to Base a Writing Curriculum

1. iThe successful development of writing ability in the schools

depends very much on a recognition of the close relationship

that exists among all the language arts.

2. Students should learn to write in order to write to learn.

3. Writing skills are most effectively taught, in the context

actual writing. 1

4. Writing is a process as well as a product.

S. Students should write for different purposes and for different

audiences.

The most effective writers are generally those who are able to

- use variety of types and fotmi of writing.

7. Evaluation of writing should take place during each phase of

the writing process -- not just after the final draft has been

written.

8. Research tells us that a strictly analytical study of grammar --

that is, oft_the parts of speech and of different syntactic units,

such as phrases, clauses, and sentences ,-- does not improve

writing skills.

9. Occasions for writing range from those that present a great many

choices and considerable freedom as to topic, style, and length,

to those that involve a highly prescribed set of conditions.

10. Learning to write well is a.developmente process that continues

throughout the student's schooling and beyond. A writing curri-

_culum should reflect_thisfact.
Pe;

Each of these assumptions is developed more fully on the pages

that follow.

8



Assumption

A

The successful development of writing ability-in the schools
. %

depends'yery mil& on a recognition of the class relationship that

anon Reading, speaking, and lis-'
.

,s; teeing abilities all promte and enhance writing `ability, and, in

the p ess of writing initiates and strengthens wbrk in the

other language rts. Astrong language arts.curriculum, therefore,

is onethst integrates as inch as possible all forms of language

leirning. This is the underlying and most basic assumption of the

Pennsylvanii Comprehensive Reading/Communication Arts Plan (PCRP).-

Integration means that writing is not viewed as subordinate to

reading, for example, but is, in fact, seen as in4itricably a part

of the total reading process. For as the name of this curricului

project suggests, writing is to be read -- that is its,purpose..

o .

Atsumption 2 .,

,

Students should learn to write in order to write to learn.

In a very real sense it 's in the act of writing that we learn

51what it is we have to ay -'- we coMe.to know what it is we know.

Writing is not a two-step process in which the writer first figures

out exactly what s/he hatto say and then puts it into language.

Instead, it is an ongoini,gingle process inwhich the writer makes

or creates meaning ,as- are developed on paper. Besides its

daily prIctical value; -then, writing is a powerful medium for.

strengthening thinking skills and fdr better understanding our-

selves and the world around us. It fosters intelligence and must



be seen as part of the learning piocess, not as somethingwhich

happensonly after learning occurs. Perceived in this way,

writing is a complex intellectual skill, rather than simply a

collection of grammar rules and usage conventions.

Assumption 3

. Writing skills are most effectively taught in the'contexikoi

actual writing.. We learn to write by writing. Revising or correct-

- ing sentences in a textbook is not the same as writing and rewriting

- one's own. Student work must be the basis for-instruction. Ways

must be found to have students write something of their own (even

Only a few sentences) virtually. every day, and this' eed not

and should not be limited to their language arts op English class.

Teachers also learn to write -- and learn how to teach writ-
.

ing -- by writing themselves. Teachers should set a model for

- students by writing with them.. By writing on the same subjects,

as their students, they come to understand many of.the problems

young writers have and are, therefore better able to help their"

students. When the teacher shares his or her writing with students,

a "writing to be read" atmosphere is establi.hed much more-quickly

than if tbe_teacher-remains-aloof from the actual process that
/- -

everyone else in the class is engaged in.

Assumption 4

Writing is a process as well as a product. In order for

studenti to produce quality products, they must be taught the

process involved. Mbre'than just, putting words on paper, this.

process includes a prewriting phase, when students think through,

10
A- 4



talk about, listen to, and make lists of possible ideas for

writing; a drafting phase, when the goal is simply to get ideas'

down on paper withOut any special regard for organization and

mechanics; a evising phase, when changes in content, organization,

style and word choice are made; a proofreading phase, when the

mechanics of punctuition, capitalization /and usage are check d;

- and a publishing. phase, when someone else (or lometimes just the'

writer) reads what has been written and responds to it in some

way. ',Each phase is important to successful writing.

-Assumption

Students should write for different purposes and for differtnt

audiences. Some writing --.such as that in journals and diaries --

is mainly piivate, often to be read and reflected upon by the writer

alone.. But the majority of what.is written is public writing,
4 .

intended koesameone else to read and, usual?/, to respond to.

in some way. Both priVate and public writing serve important

purposes, such asto inforif, to persuade, and to entertain.

All too often school writing is .not genuine communication
el

intended for real audiences. When adults write, they are motivated

to do so because they are usually trying to tell someone 'some-

thing he or she does not alreidy know. But when students write

in school, motivation is. often jacking because they, are writing

for a teaclier who, they feel, knows what they are trying to say

better than they do and is mainlyzoncermed with evaluating their

attempt to say it. Wilting to be evaluated is very different

from writing to be read,'a].though in the classroom &evaluation

must be a plut of the writing-to-be-read purpose.



The most effective writers are generally those who are

able to use a variety of expressive, literary,

informative, _persuasive e.g., letters

notes, essays, stories, reportsi'scripts). Therefore, students

should have experience with the entxreApectimm of written dis-

course, including considerable practice in using so-called

"academia". "practical," and "creative" types of writing.

Assumption 7 .
.

.

$ '
,c. .

..

Evaluation of witimitogiuimalaahlriaLvich phase of
.

the writing _process -- not lust after the final draft has been

written. 'Since writing is a verx personal activity', praise and .

appreciation for the good things in student writing should 'always

ac6mpanY attention to weaknesses if students are to deyelop the

' 'coifidenCe necessary for continued improvement.

A
Good writers learn how to assume much of the responsibility

for revising and even proofreading their own work.' Young writers

mustlfg.n-to do the same, since a teacher will not always by
v.

. 1.
present to poilt out problem areas and mistakes.

Evaluation should be.based on complete pieces of writing,

and should deal with matters of content, organization, Style and

word-choice, -and.mechanics._ "!These four .areas are impottant in

all types of writing.; All origLitl writing is a creative activity

that requires discipline an" practice. The old school dichotomy
4 .

between so-called "creative' writing, that depends more on conient

for its value, and "essay" writing, that is more concerned with
-4

mechanics and proper usages is a false one. Content and mechanics

are both siportant at all,times.
4 1 24 .

s _
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,,Assumptiam 8

Research. tells us that:A strictly analytical study of grammar

-that is ot.the' Parts of speech and of different syntactic units,

such `as hrases clauses and sentences -- does not im rove writ,

4icskiils.°---lit-fact,-if,time is taken 'away troi the regular
. '

teaching.ofvrIting in order to teach, rammatical analysis, such

study -can actually discdVrage the improvement of writing skills.

Some7graiiftical-terms and labels are useful, however, in

discussing revision options witstudents as they work at improv-

Ih'the'structUre and style of their seater-:es. When a feisuch
." .

1.

'17740110U1ierkStre.taught in the-cOUtextOt A:wrliing unit, reason, --j

. . , . , . .. ..

.'thettvalue-cikbe established: Nevertheleis, the use of grammatical ':::*.

. 4 1 4 . 0

tens is' .only one Lax to talk about certain writing problems; with
. .

any'proili4iiiewith - students it is not the -most helpful or-

.- effective way to about it:
e

.G

0

fr

A

o ;

Asediptionl:
In the world outside the school occasions for writin

etom thoS;Iiumtiplesent a great many choices and considerable freedom
«s

as to topic. style, and length to those that involve a highly prelt°
4 '

scribed set pi-'conditions. Some free verse and a diary are examples

of4the former; 'a report for the. boss and a Shakespearean

%.0.ftnef..are examples of tie latter'. Often occasions for writing tall.
.

.

"somewhere IbAtween.the extremes. -Students should experience the fUll -4

,range of eriting occasions, from` those that allow the writer tio.make. ...

... .

-ilf the cieCiiioni(open 'structure), to those that present the writer
- -

''Oith,alist'of-expectations to be met Thigh "structure).
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Assumption 10

Learning to write well is a developmental process that con-

tinues throughout the student's schooling and beyond. A writing

curriculum should reflect this fact. Most writing skills are never

entirely., mastered but are improved, strengthened, refined each year --

actually, each time the student writes something. For this reason,

the writipg curriculum should be spiral, in design, continually
0

.returning to the same types and forms of writing so that students

may learn to handle them at increasingly complex levels of thought

and imagination. Writing is an intellectual skill, with new challenges

cAntent and _form emerging as students', mature
. . . .

in'theif ability.-to consider different ideas and expeilences.
.

. .
. .

t. Studies have suggested thSt the reason some students may make
, .

as many punctuation mistake's in the epier grades as in the lower
,

'grades is not because they have not learned the rule*, and_conventions
. .

. ,

;,governing- punctuation, but becaus, (a) in attealpting to manipulate
e . 10 . . 3

.o.
1%

more complex sentenCes tad paragraphs they are distracted from .

. . .
.

..,-- .. . , .

...,correctly handling :punctuation that in simpler pieces writing
.-.., ,.. e,

:Ahoy would.ha0d1Olih diipatchl and/or (b) the use.' of limier and'

.

'more_ compleX pieces of writing increases the amount of puncXuation
A

? .. . , W 4
4

nicesiarfanttlyerefoxe4ricreases the chance of error. As a result,
i .,..

..

. .
,

.,..

she:Skills of OnctUitionv like Skills in-the areas of content,'" . _ a ,..
. 0

organization:,..and style:nxiii. be ricalledvireconsAdered, and even
A 1

,.T..,. ,t., aught _thiO, U tiout.the.,gr d a s as new contacts rail!, new prob/ems
:,J.,

.,:. .,, . , -

and ma_ ke new domii,ands .upan the wriier. Via do nett ; ",master'_'

.
the _topic' ..

... P ... A .- . ' ,
4 .

sentence..or.!the:sami7tolon-once.afiefor all tit a pap4OUlar grade

leve4 we learn how to:use them More appropriately and effectively

;14

s `
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A spiral curriculum does not adhere to the notion that shorter

Writing tasks should be mastered before longer ones are attempted.

"While a "must learkto walk before you run" logic might support such.

an approach, a sentence to paragraph to complete essay sequence fails

to recognize the importance of meaningful communication contexts for

stimulating successful writing. Complete pieces of writing on sub -

jects that students can relate to and for audiences that will read them

will provide the "meaning full" contexts necessary for effectively

dealing With suph problems as sentence fragments, run-on'sentences, and-

poorly written parAgraphs. Isolated sentence exercises, when taught,
. . ..

tptally'reartliiim real written communication, are not effective in

el
.. .

tono
.

s.

.

ay that suchthese problems. This is.t h exeicisei
f , .

cannoi`beluseful iii support of:an ,,ongoing "writing to be read" pr6-
,

. . .,

................gramfo_c_us.._ _ . _

ti
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Ten Specific Guidelines for the Teaching of Writing in
Neshaminy Schools

. 1. All students are-to do some original writing every week.

2. At least once every week all students are to engage in "self-
sustained," "expressive," or "free" writing that may or may
not be, shared with others.

3. Students are to have regular experience, in working through the
total writing,process in order to produce final drafts that are
shared with others.

4. Each year students are to produce final -drafts for different
types and forms of writing, as-well as for different purposes
and audiences.

3. Each student is to keep a writing folder.

6:--AS often as posiiblev writing skills- are' to: be taught, in the
context. of the writing procets, with "sentence lifting" serving
as -one of the-teaehinprocedures
- .

,

-, 7. .The teaching ief aktalitical'grammar is to be subordinate to the'
,,teadinkof wilting.- , % - 1

8.,16neneVerpossihle,.teacheri should write with their students.
43 ..

9'. Evaluation 'should toe -ongoing throughout 'the writing process
and should not be confused with; grading. .

.

, - . ,
,

,- ,

10. .tEach. year students, are to have. practice with bota providing .

:- and accepting different degrees of= structure for their writing.
.

. , .

Each of these gusidelfnes is deyefoped more fully on thePages-
that ,

_ . . ,

t
Sifja.

$

1

d
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Ten-Specific Guidelines for the Teaching of Writing,

in Neshaminy Schools

1. Some original writing -- not copying or filling in blanks --

is to be done by every student every week.in the language arts or

English classroom and-, ideally, in &the* subject area classrooms

as well

2. At least once every week, for five or ten minutes aro time,

every.student is to do some writing the primary purpose of which

is,to develop fluency and motivation. Such-writing is called
c .

0
"self-susta ined," !texpressiva," or "free" writing. It may remain

O
.--

": toialbi.private writing.that.isnotthared with,AnyOne else; thaf

is 4161111rwriter;and usually.depends.on the Witgre of the

subject matter. Journal yriting is one of the most popularforms
e.

0.selsf7sUstained writing,,) but there are- spiny other Possibilities,

*hat they all share in common-is the r a-t that"thy are engaged in.

on a 'routine, basis for a short period each time. and involve non-'
.

..-giopwriting intendedto generate a.flow of ideas rather than a

carefully edited and polished piece of Wilting.

Teachers must establish.a model for this activity by free

writing with their students.
. .

This type of writing is to be done in a writing notebook

^^." that is kept in the clisiroomin a secure and private place. The
.

notebook format is important paiticularly since it allows,students
. . , .

-,to- look bask,over what they have written. toy discover ideas for. .

future 'writing and fof.the insights into their own ideas and

feelings(ihat.stichla retrospect can .provide.

Self- sustained wfiting is not, formally evaluated or graded:

*A-11't
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3." In addition to self-sustained writing, which does not entail

:revising or proofreading, all students are to have the experience

each year of w9rking through the writing process in order to

Produce final drafts of written work that are shared with others.

Teaching the entire writiLA-process, from prewriting through

drafting, revising, proofreading, and publishing, is absolutely

essential, to the successful teaching of writing. The rest of

this curriculum guide presents detailed explanationi and examples

of how to teach this.process.

4. Each-year all students are to use the writing process in order

to produde products in three modes or tyiesofxriting: (a)-literary/

. , ...

imaginative, (b) practical/informative, and (c) anal=ytical /persuasive:
-4 sk s

The literary /.imaginative includes such, forms as myths, tall tales,
. .

, I ft. , e , .

-poems, short stbties; dialogues, autobiographiesand scripts.
t

The .

practical/informative- mode_inaudellettersnotes,,su mmaries,y ,ecipes
I '? II. II" .

.. . . , . ,
. . .

.

news articlesp_directions, instructions, and reports. Analytical/
., -

persuasive writing is the taiguage of schociI essaYs,,probleni painrs,

9

edit4iilil letters tethe
edltorpq

.research,
, A

4

f A.

promotional brochures..r.. . ;

(7.

advertisemeatt, and

1;,-,'Theie*-three typed of writing (Vim blur into each other and
.

1-

1

oVerlap. . e boundaries of leach- are not always 4istinct., A Avis-%
.'plete.Writing ProgramLier.a.giyin year includes all three types,

-a otiv*tfit-'_navtained,.ixPressivewritisng (sees' i2 aiove) . This

Maas, ofcourne$:.thit inia,given year students write for

different purpoiAnuld for different audiencei. '
,

S. Bad' student is to. have. a writing!filder containincall of the_

..s .

writing s/he does during the year except for pieces produced through

self-sustained writing. The.foldefis to, include all tough and final
0 "

a.,

I8
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drafts for a particular assignment so that progress made during the

writing process can be readily seen% The alders should be used

primarily when conferring with students abouetheir writing in order

to trace progress made and to spot recurring problem areas. They

should also be used each marking period to help make an evaluation N.

of each student's written work. In addition, parents may be shown

a student's folder when they confer with the teacher regarding their

son or daughter's progress. Principals and the language arts super-

visor' will also find the folders helpful in judging the effectiveness

of the writing curriculum.
e 4

,6. Writing skills are to be taught the context orthe.writing,

processOarticularly at the revising and. proofreading stages'. Four
.

; .

'skill areas ace to be considered:c content,;organization, style,and
. ,

. ,
.

word choice,%and mechanics. Procedures for teaching skills 'in con-
. . . t.

4

- etex,t ate
.

presented:in detail in this guide; most involve the use 4if%
: .. . . .

the students' own drafts. .

,
.

4 , &
.

-Revising and proofreading are to be,taught in part by using the ,

, .
. . .

"Sentence-liftine proceaure. .Teachers are
,

to "lift"4individual
.

,;

sentences; groups -of- sentences', orlouger,passaget. out of Student,
. ^ u

0:,
,

pap vend reproduce them on the chalkboar4 as overhead, or a ditto, ,
-

', exa4tly as they were writtei. Severallof the sentences should

if
.

.

i. ,
. ..

,:

,.

contain One or more problems oepistakes; a Lew shoUld be completely

. , correct. The class then proofreadsth'ese sentences, with, students

-----suggest-ingappropriate changes. __When this activity is engaged in

for' 1Q -15 minutes each day for WO or three days during each- Week----

that the writing process is being osed,'over a period of a

ficant progress-can be made in teach nts how-to find.and

istakes and become more sensitive to their owncorrect t

*writing problems.
-

t



7. The teaching of amalyticaligrammar (not mechanics and usage)

is to be subordinate to the teaching of writing. As already

stated; some grammatical terms can be helpful in dealing with

certain writing problems; they should be taught for this pur-

pose and not as ends in themselves. Since a knowledge of grammar,

is not a prerequisite forearaing how to writevits teaching
.

need not and should not precede the teaching of writing in the

curriculum. 'stuients are to write'from the very beginning of

the yeir, with grammatical terminology introduced if and when it

becomes useful in the revising stage of the 'writing process.

8. Whenevervossiblel.,tiiCherS'should'write withtheir students.
-, , .. .

This shoulkoccor regaarly-dufing self-sustailied writing,.and as
.

.

often.as
.

is feasible during other writing activities.; Tepcherst
. , ----. ? 4,

S. Are encouraged to-share whii-thevwrite with their students.
1. - 7,7

_

. . --
V.: Evaluation of written work is to be ongoingihrdughout.the ,

. . . . -
. .

.writing process and especlaily, at the revising stage. 'It:00%11d ._

- -..
.

.

encotiaishe, four shill:lireis: content, orginization, style,and.
, - . .

, , . 4 V

° .iork choice, mechanics. While or skills .

., . .

viihik 94i!ellair jib '. ea§has/ Zed fbr a particular writing uni.t,'
-,

. . ,
. ,.

iheinetnneor.440Mdiikai0o4.4rpas'atrk togethei..tO achieve the .

,,.

, , .

irrOer'iAmrpose'sheuid beCOnlidered in determining ;the ultimate-
,

. , 9
. letsvihofeff.ven.,,pifce:Ot**111g. :Overall improvement from

''',.. -.,:04;:'rOUgh drift(sk*iie final copy also Should btilLipOitint
- , ______

a a
. ., s , --'

a.. 6*.

pait'Off 'the' eve cess:. , '

.....

. ?.

. ., , , ,
.. 1

.
.

__7_,Iiiiejitiiititigg-.1kas ;,,:to .be.,or,should 10 graded, but all
,

. , ,

.-.47'":::. -74mrcept-imbst,i1:31dsof -self,suitalmed- wit t g -shoutd---receire_ the
1 -

*

biiefitHof some 'evaii.nOton at,powpoint,in the process.
s.,

t'

4

4

, r 1+4.: -
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10, Each year students are to have practice with writing that

ranges from "ms" structure, in which they make all the decisions,

to 'moderate" and lily structure, in which some or all of the

decisions are made for them. The writing units that are presented

in this guide represent the different degrees of structure.
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A NODE. OF THE witrun PROCESS

iOtAFTING urn 00FREADING puBusukcPREWRITING

cknceptio product i0 "re -Via ion" COrret t ion COMDIUniCatios4I

%M.17MONP;°°

'Spftding-time'in,:the:aassroom preparing for the first draft
engaging students' in `activities like 'these : thinking; remember-
ing asking and answering questions, listing, contrasting, reading.
ad- toting notes;, brainstorming, freewdting, role playing,
record4giliathippens. Eventually arrive at a focus, no matter
*404i1Ople$ for-a preposed,piece of writing.

..
........ a, . .

i
.

gats. ...
.

.

_.,--,:- . .7 ..: ... . ...
,.,

1-;,.."-s,- . Tettizig ideas on,- paper' with 'a minimum of frustration, w-itiiiiiit --:-- ,
. ........

' worrying about revising and proofreading at this stage.. Sharing-
ofArafts-with.clasWietes anciteicher in'order that suggestions

. , fer'improveneni can be made. .

.. . , .
.

:. . .

. ,

1Jr. Itivitiu ., .4 .
. ,

: c. i A
...

, ' 0 , . a .
a .

4---dhaftging openings and endings, adding supportive'details;'deleting
,. ., *unneces t stry, parts.; moving parts around, varying s entenceS 9 usingE. <

precise words and-trantitional devices, reparagraphing.
: , . .

IV. Fr4ofreiiing7
4

. '
A Correcting mistakes in mechanics, such as spelling, punctimtion, '.

.
.

.

Capitalization, ntandard usage; and Conventional manuscript
.

m format. )) .d.

V. Publiihing.
,, :

.., )7.

Including final drafts inn school newspapers, magazines;
classroom, booklets. Dittoing some papers, reading. others
aloud, posting a sampling on the bulletin' boards,"sharing
with_eachoflumand-..wIth otlier classes:.

. ,
.. :

0 !

° 0.

.4

' 1a 4
14..

. s ..
.4 ...

..°A . 3

, .

. ..4.77......_ ....L,-,,,::...;-.-;--1:'1.. 0

1,. -. ..

, .
. ' 0
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Important Features of the Model as a SaSiS tOT a Writing Curriculum

41Ik

Writihg skills are taught fuWttiohally ii c'ont'ext, rather, than
apart from writing itself. Skills are tauiETEra means to the
end of more effective communication, not as ends in themselves.

2. What happens before students begin to write (prewriting) is criti-
cal to the sun-fa-ha teaching of writing.

3. The first' draft is just that -- a draft; editing ("re-visioning")
is a critical stage.

4. An important distinction is made between problems of content,
organization, and style (revising) and mechanics, usage; and
spelling (proofreading). Proofreading assumes importance when

`the final draft is being prepared for publication and not before.

S. Publishing -- writing for an audience ("writing to be read") --
means that writing is usually shared with others,, including,
but. not limited to, the teacher.

Evaluation' takes place at each,,itage of the process -- not just
at ;the publishing stage. Thrgoal-issto shift more and more of

,;'the fesponsibility. for evaluation onto the student; young writers
must learn to do much of<their own revising and proofreading.
If evaluation is owLgoing,,.the amount of teacher evaluation at
the end of the process can be reduced.

The
,

time'spent at. each stage of the piiicess varies with the
stisdent, the .assignment,.the purpose, etc. The five stages
often blend and flow together, with no clean -cut demarcation
between them: They arerecursive.
.

0

I

O
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. "PREWRITING la

The prewriting stage of the writing prOcess is time devoted to
:,prepering to write'. As .such, :t is concerned with h4lping students
generateiumi' explare,ideas; donsider options, and do the thinking
Amessary.to'begin to frail* the paper in their minds. It is an
.extremely important phase .of the total-process; without it, student
writing_is likely to be poorly planned and carelessly handled, with
very little ofyalne:being communicated.

- - - ,.

,-' Prewtiting is not simply a pleasant or interesting way to intro- ,

dace the lesson. IT "U a time to plin content and to consider-methods .

.:of otgadizing content. Prewriting activities should be designed te .

enable students to think through the task ahead,: to find something
;to trite about and to consider ways of saying it.

. .
. , .

. , ,
Adtivities involving list-making ind, brainstorming are very

..
. =BIM prewriting lestning expetiencep. But there are many other
'poisibflitier, as the, list below. indicates:

. #

a.

listing
.\ brainstorming

. oral composing'
-.observing/cosparing,

c, -pictures, objects,
kee sakes , Afture

04Stioni/answers
teading*ories, newt-

papers, magazines
*pantomimer
interviewing

.sensory stimuli-
resource people
writtenmOdels

-role playing
simulations, games'
-nott-taking
field trips
discubsion .0
audiO-visual stimuli-

(records, films,
. strips, .transparencies,

-etc.)

.

, t

Th. above activities may involve the entire class, small groups
, ", Of students, or individual students working on their own. Interaction

. among students atcthe prewriting stage is often the best way to helps
theta generate ideas for their writing. .

dic

,
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, Asking uestiOns andiMakiag
°.Statemen s as ram %ng Activities

.

Once students havehad an opportunity to talk about some'of their
ideas.2owriting, both the teacher and classmates can respond in ways
that will help each student think about his or her ideas more carefully
ana more thoroughly.` The following list of possible questions and
statements is designed to help prompt additional thinking about a
toloic:

Ways of helping your partner think about what he or she
is going to write about after it's been talked about.

I. ASK QUESTIONS.

WHO?- WHAT?. WHEN? WHERE? WHY? SHOW?

Examples:

"WHOwas the man whd...?".

'WHAT happened when you...?" -

"WEN did you go to...?"

"WHERE were` you when you...?"
.,-

di"WHY 'd you... ?"

"HOW did you feel when..,.*"
,

II. MAKE STATEMENTS.

Examples:
_ . . .

. "it really lice the-,part about..."
. .. , i, :, .. .

%

"Tell sukaore.about.:v,-

0

t

tOlknO4-.more-about..."

"I don't understandithe part about..,"
,

!IOU must have-been really....(afraid, suipriied, happy,
angry, *.

40
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criticizing
,,...

.a. i.il.:.. AcceptliferrthAnit ''Rio.fiiiin frOm criticizing or. evaluating ideas.
1.A." 41.' ' Mir ten.:134' censored. pt tevised: later., ... i''?..4 so V 4 ' t

1

4.;ielieme thi3Ontlan.dieht. 'New `ideas are born only when the freedom
.. _.

to, create, them
, .

jekii,t1,. Encourage the wild ,and unusual.
: ,/ ^ ,..

t,, S elf
of

Sotini... Quantity is important, because the greaterIon't.
,,. ..... .

..... the, number of-sideas generated., the more likely is the occurrence
'Of; the _ceative. and Antique-I* -.

..

,. . . .., . . . .
,-..., -. , .

. :,-

.

..... 4 54:- You'PartiCiptieilikit. When student are brainitorming, the
.., teacher should.contributec:as well, Your addition to the

. reservoir of ideas 'can demonstrate dliteitence and add excite-. -..: -- .t. _ ..
-*.. sent vtO %.: the process..." " ':-_----- --. -------r--.-,........, .-,? -, . 6

Build aid Combine With "Old" Ideas .it is valuable to brain-
.. stern ways/that-existing ideas can be bettered or to gather.

, =suggestions for combining two. or moreideas into a third idea.
,
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Definition:

Brainstormini,.as a Prewriting Activity
. ,

/1 1

'Brainstorming has been highly publicized, but surprisingly few people
have actually experienced it. The aim of a brainstorming session is
to produce as many ideas as possible in a short period of time. A
topic for inquiry is selected - '"How can one build a better type-
writer?" and the participants suggest as many ideas as they cane
building, borrowing, stealing each other's ideas freely. No critt-

- cism or evaluation is°permitted; the aim of the group is idea
production, not evaluation, and all ideas are recorded, -since even
usilly" ideas may prove to have a seed of a workable solution.

-Procedure:

1. Basic-rule* to Tallow:

.a. pose the problem or state the topic.
b. have the group reel-off as many solutions as they can,

as fast as possible. .Go around the room once or twice
to.giVe all acchance, then oven it up to anyone. Allow
a. student- to "pies" 'if he wants.

c. don't criticize or comment on responses. Just record
on oVerhead:oeboaid77----

Exam_ples:
k

1

1
.

a. Develop- a cis quoin brainstorming its content. Suppose
you cit: the. class select "Sunburn. ".. Here are some responses

4 you *7-1to:. ,heid..t.hfv. pink, peeling, -painful.. color, sore,
. ... .lotion;::NoXelka, 'freckles, blisters, hurt, sizzling, red as

a 'beet,- torture:;-' bathing suit marks, Atlantic City, mother,
-"..".baii :recess; sumer,. ' . r- ". .': *: ..

..,.1. , . , .

kRaco*iit:ComitentS!..;*Naic words such as mother, bad, and :.mesa ..arc.rather .mealiingleis;',but it willbp Trthe
TrartcP,,deCide -.240t.te :use -them.

The*,finiefied:_iitocdict contain, words not suggested during-
the' bisiiiatkrating.Sayiple.4:

4...

scorChes,.,101steri, Aoki.

ters;i4.tor,tiire.: turns an,

Brainstoisiinglt-ian excellent' lead-in to writing composi;.
tiont.'.1'iesent4:4itjiati,oh.;that will provoke .the subject
matte for s composioa: .Example: The members of the
=Smith-1444x- draptdjaliant_ of the TV set on a typical"-evening .

..



, .

e

Students' brainstorming will probably pertain to where
people are sitting, the-sounds heard, and the activities
going on in the. room. When finished, see if they can ,

see a pattern to their replies and group their comments
in categories. Eliminate those that don't fit (i.e., Tom
is in -the basement)-. Use -this material as the pAly_ of
a compositIon, then decide what the conclusion should be.
(Very likely no one was actually watching the TV!)

The finished product may look something like this:

Take a look at the members of a certain American
family draped in front of the TV set on a typical .

evening. Dad is dozing in his overstuffed, reclining
chair. Mother, picking her way through the prone
bodiessif children, is collecting the accumulated
clutter of Coke bottles and potato chips. Twelve
year old Jeffrey is sprawled on the floor with Fido
as his pillow. The cat, curled on top of the TV set,
dusts-tilt-it-men-with The-phone-rings-r-the
air conditioner rumbles, and our audience charges to
the hathroemand refrigerator as Morris is called to
"din-din."

Did somebody say this family was watching TV?

c. Large, colorful pictures easily seen by all are also
good for brainstorming lessons. Later, lay out lots of
pictures and allow students to select one that appeals
to them, do their own brainstorming, and try their own
composition (they could work with a partner the first
time).

Suggested Topics for Brainstorming:

1. Choose'a familiar object (cup, pencil, bike). In two minutes
have students name as many word associations as possible that
are stimulated by the object.

2. Use music (Grand Canyon Suite, etc.): while listening, have
students jet down words that reflect the changes in the mood'
of the music.

S. Have students record the sights, sounds, smells of various
-locations and then organize them into the proper categories.
These lists could then become the basis for a descriptive
paragraph.

4. Toiic: tf you had to flee from your home taking only those
things that would fit in a booking or hrief.case, list what
you would-choose. Then take this list and try to categorize
the items - practical items, mementos, etc., and discuss why
certain things seem more important thin others.

121/
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S. Pick an emotion and have students brains4Orm the associa-
tions they have with this emotion in hoth general and
specific situations. Later categorize these associations
as to causes, reactions, etc.

6. Topic: You are in charge of filling the cornerstoneof a
new government building. What would you put in-it to show
people in the,year 20 what life was like in 19 ?

7. Topic: Pretend you've been cast to play a 100 year old
man or woman. List all the ways you would make the role
believable. Later categorize as to posture, clothes, etc.,
and develop into a character sketch.

8. Present certain situations such as the following: caught
in a storm out in the middle of a lake or a bay in your
sailboat; locked in the cellar; ,home aloite,at night; at
the top of a f3rris wheel, etc. ,Brainstorm viaual data
4$ well.as emotional states. Use the listg'that result
as the basis for Lnarratzve ofaescrEVEM paper.

;
9. Have students write a memory chain.

Exam le: I see the top of a house and it is white. It
-reminds me of going up to Maine to my grandparent's cottage.
That reminds me of the time Gail, Robin, Nancy and I were
in Maine and hid in someone's pile of hay when they came
by. The white, of the hpUse Also reminds me of the ski.
slopes,; when I first we on =them. That reminds me of the
time I fell.and broke my arm when skiing, That-remihds
me of Joey when he signed my cast 'Big Joe', etc., etc.

Such associations can. form the basis for a narrative or
descriptiVe parOgraph.

B-8
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.--,,,-Tfiedriftilig stage of the writing process -is devoted primarily
.1.

jto.writingAhe Sirst dtaft of a..paper. At this poinvlittle attention ,

---,Should4eIiVen Wmafters of revision and proofreading; the correction ,

''': of npiinctiiatiOn taPitilikation "spelling, and sentence structure errors
, s .. . ,

;

f:comes,Ilateri.in:the:4tatiotthiocess. The goal here is to get all ideas .'"..

---.. . . downlOn,papir'befOre. they are without being distracted by
OtherdOnderns.,IlildrifOrWSttdentS should in no way be admonished
'Oi-pini/itedIfin:facf, this.first draft contains various errors...., ,. _. , ., . , ;

--,. : :.. OUtlsagli::jancritichgni..,-,
. . , .

% - -
.,i,

. . ,

-,.Drafting4s il$4:0Ctine that may be devoted to the teaching. of
,

specific skills ihatarkinOortantjka Oven assignment. Such skills
";.,...,

nat.nor4it-easilxi,0010,4rewrIting phase, where the emphasis is
'-'nore.Wienerating4deWaadnarrowing options. If for example, the
task:Iiiiiillbr;,:rpattidUlar assignment shows that the use of hiahlv

-----luroiTipti 4 wordi'or:',04*alogwpwictuation is-a critical skill in
...:s.: thgt-aisighnenWiheOfie :drafting stage mmysbe the time to teach or ,5

reirtoi'thitskp,tiluit*to to thi Writing of the first draft.. Some
-- of this,teithinf,marbe%better held off until the revising stage, how- ;--;

everHeiejsvOtiere';:teadhirjudgment is critical.
;..,,

"If dertainikilli will be singled out for special emphasis in the
4411Uktilonfand gisidihi'of the students' papers, then this is the time
to.mike-clear that4iphaiis. vEven while writing the first draft,
'students should keep in mind those skills or tasks that will receive
.high priority *in:tha,overall evaluative proteis. .

It is important to remember what a draft is: not a final pro-
duct,:but a beginning. Too often we accillf-Tirst drafts as final

-.Products. To do.so,ic..to_assign writing.but not to teach it.

Of course, not, all first drafts will necessarily lead to a ,

final., polished paper. When deadends occur, and the. teacher and/or
the student.decides-that.there.is no point in going on, then the
first draft is the Itrst,:and only draft and is. either thrown away or
kept for personal use. Most expressive writing never gets beyond, ,

the first draft stage,oecauselt is primarily for private use only; -.0
if .and When the writer decides to share it with others than other

.

drafts and a final, topy,smay -follow.
S
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REVISING

The revising stage occurs both simultaneously with the drafting
-04tafe, and immediately, after -a, draft has been completed. In-process
r.'evisiOn tikes place when students ,make, changes 'in the act of writing

erasing, .crossing things out,' squeezing new things in, or drawing
arrows' to,"-new contentin the mania or to a new place in, the paper
far the.same content. Revising is crafting. It is deliberately
rewOiking first..drafts to better fulfill the writer's purpose. Such
rewOking_mesuis_,:makine_changes_in--0310 --OZ-1107-e-Of three -of. thefour
skill areaS: content, organization, and style: Mechanics .is not
.included beC luso it is the skill area that is, considered in the
:proofreading stage. f.

'there% are four major ,typei of changes that can be made at the
,reyisjag stage

, . .I. ..Som thl,mg may be added.
ng may be removed.*

. Something 'may bt .mov7CTomewhere, else.
4. Something may. be.s72WitUted for something else.

The' "something'' in tea Wiese may be words, phrases or clauses,
Sentences, a paragraph, or many-paragraphs. The changes may improve
the cOntent,-,%the Organization,, and/or the style of the paper.the

`Add;
Rembve. Use your. ARMS when you write;

A4sMoveSubstitute,. .

,,Theet't,etiClit,ilind,,,,other';Stimiefits should be involved in helping
thAttudont'viik,the -,.reVising trcess. The student's peers provide

mOlienek.011--..the, f ,frft draft; sometimes their reactions
to-,4C.first2,iff*rt,*.ctn,belielitia.-to,..the writer in ways' that the more

*StiOntll ,inforMe.d. Opinions; tine f_,teacher cannot. The teacher,
e.his-or.her expertise to 'design lessons

eslirseftedi su skill
itArint. . _

- : .!- - 44...
.s.

-gets ,done' e- or more of the.iollowing ways:

,litiodent...,iereid,iiAis 'draft a!AIllaitEcis changes on his

stiide0'..and, the' two

s's*Thei;,stiident :iirii,..part147.f,, a -Small ,group...Of,:.stwients that
e. ioup *kit ',:appropriate:, cheats*.

. The .;" I titikAlitAsIONatife__SAritik, the teacher a, few drafts
ilsprtialeats that may

.-

4:::-ThS4ifteelter !riasdi.4.1filitUagetti ;drift. and in g brief
ilif#040u0Narees:;that could use further''

.

ww re, 101.44,Aaek:.tie 4.4vaitr.. .



6. The teacher teaches lessons on specific skills important
to the assignMent, and the student makes appropriate
changes based on the lesson..

6

Revision must be supportive of each student's efforts. There-
fore, recommendations should be accompanied by commendations. Re-
vision should also be focused, concentrating on just a few changes,
rather than trying to TIEETreverything that might be improved.
Learning occurs when a'few skills are developed at a time - not
when the student is expected to do everything well and then becomes

. discouraged in the face of an impossible task, -

Students must be taught how to revise their own work and.how to
help.others do the same. It is a process that requires constant
attention. Small group revision will pz ;ply not work really well
the first time it is tried. Roles within the group must be care-
fully defined and structured. The goal is to help every student
develop his own revising skills, and various audiences within the
classroom (and, when possible, outside of the classroom) must be a

.pavt-of-th4s-learning-process.

Some common revision activities are briefly summarized below.
Many are incorporated into the teaching plans that are included in
this guide.

1: Peer evaluation - Students work in small groups or in pairs
TO-WeifFIEH-Bther make appropriate changes. Suggestions
are made orally or in writing. Roles are clearly defined
and criteria carefully selected.

2. Teacher directed lessons - Teacher prepares and presents
w.TiFTilticii skills that first draft re-

veals many students need help with. Textbook exercises
may be used.

3. Spot conferences - Teacher quickly reads a draft and makes
one or two suggestions for improvement.

4. Sentence and ara ra h "liftin " - Teacher "lifts" a few
sentences or paragrap s rom student papers for the class
as a whole to critique. They ire placed on the chalkboard,
the overheadprojector, or a ditto for this purpose. When
used as a revising activity, "lifting" will usually in-
clude more than single sentences since most revising
problems require a consideration of larger units of writing.

5. Readin aloud:- Students catch many problem areas when they
ear themselves read their paper aloud to one another or

to- the teacher.
6. Checklists - Teacher and/or students prepare lists of skills

TTleNiit with in a given assignment. May be a general
reminder of several considerations of content, organization,
and style that should be kept in mind or may focus in on a
few, specific skills that ire critical to the successful
completion of a given assignment. Sample checklisti are
included in the discussion of evaluation in this guide.

7. Tape recordin s The teacher speaks to the student about
Hii-or er paper on tape, Which the student plays back
at a later time. May make suggestions to several students

- on the same tape. Often faster and more attention-getting
than'written comments.

..
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, Revising Technivies,

Ways of talking about a rough draft that will help the writex make
;. the next draft better.

.

4.MO

I. Mention one or two things you especially like.

: I

:.

, Examples:

"I really like the part about ft

"The 'beginning is really (good, exciting, funny,Petc.)"..

"The bpst4art is your description of the fl, : 0

. Suggest that-the writer (1) add, (2) remove, (3) move, or
()1 substitute something.

A. .ADD something.

Examples:

"I would like to know more about ft

"I think you should tell more about

"Why don't you describe.....

D..,_:REMOVE- something.
/

. Examples:
-

"I;don't think.you baould telli:bout ....

"1 feet the part about isn't important."
, . .

:."1.-thiniCif:mould be better .if you took out the sentence

ft

MOVRAfillie"thtlita:7,:r-f

, .... %, ,,, 1 . . z ' r
.... l

E*811010 f ; 4 t .' t': '.. '''' it ''-' .:: !.; -:' ''' ..; % . ' :.. . Irl
:. ,.-. "/..-thinktthelart:about should :110 put (after, before,

l'',; i.'-- % :, .., with) the part 1110;*

i.
' '' I , N : ; '' ''I.: :, .' i .10 :II ,3 1. t
:.:. rThe.sOntence'aboUt., belongs' el

'4,,"/.think,the=4elittpton'of'
. ,..

.:, -

:41;:. , .%.,:stk .

4.

>--k

!A, - . 4

!*,<
, A ,1,-54z, .

"N. ,: .

_ ets-

t: . '? ' ti

should be put

34
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..SUBSTITUTE somethyg.

Examples:

think a better way to say it woultbe .. . "

'The sentenceboht doesn't make sense to me."
, s .

:,. "I =think a better, (word, phrase, sentence) would be

7',

, ;:,

i

.
.

,. Add - ,

..

Use your
,-

,,,-*, Reioie ARMS
Move'r when you

-Substitut write!
3

-

5

0

It
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. ., IV. PROOPREADOW

s;-. The Oroofreadisg stage is devoted primarily to checking for
errors in mechanics. Mechanics includes punctuatioe, capitalize-
tion, spelling, and such usage matters as agreement, pronoun forms,
'verb twist.; and plural and possessive suffixes

Proofreading receives:emphasis just prior to the writing of
the final draft and not before. Prior to this time - at the pre-

,

writing; drafting77607Wil331 stages - the emphasis is on content,
, organization, and style. Only now: that the paper is being readied
for others to read do themechanios of the language that help to
convey meaning.become most important. In other words, it is impor-
taut to learn to punctuate and spell correctly not as an end in
,itself but as the means to the end of clear communication with one's
readers. Poor mechanics stand in the way of the goal of writing to
be read. At the very least they slow down the reader; at the very
worststhey make the writer's message unintelligible. It

As often arpossible, mechanics should be taught in the con-
text'-.Of the writing process. Each of the ways for doing so that
is presented below has as its goal the assuming of the responsibility

pro6.04a4ing by.the writer, rather than by the teacher. Far 'too
much teacher time is spent correcting papers for errors that the
-student writer should have iproofread and corrected. It is better
ora student to 'have learned how to cut down his or her errors by

.,S0t during the course' of a year than for the teacher to have marked
errori withvirtually no student self-correctioa.

i.LOf TeiChing.Proofreading Skills:
. .

i-.-The'siudent-prOareads his or her own paper before the
teacher has markeetagy.errors.. A comparison is made
betweew.the'number.ikerrors the student 'picks up. and the

--hmibef;that actually exist. The goal, e course, is to .

Close, the.::gaplketittota t Alio:
stmdents:yairi*Wan lircmdread each other's papers,

IOinthj'ôutias*aflyerror's, as they can find. Papers are
!ado:
ignid the job of checking
t as able in a partimular
tuat*on posse,proofreads

retUrhe". kcorrectj.oa
3, Mii*Xe in the :clets-Iire

the papers of others wh are n

uatton errors: *,
4. The teacher Ike* t:-chnoieo *irk or

. 01414: error. The
error .corrontiOni';'
*Th arks fS. teacher r few selected error

tlotiir7"
6. Seiteneet-'bf"tice,Day: Each day the teach.

,-; s' sientn'te :*th:it,sCceitaini.; Common errors and p
.the_Chilkboardiz.IAMediatelir'at the beginnin

en;s4roo,reakandsuggest corrections in
-:/-. -.

mark at the end
tudent :mit find the

tn,*a' pap**. The

selects a ,
ces_it-on

of class,
short,

- t-,j
v

-

- -% I - ' '
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7. Textbook exercises are used to su ort and further
reinforce (rather than take the p ace of) tEiiiiaing
that has been done using the students' own sentences
and paragraphs. Constant connections are made between
the exercise material and the students' work, with
similarities and differences noted.

8. The teacher conducts the following sentence "lifting"
exercise on a regular basis:
Five or six sentences (number may vary, depending on
grade level) are selected-from recent.or current student
papers to be placed on the chalkboard exactl as they
were written by'the students. They shou esente=es
that demonstrate common errors made by the class in a ,

particular assignment.. At least one of the sentences
should be'absolutely "correct," containing no errors.
For 5 -.10 minutes, in a fairly fast-paced manner, the
teacher asks students to identify any errors in each
of the sentences and to state what.the corrections
should be. Or, the teacher may have a student come up
to the chalkboard, circle an error, and write the
correct form above it. Absolutely correct sentences
should be included in order to help counteract the
students' tendencies to overcorrect. If this procedure
is followed on a routine basis two or three times a
week for five to ten, minutes each time, tremendoui pro-
gress can be made in the course of a year in helping
students become more able proofreaders.
This procedure may also be followed for a series of
sentences, entire paragraphs, and entire papers. For
longer units of writing such as these, the overhead or
dittoes,usually provide the format for the lesson,
rather than the chalkboard.

A final draft should be accepted when a reasonable number of
errors has been corrected. "Reasonable" is, of course, a relative
term. It might be straining the perseverence of a fairly slow
student to expect him or her to catch all errors, and motivation
may wane if this is the expectation. On the other hand, near perfec-
tion in this skill area may be the standard set for a very able
student. What is an appropriate goal for one student is not
necessarily appropriate for another.

As in all skill development activities, the wise teacher will
focus on one or two types of errors at a time. To. call attention
to any and all errors in a hypercritical manner can be very discour-
aging to a young writer. It is not unlike the tennis coach who
exclaims, "Your forehand is soft; your backhand is weak; your net
game is very erratic; you can't lob; and your serve is terrible!"
Who would want to continue playing?

715



V. PUBLISHING

Publishing is the whole point of writing in the first place.
We write to'be read. Pubiiihing may not always involve the pro-
fessional printing and dissemination of our writing, but in the
terms of thiS curriculum it is said to occur at the moment when we

. . share the final draft of what we havevritten with someone else
for whatever purpose.

Not everything that students write should be published. Most
expressive ("self-sustained"), writing is not. Some first drafts
never go any further because they reach a dead-end.

Writing that is published that "goes public" - should
represent.the student's very best effort at each of the preceding
-stages of the.writing process. If till young writer has not proof-
read and corrected all of his or her errors by the publishing stage,
then other students and/or the teacher will have to help out so
that there are no impediments standing in the way of,the reader
understanding the writer.

As this curridUlum'guide makes clear, the young writer's
different audiences should be as varied as is feasible. Writing
only for the teacher, and doing so mainly to demonstrate certain
skills or one's ability to Avoid error, is not the kind of "pub-
lishing" that motivates more and better writing.

Ideally, writing should be read and responded to in some way.
.
There is nothing more exciting to a writer than to fibw that some-
one cares enough about what the writer has written to take the time
to respondvif only with an "I like iti" or "I know what you mean,"
or "Tell me, mare,. or "You've convinced me." Ways of encouraging
such "responses. have been ;suggested in this guide.

. .

SOme of the many audiences for writing are listed elseihere
in thissection of ,ple guide.'.The teaching plans provide for
differeit audiences.as Wellas for different ways of publishing
student writing: -POssibItitios for the latter range from exchanging
pipersi,tolthe-use of bulletin boards, dittoed copies, school news-
pApeis, and contests. 4-Possibilities for the former range from
'classiates, to school stiff; to the community at large, and beyond.

t

1' Nottingtion to_ write increases as what is written reaches /
:greater- n4ifietf.;-(etop,ti andas eiders are stirred to react to
the coritenVof the writ-inirin--posttive,- apprediative terms . Pub -
li'shinfris, not the ;satisfying. event it should be' when, after a
treat Oil of effort',. the,writer's.-only response from Hs or her
teieber-atidience a ,s trittg .kof, "sp Is ," "awk s ," "puncis.,". and
"lacks,:veherente *A:" -Most comitents of this kind belong at the
revising and proofreading stages.; :combined with comments regarding
Whit bas`been done. well.

°
may
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VI. EVALUATING

Evaluating is not a stage of the writing process but a critical
perspective assumed by' writers and readers at each stage.of the pro-
cess'. Evaluating goes on during piowiiting, drafting, revising,
-proofreading, and publishing. In an "assign and grade" approach to
toiching writing (whiphreally does not teach much of anything!),
evaluating Only occurs after the papers have collected and
.usually is synonomous with a letter grade or a numfier. .

Many aspects .of evaluating have, then, already been discussed.
However, certainones have not, and a general philosophy of evalua-
tion.needs to be emphasized at this point.

#

Effective evalilition,is characterized as follows:

I.. It is fOcised.on a reasonable number Of errors and problems-
rather'di7n7shotgunning" anything and everything. Just
like learning' to play the piano or football, we learn best
by concentrating on a few problems st a time, not all of
them atonce.
It is'limited to things students can change. If students
cannot comet an'irfor or elj,minate a weakness because
they have not yet learned how td, there is little point
in calling attention to the problem. Errors that students.
can change should be changed by the student. Marking
student errors and weaknesses and then not requiring that
they .be corrected or improved is one of the most common
ways teachers waste their own time.

3. It is s ecific enough that the student knows exactly what
is wrong. C" on a paper with no comments is almost
worthless;*it says very little about what can be done to
improve the paper. "Lacks unity and cOherence"..is, in
most cases, a comment that is practically meaningless;
rather than referrint to general principles of organiza-
tion, the comment shoild point out exactly where.the
organizat$on breaks down.

4. It is used to acknowledge correct responses, as well as
to poiET-Furiela esses. Evaluation must positively, rein-.
force the writer's effort& at the same time that it suggests
means for improvement. Except in cases where stulents have
obviously done atalf-hearted job and deserve only a repri-
mend, all hohest efforts should be rewarded with at least
one positive comment.

Part of evaluating is grading,' although not all papers need
be or should be graded.' As teachers begin to implement this curri-
culum, they will surely want to know how it is possibl# to have
students writing morewithout the teacher becoming buried under
the paPer marking load. This is a particularly important question
at the secondary leirel where teachers usually meet five classes
of students every day.

B-17
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Some of the answer§ to the question of how to handle the paper
load are to be found in the following activities:

1. Fo esee difficultiet and preteach skill*.
2. Teach, and teach again, how to proofreau papers. Do

sentence-lifting.
3. Have students read and edit one another's papers (see

section on revising) according to selected criteria.
4. Resist overcorrecting;'mark selectively. Grade only for

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

skills taught. (See above discussion on focused evalua-
tion).
Teach a lesson on common problems after quickly scanning
rough drafts.
"Lift" sections of papers that can serve as examples and
duplicate or project on overhead.
Use checklists (see samples that follow).
Establish a conference or consultation period. Short, one
or two minute conferences can deal with some major problems
and clear them out of the way before the final draft is
written.
Grade only every fourth or fifth paper that is written.
Alternate the numbers, so that every student's work is
eventually graded several times during the semester.
Keep all papers in the folders, considering some or all
of them when it comes time to determine a marking period
grade.
Exchange papers with other classes. Students do not put
the usual heading on their papers, but rather sign the*
with a coded identifying mark. Sets of papers are exchanged.
under°teacher arrangement. Papers are read, comments made,
and papers returned, and then the writers study the comments
on their own papers.
Use a cassette tape recorder. The teacher makes no written
comments on the paper. Rather, s/he speaks into a tape
recorder while rea4Ang each paper, talking to the student,,
,pointing points,
secor,s-to three minutes. TB-Weer e tape, with student
papers discussed.on it in alphabetical order, is brought

out weaknesses as well as strong for 30

to class for private auditing by the students. They are
called up to listen to comments on their own paper, one at
a time, using a headset to avoid disturbing the-class. At.
the end of the taped comments on his or her own paper, the
student shuts off the machine and calls the next student to
the tape. The teacher carries on the usual lesson while the
students are listening. They take their papers with them to
the recorder and mark comments on the papers as they listen.

12. Do not grade any papers for the first month. Write comments
sparingly, checking only for, one type of problem -- e.g.,
punctuation, subject-verb agreement --;at ortime.

23. Instead'of writing comments and correction symbols on the
paper, makg a check mark in the margin opposite a problem

, and ask the student to find the problem and (-rrect it.

Atil9r
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14. Use holistic scoring. This technique for evaluating papers
. is presented in some detail in the final section of the guide.

- 15. Assign expressive or "silr-sustained" writing regularly. It

awn

gives students impoitant practice but is not graded..=e

. .... The act of writing is .a very personal endeavor; we can be easily
embarrassed4when we do not succeejl at the task. The teacher of
writing must be a good coach -offering encouragement, modeling,
pointing out problems and:Auggesting ways of overcoming them, scold-

," . ing if necessary, but never embarrassing.. Like a good coach, the
-e teacher of writing Aocuses.on one-or two skills at a time and provides

immediate positive reinforcement each time the writer comes a little
closer to doing' things absolutely right. The teacher-coach knows the
skills involved take time and practice to develop - and s/he provides
as 'Rich of both as possible, allowing for some periods of practice when '

evaluation is minimal or not given at all.

;.,
'
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Sample Checklists

Checklists remind students of things they should be sure they
,..haveconsidered before they submit their final draft. They can
takemany different' forms, depending on the stage of the writing
process at which they are used, the nature of the assignment, and
the instructional focus.

It is a.gdOd idea to keep one.form of a checklist in the stu-
dent's writing folder so that a record may be kept of progress

Students can use such a checklist as a profile of personal
,problems and errors, checking to see if the same ones - or different
ones - appear in each of the papers that-are written during the year.

--"" The following sample checklists suggest some of the'skills to
be considered at three different stages of the writing process:

proofreading and publishing.

a

1 ,
. 0.41.
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Primary Checklist (Grades 1 3)
(Directed-to the teacher at these grades)

I. Revising

A. Content'*
17-131.7 the writer adhere to the topic?
2. Did the writer present. his ideas in an interesting way?
3. Did the writer complete his,VEht?
4. Does the writer show origina ty
S. Is the writer sensitive to his audience?
6. Does the writer include.details7-------

B. Organization
1. Did the writer organize, the sentences logically?
2. Is the first soutane.) an appropriate beginning?
3. Is there a reasonable eonclusic-77---
4. Is there alggiraivelopment of events?
S Did the WritiY-biiin a new paragraph for each new idea?

C. Style and Word Choice
E' Can tre writer express ,his /her ideas cleArly?
'2. Does the writer use intei9:1s0.1.4: vocablitlywords?
3. Does the writer avoid-61.TIFFEaki such linking words as

and, so, and then?
4. woes THe writer his/her sentence beginnings?
S. Does the writer use consistency of voice and tense?

II. Proofreading

Mechanics'
L Does the writer use
2. Does the writer use
3. Is correct s pelling

. 4. Does the wrier use
S. Does the writer use
6. Does the writer Use

indenting?
7. Does the writer use

I!!. Publishing. a

=1=1.

proper punctuation?
correct capitalization?
elfraFrfi in the final copy?
consistent subject-verb Igrent)Lit?
consistent tense agliNigeatT------
appropriate paragiii5EIETind

complete sentences?

1. Does the final copy have a neat appearance?
2. Is the writer's handwriting legible?
3. Does the writer use suitable margins?
4. Is the final copy error-free? , .

a

43
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4 Intermediate Checklist (Grades 4 S)

I. Revising

A. Content
177-RiVe I written an interesting beginning sentence?
2. Do all my sentences relate to my topic sentence?
3. Are allimy sentences in logical order?
4. Are my ideas clear?
S. Have I adequately explained or described my topic?
6. Have I followed the directions.of the assignment?

B. Organization
I . Does my writing have a good beginning, middle, and end?
2. Do I have a new paragraph for each new idea, and have I

indented to show it?

C. Style and Word Choice'
1. Have I used a variety of interesting words?

a. action words
b. describing words
c. synonyTs

2. Haveli variedmy sentence beginnings?
3. Have r checked tosee if thece are words that are not

needed?
4. Have I left out any words that are necessary?
S. Have I written complete sentences?

$

II. Proofreading

Mechanics
17-11TVE-I
2. /ive I

Period,
,%

3. Have I
4. Hate r:
S . Hair I

ft* ?

-4- Iii. 'Publishing

4

corrected all spelling mistakes?
used the correct end -of- sentence, punctuation:
question mark, exclamation point?

put commas where they are needed?
avoided using run-on sentences?
used capital letters?

1. Have I c

\
rrectly written a title?

2. Is my hentawriting'neat and legible?
3. Have I inc uded margins on both sides of, my paper?
4. Have I prop read to make certain no new mistakes have

been made?



Middle School Checklist (Grades 6 - 8)

Revisin_g

A. Content-
1.--RiTie I written an interesting beginning?
2; Have I included a topic sentence for each paragraph?
3. 'Have I used specific examples which support my topic

sentence?
4. Havi I written on the assigned topic?
S. Hqve I shown that I understand the topic?

-6. Have .1 creatively used my .own ideas?

B. 'Organization
I. Have I.supported general statements with specifici?
2. Have I.used-only one .'general statement per paragraph?
3. Have I only. usergeneral statements which relate to

my topic?
4. .Have I' written a beginning, a .middle, and an end?
S. Have I ustd transitional words, phrases or.sentences?

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Have I avoided using and, so, then, 101, bad, nice,
ratty, really, and 17TUt?

2.. used-the strourst and most vivid words?
3. Have'I avoided clich4s?
4. Have I used too many words to say something?
S. Have I used one verb tense?
6. Have I used one point of view?
7. Have I avoided fragment sentences?
8. Have I avoided run-on sentences?
9. Have I used a variety of sentence styles?

II. Proofreading

&dim ics
r. nave I
2. Have I
3.- Have,
4. Have I
S. Have I
6. Haire I

III. Publisig_.n:
I

2. Have I
3. Have I
4. Have I

punctuated correctly?
capitalized correctly?
spelled words correctly?
made subject-verbs agree?
made pronoun reference clear?
used dialogue punctuation correctly?

written legibly?
indented every paragraph?
put a correct heading on my paper?
left margins?

45
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I. Revising

High School Checklist (Grades 9 - 12)

A. Content
17--DU-1 have'a clear purpose or point?
2. Have I considered the audience for whom I'm writing?
3. Do I stick to the topic and give specific detail to

support it? 4

4. Ives my paper show originality and creativity?
S. Am I sincere in what I say?
6. Is my paper interesting to the reader?
7. Have.I used a form appropriate to the assignment?

B. Organization
I. Have I begun each paragraph with a topic sentence?
2. Is there g logical or sequential order?
3. Is the relationship between paragraphs clear?
4. Is there unity, coherence, and emphasis in the paper?
S. Does the paper have smooth transitions? Are they

appropriate?
6. Are my ideas in the best order?

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Have I. been concise? Have I used unnecessary words?

Hgve I overused such words as and, so, then, a lot,
nice, really, etc.?

stated my ideas clearly?
3A Hays I used a variety of sentences?
4.\ Have I used inappropriate words, such as slang, collo-

quialisms,
Have T written sentences that could be combined for

and clichis?

improved readability or divided for clarity?
6.. Have I written'from a consistent point of view?

II. Proofreading

N--/P Mechanics
---17--Riire I used proper spelling?

2. Have I used p oper punctuation and capitalization?
3. Have I checked for sentence fragments and run-on sentences?
4. Have.I correctly handled such usage matters as pronoun

reference and,agreement, subje4t-verb agreement, tense,
number, and gender?

S. Have I used the active voice whenever possible?

III. Publishing

A. Handwritten Manuscript
1. Have I written in blue or black ink?
2. Have I written on one side only of white paper?
3. Have been consistent in the use of margins and inden-

tions?

--;sY .=.

.
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B. Typewritten Manuscript
1. Have I used a black typewriter ribbon?
2. Have I made proper use of block form?
3. Have I. double-spaced the lines?

-
-ete," !

4;4,
P-1),

rr

Have I used proper headings and/or title page?

47
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TYPES AND FORMS OF WRITING

Writing serves different purposes with respect to its readers
or audience. The following four types are class4.fied on the basis
of the writer's primary purpose in writing. Each type consists of
,several real-life written forms that people engage in every day.
Depending on intent, the same form could appear under more than
one type.

T. EXPRESSIVE/PERSONAL WRITING

Purpose:, To discover, explore; and examine one's observations,
idtas, feelings.

. Forms: journals logs

diaries observational notes

II. LITERARY/IMAGINATIvIE WRITING

Purpose: To create and explore with the imagination in order
to please and entertain oneself and others.

Forms: events from one's life novels . myths

anecdotes tall tales riddles

biographies folk tales legends

autobiographies limericks vignettes

essays fables scripts

fairy tales monologues

jokes dialogues

it

poems

short stories

plays
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III. INFORMATIVE/PRACTICAL'

1

Purpose: To inform others and to explain a process, idea, or
situation as a service to others and in order to take
care of \lay-to-day business and personal affairs.

Forms: business letters

friendli letters

,thank-you letters

MOMS

reports

applications

news article's

0

fa

a

recipes

notes

travel itineraries

directories

epitaphs

telephone message&

book summaries

contracts

414 v4

fff,
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0

0
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plans

invitations

resignations

-obituaries

'biograpfiies

resumds

schedules

agendas

minutes

announcements

warranties

lost and found reports

shopping lists

W-2 forms

"Who's Who"

policies



IV. ANALYTICAL/PERSUASIVE

S.

:47

4

Purpose: To analyze a problem or an idea in order to better
understand it or. to influence or change the opinions
and actions of others.

Forms: essays

editorials

letters to the editor

travel brochures

position/research paper

reference letter

advertisements

bumper stickers

critiques

campaign buttons

book reviews

r ".`
, 0-

, 1.;

tee shirt slogans

results of experiments

test questions

literary analyses

political cartoons

slogans

mottoes

speeches

posters

promotional brochures

50
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AUDIENCES FOR WRITING

Usually writing done in school is intended for the teacher to
read. However, there are many other possible readers or "audiences*"
and students shbuld have experience writing for different ones. Of
-Oursei.expressive or self-sustained writing is writing done primarily
witkoneself ? the writer - as the reader. Audiences move out from
;the.seX.Vto include other individuals and then increasingly wider,
larOrl, 'and more,"publie groups of people. Students may write for
individuiWteachers', students, and friends; small JET321 of students;

-,,IETWEITi-cias; and larger groups outside the

Othei audiences include:

'other,students, peers
,

'weherlteachers

parents

relatives
.

school administrators

en pals, correspondents

prospective employers

bdsiness concerns

the general public

"Dear Abby"

political figures

consumer boards and advocates

l'4-spaper editors and columnists magazine columnists

authors fictional characters

school, Vublipat ions . children's magazines

cafeteria and custodial staffs local and national writing
contests

media and 'sports figures (fan letters),

ti
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Type or Mode

What kind of writing
is it?);

p

es of

Purpose

(What is the
intended outcome?)

odesot 'discourse to which the writin

I. EXPRESSIVE/PERSONAL

. LITERARMMAGINATIVE

To discover, explore, and
exiiEtTriails observa-
tions, ideas, feelings.

To create and explore with
theMil:nation in order
to please and entertain
oneself and others.

. INFORMATIVE/PRACTICA To inform others and to
explain a process, idea,
or situation as a service
to otheri and in order to
take care of day-to-day
busin4Ss and personal
affairs.

Audience

(Writing to be
read by whom?)

rocess model is

Examples of Specific
Forms

(What foYET-Toes it
take in the real world?)

Can be intended only for
the writer's personal use;
may involve teacher and
wrier audience.

Whoever finds the work
enjoyable (perhaps only
the writer); anyone who
can derive satisfaction
from it.

Those in need of or inter-
ested in obtaining certain
information, whether soli-
tited or volunteered.

4. ANALYTICAL/PERSUASIV To analyze a problem or
idea in order to better
understand it,'or to
influence or change the
opinions and actions of
others.

an Often a clearly defined
audience with clearly ident
ifiable opinions axtd feel-
ings regarding specific,

11

issues. .

-30

4111
O

Journals, diaries, logs,
observational notes.

Tales, myths, short
stories, poems, plays,
novels, vignettes, bio-
graphies, monologues
and dialogues, TV scripts.

Letters, reports, summa-
ries, note-taking,
recipes, news articles,
instruction manuals,
directions, business
forms.

Essays, editorials,
letters to the editor,
position/research papers,
advertisements, promotion-
al-brochures.

53
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Three kinds Of curriculum structure for implementing the writing
proce:s motel in the classroom.

tr
1. Open Structure. All decisions at each of the five stages of

the process are sainF'ly the ,writer. (student) . The writer
chooses the topic, the purpose, the audience, the method of
organization, etc. Thf teacher provides suggestions only.
The writer makes his/her own decisions about the what and
the, how of editing and does his/her own proofreading. The
teacher evaluates how effectiiely the writer has discharged.
this responsibility and helps the writer focus on those areas
where improvement isneeded. Self-Sustained Writing (SSW)
is an example of Open Structure, although editing and proof- .

readitg do not always accompany SSW.

2. Moderate Structure. 'Some decisions are made, by the writer
and some by the teacher, a text, a curriculum of skills.
While skills are taught in the context of the writing pro-
cess, the writer may be provided both in advance and along
the way with certain. subjects to write about, particular
organizational patterns to practice, prescribed editing
procedures to follow. The teacher provides direct instruction
in particular skills, but the writer cannot rely on the teach-
fr to make all the decisions for him or her.

3. High Vl.ucture. All decisions are made by the teacher, a
text, a 7EIFFTEUlum of skills. The writer's task is to care-
fully follow all specificatiofit that are presented through
direct teaching at oath stage of the writing process. Skills
are still dealt with in context, but the writer is told how
they are to be handled. The teacher identifies problems of
mechanics, usage, and spelling and directs the writer's
correction of errors.

3 -31
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Reasons for incorporating all three kinds of curriculum structure
'rk the classroom.

The best writer is one who can write effectively with complete
autonomy (open structure) and when someone else has set the
specifications (high structure). Much adult writing is pro-
duced under conditions of high structure ("1 need this report
by tomorrow").

2. 'Since,writers will not aliays have teachers, they must learn to
assume more and more of the responsibility for making the de-
cisions involved in the process (open structure).

High structure is ;often necessary when a new skill is intro-
duced; moderate structure as the skill continues'to.be practiced
within the framework of the writing prOcess; open structure when
a measurement of autonomy in using the skill is desired.

4% Writers are often more committed to the writing process and pro-
duce a more effective product when they have some options from
which to choose (moderate or Op4n structure).

. Some sequencing of skills on` the part of the teacher, the text,
and/or the. curriculum is important if instruction is to be
focused, balanced, and thorough (moderate or high structure).

. When tetchels assume they must-provide high structure at all
times, the paper itarking btirden often becomes overwhelming,
but when open and moderately structured writing expeiiences
are also provided, time spent marking papers may be reduced
considerably.

46
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EXPRESSIVE
PERSONAL

Degrees.of Structure in 411 Writing Curriculum

.STRUCTdRE
Moderate

Students Include in journals
whatever they care to write
about and decidein their
own whether to edit their
entries.' Teacher occasion-
ally suggests subjects,
approaches.

Now an* then teacher requires
students to write in journals
on a given subject, sets mini.
mum number of lines per entry,
or provides skill practice
in sensory writing.

Nigh

of possible. personal
riting requires some per,.

sonal deci/ions. Excessive
teacher. requirements would
inhibit and block f.suency.

L/TERARY
THEINXTI/VE

INFORMATIVE.
PRACTICAL.

00o,

u en ooses a emery
fora as a way of dealing
with a significant personal
experience already described
in his/her journal. Teacher
may read, commend, recommend.

,Student.decides who should
be informed about what; he/
she assumes role of "expert"
it topic and for audience

of his/her own choosing.

seitthoi eac es e emen s o
short story, asking students
to be.certain to include them
in a story whose content is
the writer's decision.

Student required to use cer-
tain tvansition words and
phrases in descfibing steps
in a process of own choosing.
Evaluated on basis of how
well classmates can follow
the written directions.

eac er presen
uiiements for writing a
cinquain and shares some
xamples. Students asked
o 'write a cinquain on
eacher assigned topic.

eacher assigns report with
deadline, specifying for-
at, subject matter, length,
nd evaluating exclusively
n adherence to predeter-
wiled criteria.

'ANALYTICAL/
PERSUASIVE

TYPE NOT
DESTMATED

Newspaper unit gives student
choice of writing as editor-
ial, letter to editor, adver-
tisement, feature page essay
on topic of concern. Also
assumes role of news editor
for own work.

Students Tee to c oose tne
type of writing and the sub-
ject matter (and, on oexas-
ion,*whether to write at
all). Teacher provides many
suggestions.'

50

Student asked to write editor-
ial for school, local or nat-
ional paper, choosing from
list of topics' developed by
class and of special concern
to them. Word count prescribed.

leacher rehires students to
write on specified topic, but
each may choose the type and
form of writing he/she feels
ould be most effective.

eacher provides essay topic.
identifies.audiences pro-
vides organizational frame-
ork, prescribes particular

changes in *evision process,
calls attention to all
proofreading errors.

Not possible.

57



SKILLS FOR WRITING

Skills should be taught in the context of the writing process
4ather\than through isolated exercises that have no beating on real

'''commuhication. There are at least three reasons for doing this

a. Students have &eason for learning the skills: they are
going to use them immediately.

b. Learning "sticks" and has continuing importance when' it is
connected with purpose and when it is rewaided, as it will
be if it leads to greater success in a given piece of writing.

c. Integrating language skills in writing leads to careful
planning for the whop class and thus to better teaching
and to individualization. When language skills work is
tailored to the assignment and connected with actual pupil
work, the teacher is able to get at specific problems with
which particular pupils need assistance.

Bused as it is on the belief thaethe "writing to be read" concept
:'should take precedence over all others,jthe Neshaminy writing curri-
i:culumt has built in the writing skills most appropriate for each of the
Writing tasks have been included at each gradelevel.. In other
words, skills are taught iw the context of preparing a piece of writing
''for others to read. This is also true of the shorter, "quickie"
lizssignments.

There are three times when language skills work should be intro-
duced aid reinforced:

a. *just before a writing experience, when the practice has
meaning because it is going to be applied immediately and
will help to insure success;

b. during the revising stage, before a paper is going to be
" published" or handed in for evaluation;

c. immediately after a paper has been "published" and evaluated,
when students will see the.need-to practice certain skills
they had trouble with before attempting the next assignment.

58
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THE PLACE OF SKILLS IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM

The following is a useful list of guidelines for the teaching of
writing skills.

1. Skills need to be taught, but' not to the exclusion of real
language (pupils writing for a real communication purpose,
not for exercises or tests).

2. Overemphasis on skills during the writing process can inhibit
pupils and shut off the flow of ideas.

3. Teaching about language should come from demonstrated needs,
after pupillEive shown that they need to learn the concept.

4. Teaching skills out of context (or even in place of real
writing), is wasteful: the knowledge disappears and oes not
become an integral part of the pupil's learning and applica-
tion.

S. Practice exercises must be meaningful: they must lead to or
follow real writing, writing for a purpose, writing for a
real armlike.

6. Language skills represent a courtesy to the audience. By
using proper punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and
s*ntence structure, pupils show the audience that they care.

7. Revising and proofreading should come after composing.

8. Pupils should be encouraged to help each other prepare their
work for an audience (revising and proofreading).

9. Pupils should write, revise and proofread for a variety of
audiences,nOt just the "teacher detective."

10. Not all work has to be revised and proofread, but work which
is not should stay in the pupil's folder, and not go home
or be posted.

11. Editing (revising and proofreading) is not writing, any more
than skills exercises are writing.

59
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FOUR MAJOR WRITING SKILL AREAS

The following four writing
the grade level teaching plans.
district's holistic assessment.
skill areas can be found in the
evaluation.

skill areas are dealt with in each of
They also form the basis for the
Additional material on teaching these
section of the guide that considers

1. Content

- Clarity of f*Icus, adherence to topic.
- Originality, creativity, insight into subject matter, interest
value, quality of ideas, honesty of feeling.

- Sensitivity to reader, audience.
- Adequate treatment of topic, richness and completeness of

supporting details.

2. Organization

- Logical, sequential order, and development of entire paper,
including beginning/middle/end.

- Logical organization and development Of individual paragraphs.
- Support for generalizations.
- Unity, coherence, emphasis.
- Appropriate, smooth transitions.

3. Style and Word Choice

Conciseness, preciseness) clarity and richness of vocabulary,
avoiding wordiness and clich6.

- -Diction and tone appropriate to topic,-purpose, and audience.
- Consistency of voice, tense, person, point of view.
- Variety of sentence structure appropriOe to topic, purpose,

quid audience; avoiding choppiness, awkwardness, sentence
fragments and run-on.sentences.

- Avoidance of "signposts" (words that announce or point to
what is coming).

4. Mechanics

- Appropriate punctuation, capitalization; spelling.
- Correct handling of such usage matters as pronoun reference

and agreement; subject-verb agreement; tense, number, gender.
- Appropriate paragraphing, indenting.
- Legibility

B- 3 6
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ASSIGNING VS. TEACHING

The following parallel lists contrast the mere assigning of
writing with the teaching of writing as a process.

° When writing is merely assigned

1.. Topic or question is usually
. general, rarely structural.

2.. Audience for paper is rarely
identified.

3. Purpose for writing assign-
ment is nebufous or vague.

4. Student is required to hind in
his- first draft Tor a grade.sir

S. Teacher comments on paper are
usua4y-nigative-, most-often
corrections,of errors.

O

6. , Corrections are usually in
reference to mechanical
errors.

When wring is taught

1. Topic or question is usually
specific, often highly structured

2. Audience.for paper is specifi-
cally identified.

3. Purpose for writing assignment
is specifically articulated.

4. Student is encouraged to review
and revise his first draft.

S. Teacher comments` stress the posi-
tive and are construc.ive about
the negative aspects.

6. Recommendations are made for
improvement in contentorgani-
zation, style, and mechanics.

7. Usually every error is corrected 7.

on even page by the teacher.

8. Most of the teacher's time is
spent correcting papers.

Evaluation is focused on parti-
cular areas of weakness.

8. Most of the teacher's time is
spent in class teaching the
writing skills.

The teacher encourages self- evalu'
titian and group evaluation of man:
of the papers.

9. The teachef corrects every paper. 9.

10. Student never quite knows how
teacher arrives at a grade.

11. Student is not aware of signi-
ficant improvement in his
writing.

12.' Student is required to rewrite
in some cases. But rewriting
usually only applies to correc-
tions in grammar, usage, etc.

13. Student is required to write
without much pre-thought.

4.

B-37

10. Student always knows why he earns
a grade.

U. Student is aware of significant
growth - or lack of growth - in
specific areas.

12. Student is encouraged to revise,
and improve-as well as to correc
first draft, then resubmit.

13. Student is motivated into think-
ing about what he is to write.



A, When writing is assigned (Cont'd) When writing is taught (Cont'd)

14. Student is assigned a few differ- 14. Student is taught to handle a
ent writing experiences: poem, variety of writing forms.
play, book review, term paper.

15. Student and teather are bored by 15. Student and teacher are often
what s/he writes. interested in - even excited

0 about - what student writes.

e

C. Kingston
(c) 1976

c
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ESSENTIALS FOR AN EFFECTIVE "WRITING TO BE READ" PROGRAM

When the Neshaminy writing curriculum is being effectively
implemented, the following student and teacher behaviors will be
in evidence:

Students

1. regularly write complete compo- 1.

sit ions - not canned exercises -
on subjects they discover for,
themselves and about which they
feel strongly (within guidelines
set up by the teachers) to real
ardiences, sometimes including
the teacher in those audiences.

2.. write varied forms of dis-
course, including description,-
narration, persuasion, exposi-
tion, essays about literature,
and poetry.

3. spend considerable time in the
classroom preparing for the
Iltst-Ala-fts-by_perfarmingACii-
vities like these: thinking,
remembering, asking and answer-
ing questions, contrasting,
reading and taking notes, brain-
storming, free-writing, writing
dialogue, role playing and
recording what happens, and
playing with senten-4
structures.

4. arrive at a focus - a discern- 4

ible thesis - and a structure -
no matter how simple- at this
stage - for a proposed piece
of writing.

S. display confidence in getting
at the task of creating a first
draft, with a minimum of frus-
tration, without worrying about
revising and editing at this
stage.

JP Teachers

regularly write themselves, some-
times on the topics they give thei
students, other times on subjects
of their own choice, but the fact
remains they write constantly. If
they don't, they have no under-
standing of how to teach writing
or the special problems their
beginning writers will encounter.

2. write varied forms of discourse.

3. set up activities in the classroom
in which the students can gather
a richness of material from which

. assist students in writing out
their fcicus, thesis, or "lead" -
as newspaper writers call it -
and in outlining a simple structure
for their planned piece.

. encourage students to trust their
instincts to write first drafts
straight through.

B-39 *-P



ESSENTIAL FOR AN EFFECTIVE "WRITING TO BE READ" PROGRAM (CONT'D)

Students

6. regularly revise their first
drafs by changing openings
andtendings, adding details,
showing not telling, varying
sentences, using precise
words, and using transitional
devices.

7. regularly edit their revised
compositions by proofreading
and correcting mistakes in
mechanics such as spelling,
punctuation, capitalization,
standard usage, and conven-
tional manuscript format.

8. do exercises as a class in
common problems with mechan-
ics, such as standard usage
or spelling, or individually
do exercises as needed in
mechanics.

9. regularly interact with each
other and with the teacher at
all but the first draft stages
of

___

the writing process to re-
ceire immediate feedback from
various audiences on
improve their writing.

10. act as "trusted readers" for
their classmates, encouraging
them in their writing but
realistically identifying
areas for improvement.

O Teachers

6. arrange for activities in the class-40
room in which students can learn
how to revise.

7. allow for students to proofread
in class their own and each others'
revised compositions.

8. diagnose problems students have in
mechanics of writing and assign
class exercises for common problems
or activities as needed for individ-
uals.

9. set up classroom situations with
pairs of students, small groups of
from four to five students and with
the whole class so students can
read their papers and get immediate
feedback; teach students how to
interact in groups; teach students
how to ask useful questions aimed
at helping them improve their
writing.

10. establish a classroom atmosphere
in which each student, as well as
the teacher, assumes the role of
"trusted reader."

11. frequently bring their writ-, 11
ings to final form by publish-
ing them in school newspapers,
literary magazines, or in
dittoed booklets produced in
classrooms.

-B-40

. provide opportunities for students
to publish their finished writings.
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ESSENTIALS FOR AN EFFECTIVE "WRITING TO BE READ",PROGRAM (CONT'D)

Students

12. read professional and student
models of the same kind of
writing they are producing to
see how "other writers" solve
the problems they are con-
fronting:

13. expect to have their writing
"issessed" at every stage;
assume that their fellow
students and teachers will
give thei immediate feedback
on how to improve their
writing drafts.

Teachers
ra

12. have students read and analyze
various professional and student
writing models, not as literary
critics, but as writers reading
other writers' works.

13. along with students in workshops,
"assess" student writing at every
stage by giving immediate feedback
on how to.improve the writing.

14. expect to be graded on their 14.
finished compositions - not on
their successive drafts - ex-
pect to be given a grade for
their improvement in writing
over a marking period.

15. frequently, produce writing 15.
which hasnot been assigned
and expect their classmates
to read and respond to it.

B-41

do not grade drafts of compositions'
EiTiCle final, finished pieces;
and do grade for writing improve-
ment over a marking period.

create a classroom atmosphere
toward the value of effective
writing which encourages students
to write well independently of
the teacher.
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-EXPRESSIVE WRITING

One of the most important components of the Neshaminy writing
curriculum is regular weekly practice in expressive writing. The
Pennsylvania Comprehensive Reading/Communication Arts Plan (PCRP)
refers to such writing as "self-sustained"; others refer to it as
"free" writing. Regardless of label, the purpose of doing expres-
sive writing, is to get in touch with one's ideas and feelings, to
develop the self-confidence that results in fluent and effective
writing, and to provide a source of ideas for other more structured
writing assignments.

As the accompanying teaching plan indicates, expressive writing
can take different forms: notebook entries, journals, daily logs,
brief notes:t To'be effective, it mu be "self-sustained" for S-10
'minutes, deal with.topics.that are orinterest to the writer, in-
clude the teacher, who serves as a model for the process, never be
graded, and shared with others' only if the writer wishes.

"Unfocused" expressige writing has students writing on any-
thing they wish to write about. "Focused" expressive writing has
students writing in reaction to 'a word, phrase, or topic written
on the hoard or, dealt with in a preceding class discussion. When-
ever any expressive writing is shared, reactions should deal only
with content never organization, style or mechanics (unless some-
thing exemplary is noted in these areas) - and should consist of
supportive and encouraging written or oral comments.

Teachers should read the accompanying teaching plan carefully
before beginning the regular weekly routine of expressive writing. -
In addition to the guidelines provided in that plan, the following
suggestions should belept in mind:

,..A special notebook or section of a notebook should be
set aside for expressive writing.

...Topics for "focused" expressive writing may be placed
on the board, in a writing center or corner, or in an
idea box. Possibilities are limitless: "I wish...";
"My Favorite..."; "Faces"; "A Friend"; 'I get upset
when..."; "Vacation"; etc.

o .

...Expressive writing is made "public" only irthe writer.
. wishes it to be. However, most journal.wtiting and
regular notebook entry keeping will include some pieces
that the young writer will want to share with the
teacher and/or other classmates. At times, these may
be read aloud and commented upon in class. At other
times, students will want the teacher to read the
material in private, in which case some selected
written comments are called for. Such comments may



ask for more information (e.g., "I!cl like to know more
about this"); may mirror, reflect, or rephrase the
student's ideas, perceptions, or feelings (e.g. "You
sound angry here"); or may involve a sharing by the
teacher of times when he or she felt, thought, or
behaved in a similar fashion (e.g., "I had problems
with my,parents, too"). These comments :re very
important in encouraging students to continue with
their writing. The teacher becomes an important -

audience, one. that at times approaches that of confi-
dant or trusted friend.

If students are going to keep journals, read carefully "The
Student Journal: A Teacher's Guide" - a set of guidelines
included in this section. Actually, many of these guidelines
are applicable to all forms'of expressive writing.

Ca
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;Grade All Grades
eir
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,

Neshaminy School District

. *TING TO BE READ
^Teaching Plan 'for Self-suCtained 441ting

Mode* Expressive; self-. -
sustained; "free"
writing.

Writer's Purpose:

Assirmtutt:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content

V.

Forty: Will vary: noteboOk
entries, journals,
daily logs, notes.

Paige 1 of 4 *

Audience: 'The writer only,
unless s/he wishes
to share with others.

(a) To discover, explore, or examine one's own ideas, feelings and observa
tions about life in general, other people, day-to-day happenings; (b) to
develop the fluency that regular writing of this kind can produce.; (c) to
provide a source of topics for other types of writing.

Write about anything that yOU are thinking or feeling, whether it's some-
thing that has hapOened to you recently, an idea, a daydream, a worry, a
hobby, a favorite person, a gripe, or whatever. Or you may wish to write
something about the sentences) or word(s) that the teacher has written
on the board. The object is to fill as much of your paper as you can.
If you can't think of anything to say, write, "I can't think of anything
to write about" as many times as you have to until you can think 'of some-
thing, You are to keep writing until you are told to stop. Don't go back
over what you have written.to make any corrections, and don't worry about
spelling, punctuation, or grammar. Your writing will not be graded; in
fact, It won't be read by anyone else unless you want it to be. I will
be writing with you.

- 1. Anything the writer wants to write about; no imitations at all. Students must be
reassured that, If they wish, this can be very private writing that is shared with
no one else and, therefore, may be about whatever is on their minds.

2. Content may be focused va a particular topic that the teacher suggests or writes
on the board,' or it may be totally unfocused, allowing the student to choose the
subject matter.

-69
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.Grade All Grades,: Page 2 of 4

B. Organization

In whatever order the words come to mind and are put down on paper. Should be no
patticular concern for coherence. May be stream of consciousness. Will be some-
what disjointed at times.

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Nothing preferred here. Most writing will be very informed and colloquial. Students
may change.their style and approach from day-to-day.

2. Students should not stop their writing to ponder over the use of particular words or
expressions.

D. Mechanics

1. Of no concern at ail. Tell students this. Expressive writing is, for the most part,
"private" rather than "public" writing. As such, there is no reason to be concerned
about mechanics, which are only important when others will read what is written. If
the teacher does read student journals or logs, s/he may have to adjust to problems
in mechanics that interfere with easy reading.

2. If journals or logs are kept, students may wish to date each entry'and leave space
between entries. The teacher can then write comments if s/he wishes (see "Evaluating ") -,
assuming students have shared what they have written.

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writi..32mnsis:

A. Prewriting

1. Very little, if any. Such expressive writing as journal, diary, and log entries be-
comes an established routine with no "yam-ups" or prior discussion.

2. Occasionally, the writing may be deliberately planned to follow a class discussion
so that it can be (but need not be) focused upon the discussion in some way; or the
teacher may put a word, phrase, or quotation on the board to stimulate a more focused
form of self - sustained writing.

3. In a very real sense, self-sustained writing is itself a prewriting activity, since
it may produce ideas which form the basis for future writing of a more structured
kind.

B. Drafting

1. Allow 5-10 minutes for each period o: self-sustained writing. Adjust time to the
ability of the group, starting in many'cases with just a couple of minutes and
gradually increasing to 5-10 minutes. 72
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Grade All_ Grades
Page 3 of 4

2. It is absolutely essential that the teacher write along with the students for the
same period of the writing is "focused," on tie same topic.

3. Call time whi1e,most students are still writing, rather than waiting until most
. appear to be running out of ideas. As with self-sustained reading, the hope is

that some students will want to return at klater time to finish what has been
interrupted.

4. Remind studenti who stop writing during the time period that they should write
"I can't think of anything to write about" as many times as they have to in .1rder
to keep the pen or pencil moving. The writing must be self-sustained to achieve
its purpose.

C. Revising and Proofreading

Very little, if any. StudeAts may cross things out and make chinges as they write
if they wish, but since in most cases there is to be no publishing, there is no
need for revising and. proofreading. If the writing should, at a later date, be-
come the source of a piece that is written to be read, then these procedures would
be engaged in at that time.

D. Publishing

1. None, unless students wish to share. Occasional sharing can be an important part
of motivation; encourage it when the material is not too personal. It is very
important that the teacher read aloud his or her writing now and then.

2. If students are keeping journals, they will probably want the teacher to read and
make some comments on those entries that they are willing to share. An audien'ce
for a journal can bt. extremely important in keeping up interest in the activity.

E. Evaluating

. 1. No grades, no red-pencil marking of errors.
2. Comments on journal entries should deal with content max - never mechanics or

grammar. Such comments should be supportive and e.g., "I know 'the
feeling!" "How did it all turn out?" "I would like to know more about that
special day." "You sound very sad here."

3. Students must never feel that the quality of their self-sustained writing will
affect their grades, unless they simply resist writing at all during the self-
sustained writing period.
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1. At least once a week for 5-10 uninterrupted minutes.
2. Most effective approach may be to vary the type of self-sustained writing, including

unfocused and focused forms. Journal writing may be effective for several months, if
not for the entire year, but if interest wanes, a period of focused self-sustained
writing may provide an important change of pace.

3. If certain days are set aside for the activity, students will quickly get into the
routine of starting to write at a predetermined time - as soon as they come into the
room, for example. Could be done at the end of a class period as a way of reflecting
on what has been learned during the class, or in the middle if the lesson lends itself
to some quiet reflection and writing-out of feelings.

Paje 4 of 4

IV. Teaching Resources

1. See other material in this section of the curriculum ',Ade, including instructions for
journal keeping.

2. Favorite sayings, mottoes, quotations that are readily available from many sources.

4



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

THE STUDENT JOURNAL:

A Teacher's Guide

st*

I. WHAT IS IT?
p

-A student journal is a writing notebook in which students
describe and react to the events and conditions of their daily

A journal is not a diary. It is an idea and feelin book in
which students can talk to themselves iid with an a ult --
the teacher, in this case.

A journal is not just a log of daily events, a point-by-point
description of the students' daily activities; instead, it is
a record of how students think and feel about their daily lives.

II. WHAT ARE ITS GOALS?'

Journal writing has at least two important goals:

(a) to give students the opportunity to express themselves
freely and thereby to gain insight into their own feelings
and beliefs;

(b) to develop in students -hc :self-confidence necessary for
effective and fluent writing.

III. WHEN SHOULD WRITING TAKE PLACE?

Ideally, students should write in their journals whenever they
feel like reacting to something that has happened. Since from
a practical standpoint this is often not possible, the teacher
should schedule the following:

(a) Two or three sessions of journal writing each week, with
each session lasting between five and ten minutes%
Usually, students write about whatever is on their minds,
with little or no teacher direction.

C-7
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(b) Occasionally, depending on the needs and motivation of
the class, the assigning of a topic or list of topics
from which students are to choose.

(c) Occasionally, writing sessions growing out of a particu-
lar class assignment or discussion. These sessions may
be planned or spontaneous.

(d) Every six weeks or so, a "vacation" from journal writing.

IV. WHAT IS THE TEACHER'S ROLE?

The teacher's main function is to serve as an audience for
and a respondent to what the students write. Research shows
that good writing occurs more frequently when there is a real
need to say something to an identified audience.

It is extremely important that the teacher respond only to the
writer's ideas, and not to the writer's spelling, grammar,
usage, or punctuation. The teacher's role is to carry out
his 'or her half of the basic communication process in order to
help the students reach the goals of the program as stated
above. "Correcting" and "marking" is reserved for the regular
structured writing program; it should not take place here no
matter how poorly developed the students' writing skills may
be.

While not all entries require teacher comment, most should
receive some response in order to encourage further writing.

See Appendix A for sample journal entries and teacher comments.

V. WHAT DO STUDENTS WRITE ABOUT?

There is no limit to possible topics for journal entries.
Typically, students write about school life, teachers, family,.
boyfriends and girlfrietis, spotts, pets, grades; hobbies,
vacations, etc.

In order to avoid journal entries being simply a log of daily
events, students should be encouraged to answer such questions
as the following:

---How did the experience affect you? Change you?
---How do you feel about the situation?
---What do you think about it?

Writing can encompass many forms -- poems, plays, speeches,
interviews, dreams,dialogues, ads, etc.

C-8



The occasionally 'assigned topic should be general but personal,
=e.g., discuss one of your hopes, fears, strengths, or weaknesses
and its relationship to your life; write down a dream or a
fantasy you've had recently and analyze its meaning to you;
discuss something you dislike and try to decide what it is
within.yourself that makes you feel as you do about it.

Students should understand that journals are private and
that they will be shared with others only if and when students
give permission to do so. Entries that students do not wish
the teacher to read should be folded over and marked "Do not
read."

VI. WHAT MATERIALS DO STUDENTS NEED?

Students should usually write in al and in cursive form.
Ideally, journals should be separate composifiaEUtebooks
reserved just for journal entries. Some classes may wish
to make their own notebooks and notebook covers. If necessary,
a special section of the students' regular school notebook
may be used.
Students should draw a line across each page four or five
printed lines up from the bottom; this space is reserved for
teacher comments.
All journals are to be kept by the teacher in a safe and pri-
vate place.

VII. HOW IS THE WRITING EVALUATED?

Journal entries should not. be graded. Evaluation should
focus on seriousness of purpose and effort. While an entry
of two or three lines may be quite adequate for some students,
for others it may represent minimal effort. Students should
know that while the teacher is not giving them letter grades
for their journals, he or she will consider seriousness of
purpose and effort in journal writing when it, comes time to
arrive at a ladguage arts grade for the report card. This
cloes_not_mean,iof course, that the longer an entry is, the
better it is, or that a student who normally writes ten lines
is not demonstrating adequate effort if at times he or she
only writes three lines.

Teachers should plan to read the journals at least onco every
two or three weeks; otherwise, the two-way communication that
makes journal writing a worthwhile component of the curriculum
tends to break down and student motivation wanes.

Appendix B presents a journal questionnaire that may be ad-
ministered to sttde is at the end of the year in order to
help assess the personal Significance of the journal writ:Lng
project.
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*Writing a Journal
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APPENDIX A

Sample Journal Entries and Teacher Comments

#1 Jeff.

I'm back in study hall writing in my journal for this
week today is Wensday its a great *.ice day out. This is the
day I take my drum lesson. I've ben playing the drums for
quite a while, and I enjoy it. Some of my - friends and I are

-trying to get a group together. We need another guitar player

Teacher's reply:

I'm glad to know you are taking drums -- a combo can be
a lot of fun.

#2 Bobbie.

I am reading a book about Davy Crockett. And he was
bbrned on August 17, 1786 and his fathers name was John and
his mothers name was Rebecca. And Davy was name after his
Grandfather. And Davy made a motto of his own and he when by
it and it was. Be always sure youre right then go ahead that
wasthe motto he lived by. He was sharpshooter scout, Indian
fighter, hunter, and a congressman. He became a legent after
death. But.no legend can match the excitement of his.life
and he died on March 6, 1936 at the Alamo and he was the last
one to die and he was 1836 years old.

-1786

Teacher's reply:

It's a pretty good motto, don't you think? Have you ever
been to the Alamo? We were there last summer.

#3 Susan.

Hi, Jane, how are you doing? Wow, what a bad day yesterday
tuined out to bel School was fine -- I'm still thinking about
our discussion of dating. But going home was a monster! I told
my Mom I'd wash the car and my brother decided I needed a few
instructions. Like, "Don't work too fast or you won't do it
right." "Don't forget the windows." "You left the sponge in
the driveway." He kept it up until I really felt like turning
the hose on him. Sometimes he really makes me mad. Give me a
few clues about why he does that. Just cuz' he's older?

Teacher's reply:

I know how exasperating brothers can be sometimes! I

guess we all like to be the boss and the expert at times.

lj 81
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4

APPENDIX B

Journal Questionnaire Date

' Directions: Read back over your journal entries for the entire
year. Read carefully and think about what you have written. Then
answer the questions the best you can. Use the space provided on
this form; if you need more space, use the back of this questionnaire
or a separate sheet of paper.

1. What are some of the topics that you have written about in
your journal? Try to list about ten.

2. Can you find a "good day or a "bad" day in your journal?
What is the difference? (What makes a good day or a bad day?)

3. 'How has your journal CHANGED since the first of the year?
(FOr example, kinds of things you have written about, writing
style, etc.)

4

4. What are some things that have NOT CHANGED in your journal?

S.' Tell about your most INTERESTING entry. Why is it the most
interesting?

6. Looking back over' your journal, what can you learn about
yourself?

C-12
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7. By looking at what you have written in your journal, what seems
to be.most important or most interesting to you?

8, How have YOU changed since the first of the year? (Use your
journal as a ptarting place to answer this question.)

; .9. What was most fun about keeping a journal? What was least fun?

yr. - 1.4.400

10. Would you like to keep a journal next year? Why?

II.' Use\the rest of this page to write down your own feelings about
ydui\journal, how it has helped you, how you can use it, how
it ,stows your own growth, .etc.

t
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V, 1.

411/
SHORT WRITING LESSONS

The writing activities that are presented in this section of
the guide can be taught, in most cases, in a single day; in fact,
cost take from between five minutes tc% forty minutes to teach,
making "them ideally suited for use in a single secondary school
class period or a Single elementary school language arts time
block.

Because they are shorter lessons than the grade level teach-
ing plans that follow, most do not involve students working through
the entire writing process. But each can be used, t,) teach important
writing skills, and many of them'focus on several skills at one time.

Many of the writing activities in these lessons have been given
to the Writing To Be Read Leadership Team to do themselves, and they
have follalhii tore -Weitingt-motivating, and ve...y teachable.
Most can be used successfully in all or almost all grades and can
bear repeating from time to time. Therefore, none has been assigned
to any ,one particular grade.

The four general headings suggest the nature of the lesson:
some emphasize sentence manipulation; some .:eal with different
patterns and ..piairF6rms. of' writing; some are based on litera-
ture- and sti-1 others use objects as the, basis for.the
eaters are urged to use t ose lessons th2.t the- feel will

stimulate good writing and that will help to develop skills that
need strengthening.

It Should be noted that while the sentence maaipulation acti-
vitiesfire not placed within the context of actual assignments,
they can be used in conjunction with other lessons, including the
grade level teaching plans. They are particularly useful in
teaching so-called grammar skills, since they stress the develop-
ment of mature sentence struckure or syntax.

D-1
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Title: Sentence Combining

a

Purpose: To enable students to gain skill in combining sentences
thibugh the use of connective words.

Directions: Teacher presents short sentences that can be combined
in o one. Teacher lists connecting words such az:

orITTRITITINEMD to be used as connectors.
Students o same a 'oar', io eir own from "lifted"
sentences, or find other sentences that they can connect.

Examples: I. land. or, butt
1. Mother went to the store. She came home with

seven little cakes.
2. My uncle went on a trip. My aunt stayed home.
3. Do you w:int to play ball? Would you like to

swim?
4. Last wewc our class went to the zoo. We saw

many animals.

because. ,

1. The c
ft

ren played games. The children had
recer..

2. He will go outside. It is a beautiful warm day.
3. I will watch T.V. I have finished my homework.
4. John ran very fast. He caught the ball in one

hand.

En112112.:

II. Draw a line through the words you leave aut and
circle the words you add.

sl. l'he lucky fisherman caught.a bass. 14estrght
a trout, VW.

s2, The lucky fisherman caught a bass rimi a trout.

III Teacher writes ':our short sentences on the beard.
Have students cmbine them to make two sentences
out of the four and then ;o make one sentence out
of the two.

sl. Mrs. Grove has a bird. The bird is green. It
talks. It does tricks.

52. Mrs. GTOVO has a green bird. It talks and does
tricks.

s3. ars. Grove's green bird talks and dues tricks.

IV. Combine three, four, five, and six sentences into
just one.

51, 3 into I All pAglish students love° their
teacnI.
The students were cool.
The teacher was charming.

88
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Combined: All cool English students loved their
teacher, who was charming.

s2. 4 into 1 - The dog was hit by a car.
The dog was running across the street
The car was driven by a policeman.
The policeman was off duty.

Combined: The dog that was running across the
street was hit by a car driven by an
off-duty policeman.

s3. $ into 1 - A man tried to enter a window.
He was suspicious-looking.
Hb was in a trench coat.
The window was broken.
He was frightened away by a police car.

Combined: A suspicious-looking man in a trench
coat who was tryiht to enter a broken
window was frightened away by a
police cart

s4. 6 into'l - The explorers saw formations.
The formations were glistening.
The formations were black.
The formations were rock.
The formations were rising hundreds
of feet in the air.
The formations were one of Asia's
greatest wonders.

Comidned:, The glistening black rock formations
that the explorers saw rising hundreds
of feet in the air were one of Asia's
greatest wonders.

8d
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2.

Title: Sentence Expansion

Purpose: To practice writing mature sentences by expanding basic
sentence pattet'S into increasingly longer sentences.

Direc ions Teacher writes a noun and a verb on the board (e.g., "boy"
and "ran") and asks students to describe the person, place,
or thing (the noun) and what it is doing (the verb) further
by answering questions about the noun and verb, (e.g., How
does he look? What is he wearing? What did he do? Where
did he go?) The words or phrases given as answers are
added to the sentence, one or two at a time, until the
teacher considers the sentence fully expanded. Avoid
supersenten :es that may be fun to construct but that
sound stilted and defeat the ultimate purpose of develop-
ing the student's feeling for a natural prose style;

Examples: Step 1: boy ran
Step 2: The short, fat boy ran.
-Step 3: The short, fat boy in blue jeans ran.
Step 4: The short, fat boyXP1 blue jeans and a tee-shirt

ran.
Step 5: The short, fat boy in blue jeans and a tee-shirt

ran to the movie.
Step 6: The short, fat boy in blue jeans and a tee-shirt

ran to the movie with two of his friends.

Purpose:

DirectionL:

Title: Sentt Substitution

To practice different says of expressing the same idea.
To develop an awareness of the many options available in
constructing a sentence.

Write sample sentences.on board showing different ways of
saying th4 sane thing. After students comment on the
sample sentences and notice the different constructions,
the teacher puts three sentence parts or phrases on the
board, and students write as many different ways that
they can think of to form sentences from these same
phrases.

mExaRls: la. The man with brown eyes was identified as the robber.
Tiidhir lb. The man WOhaEY:own eyes was identified as tne
gantp es robber.

lc. The brown-eyed man was identified as the robber.
2a. The EUTATing with a rolden dome burned down.
2b. The building MT fiad a soeWEdome burned down.
2c.' The golden-doigniarding urneaTOwn.

9 0
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Variation:

Purpose:

3 (continued)

Student
Wiiiihments: shoes ----* high heels -> cost raore

animal long tail ----4 is dangerous

Use other structures, such es infinitive/gerund option in
the direct object position.

Teacher Samples: la. I like to walk in the rain.
lb. I like VRTETE in the rain.
lc. Welkin in t e rain is for me.
2a. sister loves to shop downtown.
2b. My sister loves Wopping downtown.
2c. Shopping, downtown is fun for my

sister.

4.

Title: Sentence Manipulation
Nwmg--Sentences

To practice building sentences from key words.

Materials 3 x 5 cardf, containing following information:

Directions:

Example:

1. 25 cards, each containing
2. 25 cards, each containing
3. 25 cards, each containing
4. 25 cards, each containing

a noun (who)
a noun (what)
a time (when)
a place (where)

Choose one card from each of the four categories and
write a sentence that uses all four words:

Tom dog today school]

Tom brought his Au to school today.

Since there are many cards needed for each categbry,
students could help make the cards. Variations
include choosing different types of word3 and parts
of speech, as well as adding phrases and clauses.

9
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Purpose:

Directions:

Example:

Purpose:

Materials
Needed:

Directions:

Examp2

5.

Title: Word ManiL.uiation

To compose several sentences containing specific words
in order to have practice manipulating words and
sentence structure.

See how many sentences you can write using the four
words listed below in each sentence. You may change
the nouns by making them plural and the verbs by
changing their tense. You may also change some words
by adding suffixes or prefixes.

happy tree winter always,

1. The little girl was always happy to see the
snow-covered tree in winter.

2. I am always happy to evergreen tree
winter.

6.

Title: Sentence Skeletons

To compose several sentences according to a given
pattern in order tocpractice manipulating sentence
structure.

None

Write at least five sentences in which the first
ward of every sentence begins with the letter "c"
and the last word of every sentenee begins with tne
letter "t". Each sentence must contain exactly five
words. (Teacher should proVide a moi4e1 on board.)

Cathy went swimming,,on Tuesdays

Cou1' Saiiy come home tomorrow?

Churning water rar in torrents,

Capable students passed the test.

Carefully he pulled the'rigger.

Letters and sentence lengths shoUla be varied in order
to provide practice with different sentence constraints
and parts of speech.

D-I-6
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purpose:

Materials
Reeded:

Directions:

Example:

7.

Title: Sentence Completion

To practice writing complete sentences from different
beginnings.

A list of sentence beginnings.

Finish these sentences using more than one word.
(Teacher should provide model on board.)

Homewoik is
Yesterday I
We saw

Variations: Students use their endings to create new sentence
beginnings.

8.

Title: Sentences with Specific Number of-Words

Purpose: To compose several complete sentences containing
specific number of words in order to practice
manipulating sentence structure.

Directions: Write at least five sentences each of which-contains
exactly-seven words. (Teacher should provide model
on board.)

Example: The little girl fell in the mud.

Variations: . 1.. Follow same procedure, but use number of
. syllables instead of number of words.

Example - 8 syllable sentence:
The lit tO girl fell in the mud.

2. Use greater number of syllables for more able
students.

Purpose,:

Directions:

9.

Title: Different Uses of Same Word

To become aware that one word may haeVe many different
meanings according to context.

Select words: run, jump, fly, etc. Have students
and teacher give.examp es Tfdifferent ways in
which each word maybe used in different contexts.
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Examples)

9 (continued)

1. The men run.
2. She has a run in her stocking.
3. He will not run in the next elIction.
4. There is a run on ice in warm weather.
S. He gave a run-down of the day's activities.

1C.

4

Title: Witholding a Common Word

Purpose: To construct several sentences without using a
designated common word.

Directions: Write several sentences without using the word
"the". Each sentence must contain at least five
words.

Example: Mrs. Evans decided not to go shopping.

Variation: 1. Delete other common words, e.g., "a," "as,"
"for" _

2. Increase length of sentences.

11.

Title: Verb Replacement

Purpose: To develop ;language skills through the use of
precise verbs.

Materials
Needed: A list of ten sentences containing general rather

than, specific verbs.

Directions: Read each sentence and rerlace the general verb
with a more interesting, precise, and/or appropriate
verb.

Example: Sue ran around the park this morning.
Sue Plied around the park this morning.
The snake moved through the jungle.
The snake 3ITTEered through the jungle.

D- 1-8



Purpose:

Directions:

Example:

Variation:

12.

Title: Word Sentences

To compose severa sentences each word of which
begins with a specified letter. in order to practice
manipulating sentence structure.

1: Teacher puts a word on the board.
2. Students write as many sentences as they can in

five minutes using each letter of the word as
the first letter of the words in each sentence.
Teacher should provide model on board.

Use the word "TIME"
1., Tim is y enemy.
2. The igloo melts easily.
3.; Turnin Mary's eisay.

SCudeni may suggest words to use.
- Use longer words for more able students:

13.

Topic: A B C Sentence

LIME!: To compose sentence(s) using the letters of the
alphabet in succession in order to have practice
manipulating sentenee-stIacture.

Directions:' Choose several letters in alphabetical succession
and write short sentences using each letter as the
first letter of each word in the sentence.

Example: A, .)y can dye los.
Van girls have initial jewelry.
K L M N tS

Variation: Start at end of alphabet and write short sentences.
Eiample:
Zeus yelled,"Drlophones will vanish!"
tr T S R

1.11J Iii
.1mrlimes ..

*AAA*
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Directions:

Materials.
WiaForr--

Example:

. Purpose:

Directions:-

Example:

Materfals
Needed:

Directions:

O

14.

Title: Sentence Matohing

To pyovide practice in recognizing sentences.

Find the pers.= in the room who has a word group
that will match your word group to make a complete
sentence. After you have combined them to make a
sentence, wrote another sentence That could logi-
cally follow.

Pairs of index cards containing groups of woiat
that when combined make a sentence. '

Card Al:

Card #2:
Follow up

When Aunt Martha danced at the disco,

:....she felt her legs begin to tingle.
sentence composed by the spdentS:
When her..legs began" to tingle, instead
of dancing, she sang a jingle,

****w

1S.

Title: ChaitSentePces

Compose several complete sentences according to
a chain relationship of letters.

Write at least five sentences that begin with -your
first name and in whicli'each Succeeding word bes
gins with the letter that the previous word ends.
wktb.(teacher.should"provide model- bn board).-

_ .

Jean needs some egts, soda, and dynamite each
hoi Tuesday,

*****

ib

Title. Writim from a Headline

To compose a "Opic" sentence thsJ woulese-re gs
an-arpropriate first sentence in a news art cle
-based on a Partioplar headline.

Headlines fromva _newspaper.

.. ..

-Displai'a headlimi.from a newspaper.
"topic"

.

.

-Students'are to writia "topi sentence appropriate
for a-newfi articie"basedHon-the headline:
-When tom sentences haVe beenwritten, read the
real sentence from the newspaper and compare with
t Ohe alas ;e''. .. _

,

//'-: , D-1 10
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16 (continued)
4.

Variations: -May be done in groups, each group working with a
different headline.
-May write the concluding sentence.
-May write an entire article.

17.

Topic: Pictures - Captions

Purpose: To compose several sentences related to specific
pictures.

Materials Pictures of people from magazines, newspapers, etc.
Needed:

Directions: Using five or six pictures of different people', have
each student write a sentence for each telling what
the people are saying.

Variations: Use all types of pictures and write sentences per-
taining to them.
Examples::
Pictures of animals - What are they saying?
Pictures of a room - What is this room used for?
Pictures of actions - What is happening in this
'picture? -

Pictures of cars Who might.own them?
Picture of a house - Who might live there?

Directions:

. 18.

Title: Nonsense Words

To be able to write a definition that is clear
enough-for a person to understand the word.

Make up a nonsense word. Use the word in five
different sentences. The sentences should progress
from the general to the particular so that the
reader will know its part of speech and have a clear
picture (if noun) of what the object looks like.

.10,

o <0,1f

9'7
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Example:

p,.

18 (continued)

4'tl. 'I mustoremember to bring my gyptex.
4(2. My tex needs a new reed.
0(3. Some o t e keys on my gyptex need new pads.
.j4. Theft are several gyptexes in our school band.
(S. O must have breath control in order to blowk

a gyptx.
4(6. A gyi-75-x is approximately 18 inches in length,

madeeither of wood or plastic, and is often
o played in jazz groups.

Exchange papers with a partner. Write a definition
for your partner's word; indicate the tart of speech; .

and, if a verb, chow how to. form its different tenses.

e
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Purpose :

1.

Title: Creative Recipe Writing
7677aiiiiTYEurai57-love ,

mother, brother, marriage,
great day, etc.)

To encourage creativity.
To practice following a pattern in writing.
To develop group skills.

Materialk: A sample of a real cookbook recipe.

Directions: 1. Discuss the. ingredients, proportions, and the
directions for combining.

2. Discuss possible, results when directions are
-° ignored, changed, or misinterpreted.
3. Do sample recipe for an abstract idea as a

class.
4. Have students discuss possible topics. List

various Ingredients for the topic or... -

S. Have teacher select a topic and students
brainstorm ingredients.

6. Havy students write- individual recipes.
7. Share by reading aloud.

Example: "Recipe for Great Day"
Ingredients: 1 sunny day

1 smile
1 twenty dollar bill-
4 cups of enthusiasm
2 quarts of energy

Directions: 1. Combine sunny day with smile.
2. Stir vigorously with $20
3. Gradually add 4 cups of enthusiasm.
4. Fold into pot with 2 quarts of

energy.
S. Cook until sunset.
6. Serves 2.

*****

2.

Title: Bumper Stickers

Purpose.: To persuade, amuse and inform the reader.
To encourage writer to select graphic language
for maximum impact.

Directions: 1. List recalled bumper sticker slogans.
2. Group slogans on the board according to

categories or topics dealt with. Discuss
that makes them clever or funny.

3. Brainstorm possible alternative topics.

D;Il- 100



2. (continued)

4. .Choose a topic. List all words which come to
mind which are,associated with topic.

5. Students select word/or phrases and write one
or more slogans. These could reflect either
diverse views of subject or humorous/serious
views.

. Students read aloud their slogans.

3.

.Title: Campaign Buttons

Purpose: To design "campaign" buttons to promote an idea #1..
a 'cause.

Directions: 1. Arrange class into groups of five.
`2. Teacher distributes prepared 3 x 5 cards with

suggested topics. Examples:
Promoting comic books.
Promoting student power.
Promoting windmill power.
Promoting specific musical group /movie.
Prbmoting pizza.
Eliminate homewor1.
Current issues of interest.

3. Each group develops a Sutton to promote the cause
selecisd. It should include a written slogan and -

a visual symbol or graphic design.
4. Each group shares. its button with the other groups.

If the button communicates well, other students
should be able to identify the cause and the
point of view being expressed.

4.

Title: Lost and Found

Purpose: To precisely and succinctly describe an item or pet
so that it can be identified. (Informative/Practical
Writing).

Materials: Items from Lost and Found section of newspaper.

Directions: 1. Teacher asks students if they have ever lost
anything.

2. Teacher/student read aloud Lost and Found
notices.

3. Teacher and students analyze ad for value of
information given.



4. (continUed)

4. Teacher and students select classroom item
and list distinguishing characteristics of
item.

S. Students, in' groups or individually, comlo'se
Lost and Found notice selecting only perti-

informatio,A-.
6. Students exchange notices for proofreading

and revising.
7. Qriginil author rewrites if necessary.
a. Post these' notices on the bulletin board.

S.

Title:(, Concrete Poetry

Purpose: 1. To describe an object using picturesque
language.

'2. To createza poem in the shape of the object
described.'

3. To expand vocabulary.

Materials . PI object to describe.
&Mir-
Directions:

0
Optional
Activities:

1. Teacher shows object to class and students
suggest words. or phrases that either describe
or elicit feelings about the bbject.

2. Teacher encourages sensory responses.
3. Students review list, selecting words or

phrases which.seem most graphic to them.
4. Students arrange words and phrases in shape

of object.

1. Students use words or phrases from magazine
or newspaper to shape object.

2. Litto concrete poems and compile class
booklet.

6.

Title: Horoscope

Purpose: To encourage student creativity and imagination
through a focused, patterned writing activity.
To develop skills in group work.

10°)
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Materials
Needed:-

6. (continued)

Five sets of 3 x.,5 cards. On each card in each
of the differert sets draw the same abstract
design that can serve as a new zodiac sign.
Make it suggestive but not specific.

9
1. Givc a card containing a design for a new

zodiac sign to each student in random

2. Have students form five groups by-natching
cards with the same sign.

3.- Have each group -
AI choose a name and the designated dates

for their zodiac sign;
b. list major characteristics, both strong

and weak, of persons born under the
sign; and

. c. write an "advice for the, day" paragraph
that might appear in a daily newspaper
horoscope.

. .Have a spokesperson for each group show the
sign and read aloud the name, dates, personal
characteristics, and "advice for the day."

Title: Diamont4 (diamond) Poem

PUrpose: To create poetry and to reinforce understanding
of speech by placing them into a set pattern.

Materials Newsprint and Magic Markers or crayon. 4

Directions: 1. Group students. Give each group a namingoyord,
el., egg, rain drop, car, seed.

2. Asx each group to f9llow this pattern in
creating a diamalte
1st line 1 naming word (noun).
2nd line. - 2 words describing first word

(adjectives).
3rd line 3 words ending in -ice or -ed telling
something about firSt word (particlpiTs).

4th line - 4 naming words that have something
to do with the first word-(nouns) and the
last two of which may begin to describe a°
change.

103
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7. (Cont'Aued)

5th line - 3 words ending in -ing or -ed show-
ing some change in the first word (piFticiples).

6th line - 2 words describing and carrying an .

idea of change (adjectives).
7th line - 1 naming word that shows that the
idea, obj.ecti or process described in first

wer-d-has-changed---
. Share group poems.

4. Have each student choose-his or her own naming
word and.fellaw the diamantespattern. Emphasize
importance of choosing a word whoie meaning can '

undergo some kind ofchange in the poem.
5. Share,the results.

Sample:

Car
shining, new

cruising, stopping, revving
Driyers, friends, admirers, darers

racing, cornering, skidding
crumpled, bloody

Wreck
*****

8.

I
Title:. Grocery Gossip Dialogue

Puiose: To reinforce the writing of dialogue using correct
capitalization and.punctuation. N

Materials Teacher may want to have the food section of the
Needed: newspaper available for the children to look through.

- .

Directions: 1. Ask students to think of. the various items that
their mothers-buy at the grocery store. List
on the board.,

2. Have students choose at least two items from
the list and write a brief conversation that
the items may have in the grocery bag on their
way home.

3. Remind students to use their language books as
a reference for writing the dialogue correctly.

Example: "This bag is really soft and comfortable," remarked
.

Ajax, the cleanser.
.

.

"That's because you're sitting on met" grumbled
Charmin.

D -II -6
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Purpose:

S

9.

Title: Travel Advertisement

To design an advertisement to help promote interest
in a location the writer likes to visit.

1: Select a place you would like to visit, any-
* where in the world.
2. List reasons why you would like to visit

_this_place.
3. Focus on primary reason(s)_; state in a sentence;

underline key words.
4. Select, replace, refine key word faoices for

impact.
5. Substitute pictures which will become symbols

for some of the words, 0.g., dollar - $.

6. Arrange words and symbols in a meaningful,
artistic fashion in the form of an advertisement
for visiting the location.

10.

Title: Advertisement

Purpose: To write am' advertisement for an original product.

Materials
Rrairdr-

Construction paper, oak .tag, crayons, markers,
scissors, rulers.

Directions: 1. Have students clip advertisements fiom magazines
to examine style and content.

2. List qualities of advertisements'on board, e.g.,
descriptive phrases, emphasis of message, to
whom message is difected, and how buyer will be
affected by purchase of product.

3. Have students "brainstorm" a new, needed, or
humorous product.

4. Write in original advertisement for a new pro-
dudt,, e.g., Bro5colirflaliored Soda.
Illustrate your product.
Students. may select from ideas brainstormed by
class.

r .

(
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Title: Brand Names

r- brand
To alert students to persuasive significance of
brand names.
To encourage imaginative, creative writing.

Directions:

Example:

Put students in groups.
Have each grout list approximately 10 - 20
brand names which immediately come td`mind.
Examples: Virginia Slims, zest, Mustang.
Each group is to write a very short story using
the\brand names as names of characte, , places,
actions, etc.

"Ms. Virginia Slim hunted mustangs with great .

zest." etc.

2.

Title: 'Rummage Sale

Purpose: To review literary'works studied.
To develop skill in group work.

Directions': , Groups will'prepare three column lists that include
the names of characters from literature or reading
texts, items these characters would put in rummage
sale, and the reason they would no longer Aced
these items. .

Examples: Huck Finn raft .decided to live on fend
.

Wilbur Charlotte's because he is loved and
Web respected

Cinderelli broom doesn't have to d4
household chores anymore .

jollow-qp I.. Groups are asked.to write interesting ad for
rummage sale.

,2. Students write a dialogue between two or more
,items zommenting on their livessor enitbe

. / appearance of other items, or on the. character ,-

/ selling the items, or on the character buying
; the items.

. 3. Ask students to be one of the items and write
. personal histories of thettelves.

t,

4



3.

Title: Nonsense Words

Purpose: To identify structural elements=of words, prefixes,
suffixes. -

To practice pronunciation skills.
To compose.spntences and paragraphs.
To use dialogue-(if applicable.)

Materials A set of.3 x S cards with six nonsense words on
NE ER= each card. For example:

blix
threab .

appable
fuffle
framize
tenpob

Optional: place names of literary characters on
cards to be incorporated in they' story.

Directions: Each perion in the group or clans is to write 4,
paragraph or an anecdote in which the given non-
sense words are used LW context. When they
have finished, children share-the writings with
each other.

Purpose:

Variation: The entire group or class brainAtorms
and writes the paragraph together..

4.

Title: T.V. Guide .

To condense the plot of a book or story into the
format of a T.V. Guide entry.

Materials 911k -A few copies of T.V. Guide. or a similar public-
Needed: atien.

Directions: Read sample entries from T.V. Guide to class.
. Direct students to summarize the plot of a favorite

bookor story in the style of a T.V. Guida entry..

108
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Purpose :,

% Materials
Freedi:

Diitections:

Examples:

purpose:

Directions:

S.

Title: Headline or News Bulletin

To condense information using appropriate figura-
tive language such as alliteration.

Prepare 3 x S cards with the name of a literary
character on each or have children choose their
own literary characters to place on the cards.

Distribute one card to each child.
Have students compose an appropriate headline
or news bulletin' relating to their character.

Crusoe,Hits Land

6.

Title: Writin a Letter To or
Mut a iterafirrEificter

4

To show understanding of a specific character
in a specific situation.
To practice the proper'form of letter writing.
To write from a point of view other than Cie
author's. .

Choose a character from literature'. Then, write
a letter using one,of the following purposes:

1. Write a letter to persuade a character to
take a specific course of action.

'i. Write a letter to persuade an author to
.chinge the ending.

3. Write a."Dear Abby" type of letter to give
a character advice.

. 4. Write a letter to a-character in a book to
explain why the character would be better
living in another time period.

S. Write a" letter as 'one cheractel; in a story to
ehanother character in order to change the

course of action within the story.

D-III-3
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7.

Title: Who Would You Like To8e?

Purpose: To explore students' knowledge and understanding
of 1terary characters.
To help,, students see connections between characters
in literiture and themselves.

Directions: Ask each student to pick a,character from his/her
reading that tie student would most like to be and
write a paragraph stating the reasons.

8.

Title: Lone Rangering

Purpose; To write a story from appaiently disparate elements
in order to practice putting together important
story elements.

Materials Five'grOups of ,3 x S cards. Cards are to be
Needed: grouped according to the following five cite --

gories.: Settin , Good.cur, Bad Problem
Solution. esidiccrelich,ErifdsTourdIte,
BETZT-The general categories. The other side,
should provide information relevant to that category.

When students are in grows, the instructor offers
one person in each group the choice of one card
from each of the five.categories. Cardi are to be
left with only general` category showing until each
group has received its allotment., At the direction
of the instructor, each group examines its cards and
writes a story. The story should place, the good and
bad characters in a setting, state their problem,
and work in.the solution.

-Directions:

Examples : Under the category Setting may be written "The Alps"
or "Ships at Sea."
Under the category Good may be written "Snow
White" or "Superman 1r'^"
Under the category Bad GE may be written "Iago"
or "Captain Hook."
Under the category Problem may be written "Stalked
by Wild Animals" or'n6Red in a Trunk."
Under the category Solution may be written "were
married and lived hifFir77,ver after" or "drowned
at sea."

1-0
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Purpose:

Directions:

PurposeL.t

Materials
Wolf

Directions:

Purpose:

.

. Materials
!war
Directions:

'4,

1.

Title': Five Into One

To take a group of unassociated objects and
incorporate them into a coh sive narrative.

1. Divide class into groups'a five, each student
to provide.an object from purse, wallet, or
desk.

2. Students write a group story incorporating the
five object's in the narrative.

3. Each group shows the class its objects and
' then reads their story.

A****

2.

Title: Used 4 Abused

To practice.making inferences from observations and
Combining them into a coherent, narrative.

Assorted used. objects (stub of pencil, apple core,
.worn sneiEFF7damaged comb).

11. Display-the used objects.
'2. :Have students select one object, decide how the

object catze,to look as it does, and then write
the ,story.

*****

3.

Title: Mix 4 Match

To form an association between the visual, written,
and verbal elements of the language.

Newspaper or magazine pictures of faces.

-v.

1. 'Display assorted pictures on board.
2. Number pictures.
3. Write a caption, or dialogue for each picture

and display them separately.
4. Each student selects a caption or dialogue and

reads it to the class.
S. Class must match the dialogue or caption with

the picture for which it was written.
Note ; 'amt format may be used to 'depict family

members. Select two pictures which might be
family'members (aunt, uncle, brother, sister,
cousin) and write a dialogue between the two.



Purpose:

4.

Title: You! You! You!

To encourage students to use printed materials to
compose sentences and/or paragraphs about th-em-
selves.

Materials Magazines, newspaper, paper.
traTia

Directions:

Purpose:

Directions:

1. Students search through magazines and newspapers
.for words or phrases that describe xhemselves.

2. Students cut out these words and arrange them
on construction paper, oak tag, or a pied of
wood in sentence form or as a short paragraph
describing the "writer" (student).

S.

Title: What Is It?

To=strengthen observation skills and ability to
express in written fdrm,

1.- Students mentally select an object in the room.
2... Students writs a paragraph describing the

object - without naming it to guide class
iniidentifying the Object.

3. Teacher numbers the, papers .and circulates
them in the classroom.

4. Each student tries to identify each object
by its written description only, recording
the name of each Object on a numbered pbeco
of paper.

6.

r 'Title: 'The Gripe. Machine

.JUTPOSe: Ta find imaginative solutions to realistic problems.

1
. Directions: 1. 'Arrange class into groups of five.

t - 2. As a group, list the tasks that you dislike =
having to do at school.

.,.._
3. Agree on three or four of the= tasks- and design -....

. ,a machine that will do them for you.

.,-
., 4. Wra,diagrem of the machine with magic markers

. .

on alarge sheet of paper. , .

,

S." Write a commercial for your machine, trying to
, - sell it to,the,rest of 'the class.

. :

*****

)
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7.

Title: A Hard Sell

Purpose: lo observe the unique features of a given item
and create a persuasive statement intended to
promote the sale of that item.

Directions: 1. Arrange class into groups. of five.
2. Write an advertisement for a one minute

commercial to sell an unusual item.
3. You may use one of the examples below or one

of your own creation.
a. 1 pound of hot. air
b. 1 used World War II bomber
c. S broken nails and a pound of sawdust
d. 2, used paper towels.

4. Prepare for class presentation.

y. 8.

Title: Celebiity Birthday Party

Purpose: To Write a justification for selecting a parti-

r
cular gift fora speciar person.

Directions:,- 14 -Displaya wrapped .gift.
.2.-'Have each student select a' favorite'celebrity .

to whom the gift might be,given (movie star,
sportefigure, musical group member, T.

.pertonality,. political, peisonality).
3. Have each ,student write a description Of the

gift they would give to the celebrity they
'haVe chosen' and explain why thermade that

U

selection.
,,

it**e*
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GRADE LEVEL PLANS

*...

The writing plans in this section of the guide are Designed
to be taughf.at particular grade levels. Each one of them takes
students through the different stages of the entire Writing pro-
cess, from pr, writing to publishing. Most of them, therefore;
take at least\ wo days to teach, andminy take several days.

. ,

The plans re deliberately designed-to include at each grade
three modes oriorpes of writing: literary/imaginative, informs-
tive/practical,snd analytical/persuasive. In addition, each
grade includes different forms of writing and, whenever feasible,
different audien4s for. 'the writing.

%
.

.

Teachers shaild read through an entire plan before imple-
mentinrit in thelassroom. It is important to become thoroughly
familiar with the qerall.format in order 'for the lessons to be
-effectivelr.taught2, An'explanation of thefoimat of.the grade
lever plans follows'this introduction. It is p iresented in the
format of-the plans themselves. '_

. . ; .,

,.. ' . .

It is hoped that: -once teachers have tried some of the plans,.
suggestions"for adaitionel,Ones- will be for,lhcoming. Blank copies
of the forms have been included for this' purpose. if teachers will
fill them out - if Only partially - and send them,to the Language
Arts Supervisor, copies will b' made for all district teachers at ,o
that particular grade level to include in their guides.

A

Teachets may wish to refer to the section of this guide de-
voted to a detailedxplahstion of the writing process (Section B) ...

. .

for additional ideas and suggestionsjo supplement those provided
under' each of the major headings for .the different plans.

4:.4;4

4.::,\:,4 -
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CP

Grade: All Grades

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Explanation of Grade Level Plans

Mode: Four types defined Form
in terms of the
writer's Orpose:
I. Expressive/Personal
2. Literary/Imaginatiire
3. Informative/Practical
4. Analytical/Persuasive

Writer's Purpose:

Page 1 of 3

: "Real life" written Audience4
format, not just "school
essay" or "composition."
Letters, ads, reports,
stories, editorials,
etc.

0,

Often the teacher
and/or classmates,
but should reach
out to include others
in school, community,
general public, e.g.,
friends, parents,
principal, newspaper
readers.

Explains why the writer is writing - what s/he hopes to accomplish..
Reflects,the above three, categories mode, form, audience.
Amaplat_. To lwrite a letter_(form) containing directions, that in-
Totbitiode) an out-of-town friend(audience) on how to get from
their house to the writer's house by car: (This is an example of'
a.purpose thatAis highly structured for the student. Other pur=,
poses may be left open for the writer to set.)

Assignment: Describes the writer's task im'the words,the teacher will use in pre-
- / .senting it to the students.. Must bi very explicit regarding the

.purpose. for writing and any special requirements in the four skill
areas Cbee Task Analysis).

117
. A

I,

Exam le:' tiling the proper friendly letter lomat, *rite a three para.
gra') letter to an out-of-town _friend 'in :which in one of the paragraphs ;

.yo% provide directions" for get ::Avg from his/her house to yours by car.
Include a short opening and closing paragraph that, establishes the
reasons for, the trip yotir personal feelings about seeing'your
friend. ..
(This is an exampll'oUsn assignment that-has 'Ugh" Structure: .Other .

assignments may have "medium" or "low" structure, providing the Writer
with more options.)

118
4 ,
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Determines what the writer has to do
must use the information gained from
Focuses on critical skill components

A.-Content:

,,

Page 2 of 3

to successfully complete the assignment. Teacher
this analyiis to plan his/her teaching procedures.
in four areas:

Thetopic(s), dea(s), subject matter, story, etc. to be written about. Limitations
on scope and coverage.

B. Organization:

The arrangement of the content according to patterns of classification, categorization,
enumeration, etc. Special Aprmat considerations as dictated by the form, e.g., busi-
ness lotter, ballad, resume'.

C, Style and Word Choice:

Sentence structure, tone, and point-of-vitw considerations as they relate to purpose
and audience. Particular assignments may/require that attention be givelfto special
types of words, e.g., strong verbs, vivid adjectives for narrative and descriptive
erms of writing.

Mechanics:

Punctuation, capitalization, usage letters. Manuscript format. Special considera-
tions as, dictated by the form, e.g., dialogue punctuationin stories; punctuation
of poetry, capitalitation of story titles.

O

. Procedures for-Teaching the Writing Process:

Suggests teaching and learning activities for each stage of the writing process.

A. Prewriting

Provides procedures for getting students ready to write. Not just interesting ways
to introduce, the assignment and motivate the writing but techniques for generating
content, narrowing focus, organizing ideas. Activities involve entire class, small
groilps, pairs, as well as individuals. Assignment may or may not be presented here.



P
B. Drafting

Page 3 of 3

'Directs teacher to present assignment, if not already done. Directs students to
write draft. Provides suggestions for teaching critical skills if appropriate to
do so at this point. establishes focus for evaluation - usually 2 - 3 critical
skills from the Task' Analysis.

C. Revising and Proofreading

Suggests procedures for enabling studenti to "re-vision" their writiqg. Ways of
improving content, organization, and style using peers and teacher as audience.
Working in pairs, small groups, and with entire class, as well as individually.
Same audiences and .groupings for proofreading of mechanics. Writing of second
draft and additional ones if necessary.,

D. Publishing

Provides suggestions, for completing the "writing to be read" objective: Sharing
with the audience for whom the writing is directed - usually not just the teacher.

E. Evaluating

An ongoing activity throughout the writing process but placed hare to remind the
teacher of the focus for evaluation,if same form of marking or grading 4- to be placed
on the final product. Focus is usually the 2 - 3 critical skills from Use Task Analysis
that are judged most important for successfully completing the assignment and/or for
improving the quality of the writing of the_ students doing the assignment,

III. Sample Teaching, Plan;
,

Recolimendsinethod for pacing the teaching plan. over a series of days" based on cons idera-
tions of how long each stage of the writing process will-take and the most effective ways
of grouping the different activities. Enables teacher to plan ahead more realistically.

IV. Teaching Resources: (if included)

Lists books and materials useful in teaching the different parts ofthe unit.

.. It1.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

"Yummy in the Tummy"

s
.

.

Form; Paper Plate Ad . Audience: Peers
1....esio. .1,

Writeeclurpose:- itl:persuade others to eat one's favorite food.
. . .

.....,..... . . _ . -. _ _,- % .f,

, Write at least five words telling. why others would like your favorite
food.

.4

One paper plate per child.

-

Le'latkAnilYsi0-4,

Pr

A Coliepts.
1. FiTCor,more-descriptive, words.

.; 2. ',Verdi' relate to,the drawing or picture of the food.

S....Orton/40ot
L. Ficture=on one side of paper plate.
2. Voids -in ltst form on other side.

.C. Style-aid Word Choice

c I

Wares describe sensory qualities of the food: taste, smell, appearance.

D. Mechanic
--7-CiffiCtly spelled words.

LI. Procedures for noodling the' /Waft Protess:
E-7Fiewritint

1. Each Oland Selects his or her favorite food and writes its name o n a paper.
-., 2. Teacher leads class discussion about reasons these are their favorite foods

'taste of food, appearance of food, sell of food.

123.
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Credo 1
0 Page 2 of 2

B. PEilitti
7,7ChTld.think4 of five or more words that best describe his or her favorite foodand writes these words on the paper.

C. 'Revising and Proofreading
I. . Teacher helps with spelling.
2. Children writs final copy and paste on the back of a paper plate.3. On the front of th* paper plate children, draw or use magazine pictures oftheir favorite food.

D. Publishing
Children display their paper plate foods and read their words to the class.

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Day 1
Prewriting and drafting activities.

Day
'Revising and proofreading activities.

laz4u
blishing activities.

125
12a
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-Grade 1*
-,:z-

Nocie:.---:Lkerarynnealnat Ivo

4: L.

Neshnniny School District

. WRITING TO BE READ

ihrit*et:lurpose:

Asilinment:

Material Nieded:

. .

"Lost and Found"
'

Form: Riddle

To write a riddle describing
given.

Page 1 of 2

Audience: Peers

an object that one has been'

Wite,ariddle describing an object that you have been
given".

°

Various common objects, such as pencils, erasers, rulers,
barettep.and bubble gum that are concealed in paper bags
or envelopes.

Task Analysis:

:Content
1771TadlCcontains at leait three clues.
2 .-Object described but not named.

8. Or a rimLn
acn.sentence contains at least one clue.

C. Style and Choice
1. ear description of object including specific physical characteristics.
2. Clues written in complete sentences.

D. litchinicS
17--Wrientence begins with a capital letter.
2. Each sentence ends with proper punctuation.

127
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-- ' A. . .'
0

i . 4 : : ,_ 4 Grade 1 - ., Page 2 of 2
14,

.

11:--PrOtedUte3 fOrleachingI-for' .

A. 'Prewriting ,- ,

-1. ,Teacher reads several, riddles to the class and has them guess the answer. This
establishds the pattern the children`will be using.

...all

2%

,

2. Teacher has an object concealed in a riper bag. 'She selects three or four
students to help white a riddle describing the object. Children suggest clues
and teacher writes the riddle on the. board. Class guesses what the object is.
Process isaysneed repeating. Teacher should point out physical characteristics;
such as size, shape, color, its use, etc.

3. Teacher distributes' concealed objects to class. 0

Drafting
1. resent assignment.
2. Children should include at le& three clues describing their object.
3. -Object should be described as clearly as postible without naming it.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Teaclier provides one-to-one assistance as needed.
2. Final copy is written.

D. Publishing and Evaluatint
1. Objects are displayed on a "Lost and Found" table.
2. Each child reads his riddle and selects someone to find the object described in

the .riddle.
3. If s/he selects the correct object, s/he becomes the next person to read his

riddle.
4. This activity can be organized into a bulletin board or display table.

III. SeepleTeaching Plan,

212iiewriting activities fl and 2.

Dg, '1rewriting activity 13 and drafting activities.

!IIlevisiig and proofreading activities.

Day 4

t

..; .

gm160.00.411.... -
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Grade 1

Procedures for Teaching the..Writing Process
T AO.

A

A. Piewriting
rtliVE7gtudents'participate in a song that includes hand movements, such as, "I'm

i'Littie Teapot," !Inky, Dinky Spider".
2. Encourage

!Inky,
students tp discuss what their hands.can do by asking questions such as:

a. What did your haids do during the song(s)?
b.- What did your hands do to help you get ready for school?
c. What did your hands do this morning in school?
d. What do your hands do at recess, play, lunch, etc.?
.6. 'What-do your mother's/father's hands do?.

3. Have eachchild choose an action to pantomime with his or her hands. When the
audience has guessed the action, the teacher will list the action on the
board/chart paper.

"Page 2 of 3

B. Diizgitiim
_eve the students trace each of their hands with the help of a partner on
12" 'x 18" art paper.

2. Have each student write his or her model sentence, "My hands can ,"
on line paper. Students may copy model sentence from the board. They may refer
to the list-of hand actions in order to complete their sentence.

e n roora nC. Rvisighand Pfedi
1. Ten er All help chfldre.. correct their mistakes.

D. Publishlmiallitaelstiyities
eac c V43 eliriraple his or her sentence to his or her hand tracing.

apers.can be collected and compiled into a class book.
ye each child read his or her sentence to the class.
tre,the project through displays in the library, bulletin boards, or oral
dings.

4

3 ii

4

4

w..1 1;LO, 3.T. . ZC.
da.
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Grade. 1

,1424iwriting.Activities

--1-44iiiiiiting-Activity 3_

16A* s

Itontine* Revising's:0

III-tonpiling and shising

1 .

1 and 2.
( 71

i

1

and Sentence. Drafting 1

Hand Tracing.

project.
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Writer's Purpose': To create a story based on an imaginative interpretation of a button.

:Grade
2

cti .

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

"Button Buddies"

_ode Literitry/Imaginative Fotm: Imaginative story

Page 1 of 2

Audience: Peers

44

.

Assiknment: Design a chliaoter using your. button as part of your character.
Write a story about your character.

Materials Needed: Collection of buttons: at least one per child.
. ,'

I. :task Ana rsa: .

A. ContOnt : .

=raft included in the design of the character.
L 2. Plot elates an incident involving the character.
.. . .3. Nameeand description of character included it the story..

Mt.

B. Organisation
1: Uory,contains, a ,beginning, middle and ending.
2. Sentencesorganized into a well-developed paragraph.

Style and Word Choice
1. DetaI1s add,to the reader's interest.
2. Vilded sedtenCe beginnings.
3. A'irariety of ;'adjectives used for the character!s description.

Mocha niCs -'':-,...'...-

I777APPIT6Pristlet Capitalization.
4-.:,Correct:punctut#64,
3. -IndiontW pariltiAphw.4. ,

t .. 4'.!aorama.a

4.
.."

" 0MrY x

O

1.
t .1

<, .{0,. :.
.,...,

.4

-71

3

138
kg -r:-%;

tt. 41.
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"
t;. .Grade Page 2 of 2,

O p

Proceduies for Teaching the Writing Ptoceii:
1.,

.. . 4.,..,A4.' Prewriting ' .';A

td: 1. *Teacher displays one button to class. She tells class: 'Although it looks like
? x, ,. iiikutkoni it is really a missing part of someone or something. What could i

, lie.t Teacher encourages imaginative responses. For example: button could be -
..,,..z:. .

"11-
part of teddy bear's eyer.wagon wheel; hub cap;.tomat0 in gatdeni etc.

4..- 21 Teacher delonstrates to class that by placing the button in various positions
lin.the paper different characters or objects can be created. ,For example,
button placement in upper left corner can represent the sun or lower placement
can be a freckle on a dinosaur.

3; Childtenoselect their button and decide on the character or object it will become.
4. 'On'a pieteg paper children list the adjectives that will describe their character__

Wi object.. 'These descriptions might be suggested by the button's appearvice;
S. ,Children draw their character or object andglue their button in the appropriate
-. position on the paper.

. - .

prtf:ing
.

.

from their lists in their story.47,

resent writtek'part of assignment and encourage children to include adjectives

Ce.:Aevisinimnd Proofreidint
1. Psmildrencp4p7lo-Jcorrect each other's papers for, apitalization and punctuation.
2. Teacher checks pipers for spelling, useof adjectives, and sentence structure;
3. Children *rite,flnal drafts.

D. PuldiAnItin
red read their stories to the class, after which the stories are published

on the bulletin board for others.to enjoy..

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

rewriting activities.

!ELI
rafting.

Day.3
Revising and Proofreading.'

ublishing.

133

140



Grade 2

.t 4' ';'*

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Advertisement/"Rent a Friend" Audience:

Writer's.Purpose: To persuade peers'to rent his/her friend.

Veers-
Wiaers

Assigpatent: Write an advertisement,tefling the class why they should rent your
friend as a playmate for a day.

. I. Task Analysis:"

A. 'Content
,177rFriend is described in positive terms in relation to the person's charactir.
2. Writing should be
3. Include friend's nameol .litiez of thit friend, and an example of a shared

experience.
B. Organization .

. , I. Ideas stated in sentence "form.
.

2.. Sentences organized in paragraph form..

C. Style and-Word Choice
1. Persuasive tone.
2. Ustif'cleir descriptive words.

D. Mechanics
17--Nifagiting. 'sentence with capital letters._
2. Capitalizing. names.
3..AltuthkgOntacewith-proper punctuation.
4. Indekting*Iwragralihs.

141,

14

$.
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Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A: ?rewriting
1. Read an appropriate book on friendship (ex. That's What Friends Are For) to

the.xliss.
2. Dittusa thi story. What did the friends do for each other? What made them

:friend*?
3. Distuis with.the class what kakis a good friend and list qualities on theboard.
4. Ask 'eath' Child to think about a person who is their very best friend.
S. Ingots* with Abe. children why their friend isto special.

a.. What do you do together?.
b. What vakes.hip/her interesting?
.c. Ahot,do you.like, about him/her?

bit44/110,eVet:Ao tomethinrspecial for you?
AcIA,OiXitie*, to the list on the board. Help children translate personal
expetieici6finto Words that des"cribe.qualities of friendship.

7. Have:eacliethOd write. on his ovn paper the following:
;14amk:of.:Aikecial friend.

b.: 1:Witiosilliit apply to friend (may refer to list on board).
c.:-ACtivAties.,-they do together.
d.. fpec.ialAWwhen child was glad 's /he had this special friend:

S. Present,aiiignment: .

9. Teacher-Will-conduct discusilon leading children to conclude advertising is
a &fa of persuasion.

B. Drifting
T. Mere the .children write an advertisement "renting" their friend as a playmate.
2. Have the .children include information from their own personal lists.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Child reads his ad to class.
2. Class evaluates content to see if child has included:

a. name of friend ,

b. qualities of friind
. c. special incident

di activities done with friend
3. Time is provided for children to make revisions.
4. Teacher collects papers and corrects for mechanics.

Students rewrite final draft.

Page 2 of 3

143

144-



f:.*Otacie

.

41.

.

'7.45V.s? '

D. Publishing
Advfortiseient displayed on "Rent a Friend" bulletin board.

Evaluatini,
UE-geingtbreughout the writing,process. Emphasis on skills listed under the
Task Analysis.

E-

a.

Page 3 of 3

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Day 1
Prewriting

224revriting

,t. -4-
, .

Activities 41 - 3.

Activities 44 - 7.

Day 3 A

Prewriting Activities 48, 9. Drafting 41, 2.

Day 4
Revising Activities 41. and 2. First half of class reads papers.

Revising 41 and 2.
.Day

224evising 43,and-41

111±-ilvising it.

Ijy 8,
.

- t

Remaining members of class read papers.

4

1

146 _
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NGT,a4C, 2
.

Informative/Practical Form: Descriptive Paragraph Audience: Peers 4 Teachers 4

:

Neshaminy School District

TO BE' READ Page 1 of 3

. Writirts. Purpose: To distinguish between objects using clear, concise, dtscriptive
eT-, ".

f e; language.

Aiiiidiehtl Describe a. present without naming it so that if someone read
.

. . _ your description they could identify it from other presents.
.

Think About color, size,4`shope, texture Chow it feels) or
- any other way you cin.tell about it.,:

, .

Materials ireededi Children bring in a favorite present they have received.
' Z 84

e ,,i * : .

1. aski:Angl slit:- .

. ..,

--; '. t,' \ ,:: ..?":,P , .4-w ', , ,

. '''. A: tehtesii ,,- '..

.
1 of description.

. , .

Accuracy of detail.

S. Or imitation ..

comp 'e paragraph.

4 C. St le and, Word.Choice 4 #.
.

2. .Vii, d adjectives.

/4.'

.
.00,)

r e se macs ary. ,

3. Complete sentences.
4. Varying the first word in each sentence.

, , - \

,.5...'.-
D. Mechanics \

. f ,
.,

.
4.

,17-175fati capitalization.
:. 2. Proper puhctuation.
-1. 3. Paragraph indentation.

147
\
\
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. ride- Rage 2. of 3

II. Procedure for Teaching the Whiting Process: Ar"

16
WOUTF'This is a question an4-answer technique, not a show and tell presentation.
Tr-Several children aressked to show their presents to the class.

The class asks each child questions about his present. Information is gained
pgrthsough the questions asked by the class.

2. Tii-hter will thoosi one present and list on the board all words that children
can think of that describe the present.
a. Words' can be categorized according to color, size, shape; texture.
b.' Using words from the board, children. will compose descriptive sentences.

D. Drafting
1. resent assignment.
2 Remind children to consider color, size, shape, texture when writing their

descriptions.
3. Stress that another child must be able to identify the object based on the

written describtion without using the name of the object.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. agnates: w3U read their description to a pirtner.
2. Partnersv.4 to make comments on completeness and accuracy of details.
3. Partner will check for proper punctuation and capitalization.
4. Children will then have an opportunity to revise and improve their descriptions.

D. Publishin and Evaluatin
17-13To e o ec s are displayed.
2. Written deicriptionsAre randomly distributed to the class.
3. Children.read,the descriptions and match the preient to the description.
4. Group will.discuss what written clues helped i identifying the correct object.

The teacher reads the description for any unidentified presents and the class
will help to determine why the present was n .,t identified.

III. Sample Teaching Plan
Aky.D

--firewriting Activity #1.

D
. i.

,
;rewritng Activity #2.

a
.. ,

4. )
''"...'-'-. . Da '3
1 ,..--- ---4..

..., *fang._
.

zi.;.--.., 4 a .
''.-:' 1' Cr- *4 j. ..,- . , - ,.

,,,,,c....... ,..,,4;...
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:Grade '2

*

a
evlsing and Proofreading.

Wishing and Evaluating.

t

- 1ia

0

9

.

4

Page 3 of 3
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1

'Neshaminy School District -

WRITING TO BE REA&

"Try My Ride"

Grade 3 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Persuasive/Analytical Form: Promotion Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To assume the identity of an amusement park ride and per-
suede readers to take a ride.

Assignment: Pretend you are a ride in an amusement park. Write a
paragraph telling why the children in the class should
take a ride on you.

.1

I. Task Analysis:

A. 'Content
I7-111iavand'describesan amusement ride.
2. Descriptiot of ride persuades others to ride it. .

3. Written in thefirst person.

B. Organization_ .

I.. Bela sentence is part of a total description of the ride.
2. Includes a "catchy" title that is related to the description in the paragraph.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Utes'descriptive words in a persuasive tone.

Convinces the reader that the child has assumed the role of the ride.
3. Written in complete sentences.

D. Mechanics
ale correct punctuation.

2. Use appropriate capitalization:
a. name of ride
b. name of park
c. first letter of first word in sentences

,153, d pronoun !'I"

4.



Grade 3

Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:
, ,

hIltiqmt
v77-loiFWKssociations

Teacher will tsX class, 'What are these places - Great Adventure, Hershey Park,
Olde Country, Disneyland ?"
Answer: 'Amusement parks
Teacher will ask class. "What are the following things: Roller Coaster, Fun House,
Ferris Wheel, MerryloAtound?"

leacher will ask'class, "What particular ride do these words suggest - thrills,
'hills, scars, lightning speed, screams?"
Answer: R911er coaster
On the- boara the teacher lists the names of all the different kinds of rides that
are toUnd amusement parks as suggested by the children.

5 3. Each child sel.ects the ride he or'she wants to be.
't." Each ehild lists words that describe his or her ride under the following headings:

t. physieil:Appearance (color, shape, parts)
soundst made of-heard'
isovellents. (uv, down,, around, bumping)

d. feelings riders have

Page 2 of 3

Amuseient,park rides Amusements

PEAfttilt
'resent assignment.
=2.- Encourage students to include words from their lists in their stories.
3. Slaudents hays draw or .,construct a paper model of their ride and cut it out.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Have children read their papers orally to themselves checking for persuasiveness

of their thoughts, capitalization and punctuation.
2. Teacher will.assist in final revisions. .

3. Children 'write their final drafts.

D.
PutIn!lls and cut out drawings or models are displayed on the bulletin board in

an,attractive design that forms an amusement park.

E. Evaluation
Each student is given three tickets (pieces of construction paper) to purchase
rides at an amusement park. Each student reads his story to the class and each
child decides which three amusements he or she will ride.

155 153,
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Grade 3

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Day I).

Prewriting activities.

Day ;rafting activities.

J111ilvising, proofreading, and publishing activities.

Da
activity.

157

Page 3 of 3
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Grade 3

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

ist
Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Creative Story Audience: Peers and Teachers

Page 1 of 3

Writer's Purpose: To create a story based on childrens' observations and thoughts
about a pair of old shoes.

Write a story about these shoes. Think about who wore the shoes,
where the shoes have bee9, how long ago they were worn, what the
person did-when she wore these shoes, and whE these shoei-IBek the
way they do. In your story include a descrvtion of the shoes.

Assignment:

Materials Needed:

1. ,Task Analysis:

A. Content
17"-NiCription
2. Imaginative

assignment.

B. Organization:
1. Short story

appropriate
2. May be more

Several old pairs of shoes.

of shoes.
explanation of at least one of the "W" questions mentioned in the
Possibly a sequence of events.

format: imaginative beginning, detailed development of events,
conclusion.
than one paragraph.

C. St le and Word Choice
1. Complete sen tences.
2. Vivid vocabulary; good descriptive adjectives..
'3. Avoidance of-short, choppy sentences.

D. 'Mechanics
.17ATWopriate punctuation.
2. Proper capitalization.
3. Paragraph indention.

153
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Grade 3

II. Proceddres for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Shoes are placed in a closed shoe box. Nearby is chart paper with question,

"What kind of shoes do ,you think are in this box?"
2. Children write their answers on the chart paper.
3. Teacher reviews responses on chaft paper.
4. Shoes are shown to class, and children compare them with their descriptions.
S. Class writes a group experience story about the shoes from the box using

questions suggested in the assignment.

B.
Drafting

eac er presents a different pair of shoes to the class and then the assignment.
2. The children write their stories.

Page 2 of 3

C., Revising,and Proofreading
1. Chiidren exchange papers with a partner. Stories are read by partners.
2. Teacher guides a discussion to help children revise stories:

a. Teacher: "Does your partner's paper have an interesting beginning sentence?
Can you think of any way to make it better?"

b. Children read and evaluate opening sentence. The; make suggestions to
each other.

c. Revisions are made at this time.
d. Teacher: "Now look at the closing'or last sentence of the story. Is this

the best way you can think of to end this story? Make suggestions to your
partner."

e. Children read and evaluate closing sentence. They make suggestions to
each other.

f. Revisions are made.

D. Publishing and Evaluating
77 Class.is divided into four groups.
2. Each child reads his story to the group.
3. Group selects the story they like the best.
4. Group should be prepared to tell why"they selected the story.
S. The four selected stories are then read to the entire class, and each group ,

explains why it selected the one it did.

16,1
162
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Gride'' 3

III. Sample Teaching Plan:.

.Day 1
Prewriting activities.

11124rafting activities:

I

lEERevising
and proofreading activities.

PA Y14blishing and evaluating activities.

163
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Weshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 3

Mode: nformative/Practical -Form: Interview/Poster

Page 1 of 3

Audience: Younger Child
School

Writer's Purpose: To.present biographical inforMation about another child in a form
that will be of interest to other children.

I. Task Analysis :

Interview a 1st grade.child: Record this information so that you
can write a short biography about that child. Design a poster that
will use this inforiation.

A. Content
17 porting information gained through interview process, including facts about

each child that will be of interest to other children.
2. Correlating illustration with interview information.

B. Organization -

1. Summary of facts in paragraph form.
2. roster format: relationship between paragraph and illustration.

C. Style and Word.Choice
1. Use of clear descriptikre word's.
2. Varying sentence beginnings when posiible.

D. Mechanics ,

IrWiliking sentences with capital letter.
2. Capitalizing names of people and places.
3. Ending sentences wIth proper punctuation.
4. Indenting first ward of each pafagraph.



Grade 3

II. Procedures for Teachin the Writin Process:

A. Prewritint-
1. Present assignment.
2. Discuss interviewing techniques:

a. What is an interview?
b. When is an interview used?
c. What kinds of questions are asked?

Page 2 of 3

3. Discuss kinds of questions appropriate for 1st grade cnild. (Example: favorite
story, collections, favorite activity, game)

4. List suggested questions on board.
S. Class selects most appropriate questions.
6. Children copy questions, leaving space to record responses.
7. Students practice interviewing technique by interviewing the teacher.

a. Use questions selected by class.
b. Prictice asking questions and probing for further details.
c. Demonstrate how to record key phrases on board.
d. Oralty combine ideas into sentence/paragraph form.

8. Arringe for and cond. -t interviews.

B. Drafting
Child will combine information into a short paragraph,

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. ChM, will reread his paragraph, asking himself:

a. Have I answered all the questions?
b. Have I capitalised his/her name and first word of each sentence?
c. Have I used correct punctuation at the end of each sentence?

2. Teacher proofreads final revision.
3. Child rewrites his draft on white lined paper.
4. Child illustrates one fa,..t learned from the interview.
S. Illustration and writing ere combined into poster format.

167
16S



D. Publishing
1. -Posters are shared with 1st graders..
2. Posters are displayed for school appreciation.

Page 3 of 3

E. Evaluating
1. Focus on clarity and interest value of paragraph, as well as mechanics.
2. Have class discuss why they feel certain posters are particularly good.

III. Sample Teaching1Plan:

Day
Prewriting Activities 01-6.

Prewriting Activity 07.
PAY__

afting

Da 4
evising Activities'l and 2.

Day S
Revising Activities 03, 4 and S.

P" 6
Publishing activities.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grades 1, 2, 3 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Short Story Audience: Peers, Parenti
TEWEfferiTTWEIK-
IfFIT7Iarge

Writer's Purpose: To compose a short story containing the elements of character and plot.

Assignment: Write an interesting story that contains characters, a problem or
important happening, a good ending. (May have to modify depending
on grade).

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17--Mittains one or more characters.
2. Relates an incident or solves a problem.
3. Has a satisfying ending.

B. Organization
r. Contains beginning, middle and end.
2. Exhibits sore sequencing of events.
3. Has continuity.

4

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Details add to the reader's interest.
2. Interesting and varied vocabulary.

Avoids dialogue-unless it is crucild to the story.
4. Varies sentence beginnings.

D. Mechanics
17--giii:approprikte capitalization.
2. Uses correct punctuation.
_S.--Indentsparagraphs...__



Grades 1, 2, 3 Page 2 of 3

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
(Use one or more)
1. Read stories, books, magazint articles (Stone Soup, Cricket), poetry, nursery

rhymes, limericks, riddles. Discuss characters and fl-MTivelopment.
2. Show pictures to class to stimulate ideas and focus on details.
3. Read open-ended stories and have children suggest possible endings.
'4. Use story starters.
S. Place "theme" word on board, e.g., "circus." Have children list all words and

ideas that this word suggests to children.
6. Use "Humps and Bumps" procedure.
7. Use the language experience approach for group story writing.
8. Have students relate "personal stories."
9. Use "Pick-a-Story" technique:

a. Characters, actions, and settings ale written on individual cards. Children
pick a card TiTir-eiCh category and create an oral' story unifying these three
elements.

b. Older students can do this activity with cards labeled Character, Plot,
Problem to be Solved, and Setting.

10. Use.TTERIFFIFEFitaitirate ideas:
a. open ended filmstrips
b. uncaptioned filmstrips

11. Use teaching films or filmstrips that show how stories can be developed.
12. Use music to stimulate ideas:

a. act out story records
b. dramatize musical selections
c. listen to sound records

13. Have children draw 3 - S pictures and then write picture captions.
14. Display a collection of objects.

a. Children can write about one object.
b. Children can combine all objects into a story.
c. Children can write about new uses for these objecll.

B. Drafting

1. Teacher asks leading questions to initiate story and to stimulate the progress
of the story. 174
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Grades A. 2h 3 *
4. Page 3 of 3

2. Encourage children not to worry about punctuation at this point.
3. Encourage children not to worry about spelling at this point. Instead they may:

draw a picture
write the first letter
ask the teacher
ask a neighbor
use a regular or personal. dictionary
check words around the room
use word banks

C. Revising and Proofreading

1. Have children pair off and read stories to each other to see
sense.

2. Have the child check his or her own paper for capitalization
3. Conference with individual students to make final revisions.
4. Have children Write final draft.

if the story makes

and punctuation.

D. Publishing
I. Child-reads story to the class.
2. Stories are displayed on bulletin board for other classes to reed.

. 3. Child tares story home to read to parents.

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

The preiriting techniques of this unit can be utilized throughout the school
Year in preparation for a more involved story writing experience.



Neshaminy School District.

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 4 `Page 1 of 3

Modi: Informative/Imaginative Form: Encyclopedia Entry Audience: Peers/Teachers

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

To write information in a'organized, clear, and concise manner
using a fanciful, rather than real topic.

is

Write an imaginative encyclopedia entry using the style, form, and
tone typical of a reference book and a nonsense word as the topic.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content

Content is entirely fanciful but should be stated as it would be in a, real

B. Organization

book.

1. Entry word is written and followed by the pronunciation.
2. One or more paragraphs are imitten to describe or explain the topic.
3. Each paragraph must include a topic sentence and sufficient supporting details.

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Concise and precise language should be used.
2. Tone is modeled after real encyclopedia entries.

D. Mechanics

1. A variety of sentence beginnings and patterns should be stressed.
2. Capitalization of proper nouns is important.

1'77
173
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'.-Grade 4

Procedtreachin the Writing Process

A. PrewritLifA.

Page 2 of 3

17-1577 ps of paper, teacher writes'unusual topics that are found in the encyclopedia
0110 topic/thild). One or two topics are selected from each volume, depending on

class size. .
.

2. Children dheose a,topic at random and research it in the encyclopedia to find out
as mucb.information as possible ih a limited time (approximately 10 minutes).

3. Share information with class.
'4.* Discuss similarities 11 form, language, and content.

Drafting
1. Present assignment by placing a list IA nonsense words on the board and having

each child-choose one as'hAs/her topic..
2. Establish focus for evaluating, e.g., accuritetrodeling of encyclopedic style

and quality of information.
3. Have children write first draft of their imaginative-entry.

Reiitin PrOofriaqui
v p c ass n o groups of three."

-24 lichange papers and silently read to determine if any information should be
removed-because-it is unnecessary.

an

3. Papers are passed again to another person, who reads .and comments on what
additional information shourrbiidded.

4. Papers are returned to owners who, revise work according to suggestions.
S. Teacher.then-collects, proofreads, and returns Oapers.

D. Publishing
thildren write final drafts which are thee. compiled into a volume that can be
Placedeitfier in the classroom or school library.

....""

. E. Evaluating
-. Final teacher evaluation focuses on organization and style.

15 )



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 4 Page 1 of 3

Mode: InformaIintisatsinative Form: Encyclopedia Entry Audience: Peers/Teachers

Writer's Purpose: To write information in a organized, clear, and concise manner
using a fanciful, rather than real topic.

Write an imaginative encyclopedia entry using the style, form, and
tone typical of a reference book and a nonsense word as the topic.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis!

A. Content

Content is entirely fanciful but should be stated as it would be in a real
reference book.

B. Organization

1. Entry word is written and followed by the pronunciation.
2. One or more paragraphs are written to describe or explain the topic.
3. Each paragraph must include a topic sentence and sufficient supporting details.

C. Style and Word' Choice,

1. Concise and precise language should be used.
2. Tone is modeled after real encyclopedia entries.

D. Mechanics

1. A variety 4f sentence beginnings and patterns should be stressed.
2. Capitalization of proper no:ms is important.

18i



Grade 4
Page 2 of 3

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process

A. Prewritin
ps of paper, teaser writes unusual topics that are found in the encyclopedia

(one topic/child). One 0m, -two topics are selected from each volume, depending on
class size.

2. Children choose a topic at random*.1.11d research it In the encyclopedia to find out
as much ! formation as possibleAn a limited time (approximately 10 minutes).

3. Share information with class.
4. Discuss similarities in form, language, and content.

B. Drafting
I:Pfiient assignment by placing a list of nonsense words on the board and having

each child choose one ac. his /her

2. EJtablish focus for evaluating, e.g., accurate modeling of encyclopeolc style
and quality of information.

3. Rave children write first draft of theft imaginathe entry.

C. Revising and Proofti1;
1-TiFfidoitZWslups of three.
2.- Exchange papers and silently read to determine if'any information should be

removed because it is unnecessary.
3. Papers are passed again to another person, who reads and comments on whit

additional information should be added.
4. Papers are returned to owners who revise work according to suggestions.
S. Teacher then collect!, proofreads, and returns papers.

D. ER ren write final drafts which are the compiled into a volume that can be
Pub1ishin

placed either in the classroom or school library.

E. Evsuating
Final teacher evalLation fnuses on organization and style.



Grade 4

III. :-..ample Teaching Plan'

Lesson
prewriting activities.

Lesson 2
-----Dlifting

Lesson 3
Revising and proofreading.

Lesson 4
---Mashing and evaluating.

163
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 5

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Poems Audience: Peers/Teachers

Writer's Pureolt: To write specific forms of poetry that emphasize descriptive
language.

Assignment:] Select and organize descriptive words into the following forms of
poetry; cinquain; diamante, trianti' and haiku.

Materials Needed: 1. On large oak tag or poster board w."ite examples of each of the
four types of poetry used in this lesson. (See Organization
under Task Analysis.)

Prepare the following set of directions on 9 x 12 oak tag cards
to be distributed to class after being divided into groups of
four. Each group is to receive one card.

Five Branches to the Poet Tree

Look at the styles of a haiku, cinquain, diamante and triantei.
Complete the following branches using these poems.

Branch I
17 As a group, rewrite the last two lines of each poem. Make sure

they go along with the poem's main idea.
Branch II
177riaPerson in the group is to write one line of each type of

poem.
2. Then each person passes this line to the next person who -ids

another line. Continue to pass the poem and add lines until
it is completed.

Branch III
1VIFia group poem using any two of the four types of poems

discussed.
Branch IV
=Unadescriptive words either about animals, people or food in

a magazine.
2. Cut out and arrange these words on a blank piece of paper using

pne of the four styles of poetry. discussed..



Grade 4

,.

I.. Task Analysis:

A. Content

Page 2 of 5

3. Paste the words in place being sure to follow the pattern of the
poem correctly. Draw a picture around the poem.

Branch V
17--UiclE person in the group chooses one type of poem they would like

to write on their own.
2. ,Each member of the group will write a different type of poem.
3. The entire group will then have a poem in each style.

e-

.17--TiiCriptive words appropriate to specific subjects o£, poems
such as people, animals, and food may be suggested.

2. Although adjectives will be used most often, other parts of
important in some types of poems, for example, use of nouns

B. Organization
1. The following

will write.
a. Cinluain -

1st line -
2nd line -
3rd line -
4th line -

' Sth line -
Example:

18J

b. Diamante' -

1st line -
2nd line -

-3rd line -

4th line

5th line -

6th line -
7th line -

are used. Subjects

speech will also be
in the diamante.

forms may be used as models for the type of poetry the students

A live line poem which follows this'formula:
one word - name of topic
two words - both describe the topic
three words actions of topic
four words - describe an attitude or feeling toward the topic.
renames the topic (another word)

Snow
fluffy white

falling, swirling, twirling
cold, happy, calm, peaceful

flakes

1 naming word (noun)
2 words describing first word (adjectives)
3 words ending in -ing or -ed (participles), telling something
about first word.
4 naming words (nouns) that have something to do with4the first
word.
3 words ending in -ing or -ed (participles) showing some change
in the first word.
2 words describing the changes (adjectives).
1 noun

.

19J
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Grade 4
64o Page .3 of 5

Example:
Soccer

fast, driving .

boomingi heading
players opponents, umpires,. goalies

btImping, sliding, falling
battered, bruised

Michael
c.' Triante.

1st line - one word - title
2nd line - two words - smells
3rd line - three words - touch
4th line - four words - sight
Sib line - five words - sounds
Example:

ummy
d. Haiku

1st line
2nd'line
3rd line
Example:

pizza
spicy, delicious .

gooey, hot, crispy
steaming, melting,,00zing, oily
, bubbling, crunchy, chewing, .00-ing

S syllables
- 7 syllables

S syllables

Su. aver

hot days of sum..er
sweating, sticky, sunning
playing, swimming, fun

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Careful cho41-4 of descriptive words, some with specified number of syllables.
2.* Use of sens y language may be encouraged.

D. Mechanics
ommas fot words in a series.

2. Capitals/lower case letters.
3. Special psietic format.

191
,



Grade 4 Page 4 of S

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1UiffallY examples of haiku, cinquain, diamanteiand triantelon poster-sized charts

and have student read them orally. Point out word choice and patterns found in
each type.

2. Have class compare and contrast the various styles of poetry.
3. Have students compose one or more class poems in the styles displayed.

B. PiE
class into groups of four. Distribute the 9 x 12 cards titled "Five

Branches to the Poet Tree". Direct them to follow the written directions on
the cards and complete one 'Branch! of the 'Poet Tree' at a time.

2. save groups write their poems on separate pieces of paper so that they can be
exchanged and revised.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Have students exchange their first draft with the members of another groap who

will read them and make suggestions for improvement.
2. When papers are returned, students write second draft according to recommended

revisions.
3. Final drafts should be written on paper appropriate for display on Poet Tree

Bulletin Board.

D. Publishing
Final drafts are to be displayed on appropriate branches of the Poet Tree.

E. Evaluating
1. Ongoing within groups during drafting and revising stages.
2. Final teacher evaluation may be necessary before displaying papers .4

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Lessons 1 and 2 should be consecutive. Other lessons need not be on consecutive
days.

193
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Lesson 1
-------Do all prewriting activities.

Lesson 2
-------Do drafting activity #1, Branch I on 9 x 12 cards and Revising #1, 2, 3.

Lesson 3
-----Do Branch II and Revising #1, , 3.

Lesson 4
-------Uo Branch III and Revising #1, 2, 3.

Lesson S

Lesson 6

Branch IV and Revising #1, 2, 3.

Branch V and Revising 11, 2, 3.

Lesson 7
------Do publishing and evaluating activities.

I °,
R,. eee



Grade

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 2

Mode: Informative/Practical Form: Descriptive Paragraph Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To distinguish between similar objects through the use of clear, concise,
descriptive language.

Assignment: Describe a button 'in one paragraph in such a way that if someone read
your description, that person could distinguish it from other buttons.
Consider color, size, shape, texture, and any other characteristics you
observe.

Materials Needed: 1. Approximately 40 assorted buttons, more than there are children.
2. Example of descriptive paragraph.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
ThriUton described in detail.

B. Organization
One paragraph, using topic sentences and supporting details.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Descriptive words, phrases, similies, metaphors, and comparisons.
2. Variety of sentence structure.
3. Avoiding such repetiticon as "It is round," or "It is small" and excessive use

of "and."

D. Mechanics
spelling, capitalization, commas in a series, and end punctuation.

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

ity- A. Prewriting
1. Buttons may be displayed or concealed prior to the lesson.
2. The teacher reads a highly descriptive passage to the class. Children then recall

descriptive words and phrases frog. the passage, which are categorized on the board
according to color, size, shape, texture) or other.



Paii'.2 of 2

8. Drafting
1. -Either distribute buttons or have children select their own.
2. Present assignment and review the use of the. list of descriptive words that are

on the beard.
3. Stress that evaluation will focus on the ease with which the button is identified.

C. Revising and Proofreading
Have children proofread and revise their own work. Make certain that papers are
legible since otners will read them.

D. Publishing and Evaluating

1. Display buttons On a table and exchange papers. Be certain that there are more
buttons than there are cnildren.

2. Have each child silently read another child's description and then identify the
button descrioa. Do not nave too many cnildren identifying buttons at one time.
As buttons are identified and removed from the table, tne task for those wno
remain will be easier or harder, depending on whether or not any wrong choices
have been made. In otner woros, a child may not be able to find the proper
Dutton because it has already been mistakenly chosen by someone else. The teacher
will have to straighten out such problems. Children can learn an important lesson
about careful description when this mix-up occurs.

3. Share paragraphs and the matching buttons withthe c1/6s.
4. Display descriptions with matching buttons on bulletin board.
S. Optional Follow-up Activities

a. Describe otner objects or classmates.
b. Draw picture of described object.
c. Write sentences using idioms for the wore "button".

Example - "button-up"
d. Make flow chart designating steps in sewing on a button. Write descriptive

paragraph from these steps.

III. SitmpleretirIinPlan

Day 1_
Do prewriting and drafting activities.

Day 2
Complete drafting and revising.

Day
omplete publishing and evaluating.

1

. ;
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1

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Folk Tales Audience: Teacher, Peers
Younger Classes

Writer's Purpose:,. To explain in an imaginative rather than a scientific way how or why
certain natural. phenomena came to.be.

Assignment: Write a folk tale explaining how or why a natural phenomenon occurred.
Title the tale in the form of a 'how or why' question.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17--Miracteristics of natural phenomenon before change.
2. Why change occurred and what happened as a result.

B. Organization

1. More than one paragraph.
2. Logical development' of story, including beginning, middle and end.

20i

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Narrative style without dialogue.
2. Past tense.
3. Third person.

D. Mechanics

1. Topic sentence and supporting details.
2. Indentation of paragraphs.
3. Tense agreement.
4. Title capitalization and punctuation.

a. Question mark used only if title is
Example 1: Why the Grass Is Green
Example 2: Why Is the Grass Green?

'

a completd sentence.
(question mark unnecessary)

(question mark needed)

2:3



tr. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting 4(
1. Show folk tale filmstrip. Discuss elements of folk tale, e.

time span, sequence of events, outcome.
2. Teacher reads a folk tale to the class. Ask pupils:

a. What do both stories have in common?
b. 'What questions do the stories attempt to answer?
c. How would you have explained this phenomenon? Use your

3. On the board, make three lists with the headings.: phenoMena
Have children brainstorm ideas for 44ch and place them under

B. Drafting
1. Present assignment stressing:

a. Simple language and sentence stru-ture.
b. Mid and to-the-point introduction (first paragraph).
c. Minimal description and character development (second paragraph).
d. Clear, understandable explapation of phenomenon (third paragraph).

2. Establish focus for evaluation, e.g., organizatioh, logical sequence, and
originality.

3. Have pupils write first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Divide class into groups of four.
2. After each story is read, other group members respond to questions such as:

a. What did you like about the story?
b. What would you like to know more about?
c. What do you think might be changed?

3. Direct children to write second diaft to include suggestions from the group.

Page 2 of 3

g., characters, setting,

imagination.
, characters, settings.
the proper headings.

D. Publishing and Evaluation
1. Read revised copy to entire class. (This may take several minutes of a few days.)
2. Teacher chooses several of the 'best' stories to be read to younger classes.

2134
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III. Savoie Teaching Plan

Lisson 1
----IffiWriting 1

47'

Lesson 2
----Pfaiiting 2, 3

Lesson 3
--Malting `l, 2, 3

Lesson 4
and Proofreading 1, 2

Lesson,S
-7Wising and Drafting 3

Lesson:6"
---Irarsishing-atid Evaluation 1,

4

I

4

Page 3 of 3
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Neshaminy School District

Grade S

Mode: Practical/Informative

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 2

Form: Postcard Audience: Friend or Other

Briefly communicate a vivid impression of an imaginary journey
to a friend.

Using a postcard form, compose a note to a friend. Imagine
that you are at some exciting spot on an imaginary journey.
Select several interesting details about an experience or
a new friend to describe.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Csntent
1. mails convey writer's feelings about the experience.
2. Message written in complete sentences.
3. Correct address, date, salutation, and close included.

B. Organization
1. Correct form for postcard writing.

2. Message focuses on only one.or two main topic with supporting details.

. Style and Word- Choice
1. Colorful and precise language used in describing the event.
2: Style and'tone reflect writer's awarenest of audience.

D. Mechanici

44.

--7741Tilization and punctuation of addres4; salutation, and close should be
k .emphasized.' .

Procedures for Teaching the. Writing Process:

A. Prewriting .

',.

. 1: ra nstorm and list unique places that the children can imagine visitingt.such as
,.. "1-,,t 'the sun, the human brain, inside a volcano. I -:

..-
4Ni 2. Teacher:Op:Irides sample ppstcards and messages to be examined and Used as models.,

Perhip0fitkitiaren.qpr:poster-size pokcard could be used..
,, :.,......y,[4:414.*..,:

.,

:?..za.,aio.::441-..,-..x;fri...t:kvr,e,.tro.$!/dikt:,,,f ,5. 4
.

:4-,4.-_-.- ,,..



Grade

3. Class is asked to note the placement and correct form
Discuss content and style of message.

4. Teacher distributes oak tag on blank index cards (5 x
off one side for message and address, leaving reverse

B. Drafting

Page 2 of 2

for the message and address.

7). Have children section
side for illustration.

Present assignment. Have children write first draft of message (not on card).

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Have students revise and proofread their work. Teacher circulates around the

room and has "mini-conferences" with students when they need assistance.
2. Several students in the room are designated as "editors" to help individuals

locate and correct errors before writing their messages on cards.

D. Publishing
1. Students copy revised and

another student.
proofread messages on cards and address them to

2. On reverse side, children
was sent.

add drawing which represents location from which message

3. Children may "send" their card to another child in the room.

E. -Evaluation
Students share the postcard they receive with the class, which may decide which
cards are.the most interesting and imaginative.

III. Sample Teaching_Plan:

Lesson 1 - Do all prewriting activities.

Lesson 2 - Do all drafting and revising activities.

Lesson 3- Do all publishing activities.

Lesson 4 7 Do evaluating activity.

IV. Optional Follow -Up Activities:

Have children write messages from their imaginary location to another recipient,
such as pareits and teachers, changing the tone and word choice to suit the
audience.

2 210



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 5 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Friendly Letter Audience: Principal 4 Teacher

Writer's Purpose: To persuade the principal to change or initiate a specific practice
within the school.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17-31ligestion is stated in persuasive language.
2. Several reasons should be included to support suggestion.

Write a letter to the principal recommending a change or promoting
a new practice.

B. Organization
1. Suggestions should be stated.in the form of.a friendly letter.
2. At least.two" or more paragraphs should be included.

C. Style and Word Choice
17 Respectful and persuasive tone 'should be used.
2:' Recommendations should be stated in a positive manner.
3. Slang should be avoided.

. Mechanics
roper capitalization, punctuation,and margining should be stressed.

I/. Procedures IVIrTeathing the Writing Process:

17:
. A., Prewriting .

,

1. Teacher prepares a-box called the "Gripe BoxO'
I. Children write complaints'or suggestions on slips of paper and then place them

in the box: .

. 3. Teacher places a su ggestion column antra complaint COluin on Ale! board., Teacher'
draws a gripe, reidilt to the class', and p aces.it under,the-..appropriate categoxY

, ...

.

214
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Page 2 of 3

4.' Children continue the process, determining under which category each "gripe"
belongs.

S. Discussion follows as to how to state a complaint in the form of a suggestion,
transferring each from the complaint to the suggestion column as each is
restated.

B. Drafting
1. resent model of proper form of friendly letter.
2. Have students write first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
T. Children pair off, and one assumes the role of princinal while the other reads

his letter aloud.
2. "Principals" respond with suggestions for revisions (Use ARMS Method. See Section

B of this guide for explanation.)
3. Roles are reversed.
4. Write second draft.
S. Teacher collects and proofreads.

D. Publishing
Final drafts are written and presented to principal.

Evaluating

Discuss principal's response..

F. Follow -Up -

IOU may want children to design campaign buttons with a slogan promoting the
suggestions- Slogans must be brief, no more than 5 or 6 words.

itt. Sample Teaching Plan

Days 11, 2 land 3 should be consecW.ive.

2174rewriting activities and writing of first d :alt.

Es E4evising and proofreading activities.

213
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A

Publishing

147
Evaluating.

224ollow-up.

215
N0
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Page 3 of 3
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

. Grades 4 and S Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Short Story Audience: General Public

Writer's Purpose: (1) To write a short story containing necessary elements, i.e.,
theme, plot, character, setting.,

(2) To encourage originality in the story writing process. 9

Assignment: Write a story that has at least one main character or characters,
a problem to be solved, and the problem's solution.

t. Task Analysis:

- A. Content
.177-Traludes one or more main characters.
.2: Plot deals with an obstacle to be overcome or a personal problem to be solved.
3. Sehuence of events leads to an appropriate' climax.
4. Ending unifies all elements and resolves the problems.

B. Organization.
I. Story contains beginning, middle, and end.
2. BeginWing captures reader's interest.
S. Each paragraph helps to develop the story logically'.
4. Ending is natural resolution of story and contains answers to questions or

solutions to problems raised in story.

C. Style *Ad Word Choice
I. Written in narrative style.
2. Details help reader visualize and understand the story.
S. Precise, vivid, and varied vocabulary:
A. Variety of sentence patterns.
S. Dialogue only wed to enhance the story.

D. Mechanics
I7--nifffict punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.

217 2. Cevedct use of.quotation marks and dialogue paragraphing.
S. Each paragraph indented.

'4. All important words Lit the title capitalized. .

4
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.Gradep 4 and S,

I44,-.Procedures for Teachint the writing Process:

A. Prewriting'
1. ,Teacher reads familiar short stories aloud.

a. Elicits main characters and setting.
b.; Hat children,state problems and obstacles to solving problems.

2. Teacher writes pairs of "probleM" and "solution" cards.
a. Each pupil receives either a problem or solution card.
b. Children circulate-to locate matches.
c. Pairs share problems and-solutions orally.

3. Teacher presents story problem to class, e.g., Problem: Mother's birthday soon!
Child has no money for present.
a. Pupils offer solution. Teacher writes on board in complete sentence.
b. Teacher poses obstacle to that solution.
c. Pupils consider alternate solutions to overcoming obstacle.

4. Teacher distributes "problem" cards to groups of three.
a, First child writes a solution to the problem on the card and passes it to

another pupil.
b. Second child writes obstacle to solution on the card and passes to a third

child. ti

C. Third child*writes. alternative solution to overcoming obstacle..
d. ,Groups share problems and solutions with class.
e. 'Repeat as many tines as necessary.

S. Character development
a. See "Faces" lesson in this guide.
b. Read fairy tale such ast"Three Little 'Pigs."

(1) Ask individual children questions; such as the following:
(a) In your opinion as the mother ofthe wolf, what do you think of

your som's behavior?
(b) As the Sth grade teacher of the Three Pigs, tell us what kind of

students they were.
(c) As the Three Pig's baby sitter, tell us about'their behavior. .

Page 2 of 3

B. Drafting
1., Present assignment.
2.: ;Have children write
r solutions, and endin

3.' Have.children write.

' 21D 1
(4 V 49C-,r

story outline, including main characters, setting, problems,

first draft using outline as guide.

220
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C. Rovisiig and Proofreading
I. Aludenttuse chec. st to revise their stories.
2. *Children then choose a partner and critique each other's work again using

hecklisZ.
3. Children write a revised draft to be proofread by teacher.

D. Publishing
Childrn put final draft in book form, using'illustratiOns to'enhance story.

- Page 3 of 3

E. Evaluating
ongoing during drafting and revising stages. Final teacher evaluation may
focus on key story elements.

.III. Rule Teaching Plan .,.

The prewriting techniques of this unit can be utilized throughOut the school
year in preparation for a more involved story writing experience.

221
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Grade

Node:

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Form: Audience

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Conte,

Organization

C. Style and Word Choice

Page of
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D. tNechapics,

..

U.- Procedures for Teaching the .Writiag.Process:

A. ',remit*

4.

B. Drafting
,

a

C. Revising and Proofreading

4
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Grade .-
14: Publishing

B. Evaluating
- ,

're

III. Sample Teaching Plan:
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Meshamlity School District

WRITIK1 TO BE READ

Grade 6 4-

Mode: nformative/Practical Form: Warranties

31

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

To place his or her expectations
of a warranty.

Select an item you would like to
covering the guarantee you would

Page 1 of 3

Audience: Peers, Teacher, Family

for a purchased item into the form

purchase and write a warranty
want from the manufacturer.

A. Content
----riTefully selected words to explain the manufacturer's agreement with the

buyer/writer. Must deal with exact facts (length of time., what work company
will provide if item is broken, etc.) Include name of company, address, length
of guarantee.

B. OrgOization
WiTEEET-in form of a warranty.

C. style and Word Choice
Expectations to be written in exact terms, using warranty style.

D. Mechanics
se of capital letters in proper nouns.

2. .Manuscript (not cursive) format.

II. Procedures for Teachin the Witin Process:

A. ?rewriting _

1. Discuss purpose of a warranty.
. 2. List items class suggests they might like to purchase that would have'a

Warranty (make chart of these for later use.)
S. Hive students' bring in samples of warranties from home and examine them forftwel

4.314,contentl forat, style, etc.

....,v.
V 4,7 1 ,.-- -''''''" -".:,..r.-,--,-.1.1., ....r..ar.M.M
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Grade 6 's

4. ;Have-itudnnts dolga a,surrer (4-S questions) to use in terviewing,adults
rega*dittg how truthful they,have found the promise of war ties to -be.

$4, Iitenkiew at leaA two adults usinirthe survey form.-
6$. Shure ilOvey results With class..

;brafting .

I. tecii student selects one item frog the class compiled list and writes a warranty
to accompany the item.

.14ngenind students tofocus on exact words in order to clearly state the obligation
of the maiudacturer.

Page 2 of 3

Revising an6404areading
.1. Have stU4ents in pairs reading each other's warranty, examining carefully the

sp.cific promise from the company.
3.. -Have them give vuggestions to each other:
S. Have studenit,rewrite the warranty using their partner's suggestions, on unlined

paper, so that it will look more like an actual warranty.
4.. If necessary, placeAssample on the Wird to show the necessary format of a

warranty and the use Of space. Example:

Item:

FullnYear Warranty:

Coverage:

Conditions of Warranty:

Responsibility of Buyer:

D. Publishing
1. Display warranties on bulletin board.
2. Share warranties with adults who were interviewed. 234
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SalpieieiChing Plan (Continued)
Da I. 7 0:

prewiitink activities #1 and #2.

-.pay 2
DO prewriting activities #3 and #4.

6.*

VV.e.1
s.

0,154'.... 1, ,I+ar szt7.,, XI

Eff-166(41fte;r:rttir:cttntf:isti their
book)

D6 revising activity 11.

1146 revising activities #2 and #3. Assign #4 and #5 for homework.

Da ollect, evaluate, file.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

' 2
.1911:. Informative/Practical Boot Report

Writer's' Purpose?

Assignment,:

-4, 1. Task ,AnalpAs.

Ak. COntent
T777SileCtion of major events and characters involved.

':20,itription.of major characters.
3. Ekplanation of the interaction of events and characters.
4. Use of itudegt's'vecsbulary rather than auther's.

Page 1 of 3

Audience: Peers

To interest others in reaching a book/story by summarizing its
'laden events.

Write a summary of the most important events of a book/story that
you have read.

1%5'

4.
S.

??''
.1

t

:

S. Or imitation'
e and-author.

2. Brief description of major character/s in sentence form.
3. Sequential .development of main events in paragraph form.

C. Style and Word Choice
IT Use of-transttional elements in chronology, e.g., before, during, finally.
2. Use of synonyms and antonyms for author's vocabulary.

D. Nethanics
17-1451Facript'format:

'Author
Character names and brief description. One or two sentences

for each. 40,

Sequence of events, summarized in a report in paragraph form.
2. Underlining titles of entire books, novels; quotation marks for short stories.

237
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Page 2 of 5

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writin4Zrcess:

A. Prewriting
Asx students tp outline the major events in a day of a student's life. Have them
practice orally summarizing these events in a succinct manner.

2. As a class, outline the major events of a selected story. Have some students
practice retelling the story orally in a clear, condensed manner.

3. Have students read a suitable book summary or review, e.g., (Scone, ead).
Analyze as a class; look for transitional elements. Emphasizi-Erialfra of the
summary.

4. Have students select an action-oriented book/story to read and report on.

B. Priltqlkt
17---IEtfOduce desired format (see "Mlschanic41.
2. Write first draft.

C. Revising and
1. Use a taw student papers as models illustrating good sequence, transition, and

paragraph development.
2. Divide class into pairs; have vuthor read draft aloud to partner.
3., Instruct partner to check for character description, logical sequence of events,

and varied transitions.
4. Revise first draft using suggestions and comments of partner.
S. 'Make final copy.

D. Publishing
bcart. a classroom book review folder to be kept for students to use as reference
duridg the year.

E. Evaluating
Locus evaluation on selecting, sequencing, and describing events.

Sample Teaching Plan

Resources;
BarneilLoft "Finding the Main Idea"
Read
Scope
TingOok (transitions)

23)
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.Grade 6
Page 3 of

S. Evaluating . .

I. Thal evaluation by teacher.
2. Have an outsider select 3. or 4 warranties to he given a blue ribbon while they

ars on display.

FOLLOW UP ACTIVITY... ,

. 3. Class could select one'warranty and use it in a make believe -situation. Perhaps
.skit on purchasing that item. Have the item'break and use the warranty, to have
itrepaired or replaced. , ,

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

-7PrewrIting 41, 2. Assign 43.

TALI .

rewriting 43.

11Xiiewriting 44.- Assign 45.-

Frewriting 46.

Drafting 41, 2.

1114evising 41, 2, 3 and 4. Publishing 41.

21144blishing 42, evaluating 11.

Teaching Resources:
1. Copies of actual warranties.
2. Issues of Sears.catalog.

241
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Grade 6 . Page 1 of 3
4

- .4

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Poetry (general) Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To demonstrate an undefstanding of the basic elements of poetry,
e.g., rhyme and rhythm.

Assignment: Write a short poem using sports 6r.nature as your topic. Make
certain that you pay strict attention to rhyme and rhythm patterns.
Your poem should contain at least 8 lines divided into one or two
stanzas.

.,

'0

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Task Analysis:

A. Content
-17CU aspect of the topic is developed, e.g., a baseball game as viewed by the

second baseman.
2. The focus should be restricted to either:

a. a single point of view, e.g., only those things seen by the second
baseman, or

b, only a single object in nature, e.g., a pinecone hangiug on a branch.

1211114111nes forming a single stanza, or two stanzas of four lines each.
Z. Rhyme scheme and rhythm prttern.

C. Style Ad Word Choice
1. Careful ckoice.of rhyming words.
Z. Use of'repetitive patterns for rhythm.

D. Mechanfts
.----Miatilization and punctuation of poetry.

24
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Grade 6

.it. Procedures for ,Teachtm .the Writing Process:

A. /Imr114A4114 4k ..

I7-1114YVie-recorded short pens" Hive students listen and pick out rhythm pitterns
and homophone's. .

2. Have students read the poems silently while they hear the same poem read aloud or
played on a 'phonograOh.\. Have studehts listen for rhythm patterns and rhyming

.::, words again; -Then have students syllabicate the words and place 'accents to
demonstrate the rhythm pattern. Examine the words at the end of the lines and

. .

Page 2 of 3

s*

group the homophones. Affix letters to different groups, e.g., A for first
group, B for:second.group. This establishes rhyme scheme.

3. Have students read a teachfr selected poei. They should,syllabicate'thp-words
and place accents to establish the rhythm pattern. Group the homophone's and
establish the rhyme scheme

PS"'students to give examples of suitable topics. List them oh..the board and
eliminate those topics that are too broad for this assignmenti

2. Select-a topic from the list. As a class, develop ameight line poem.
3. Present,the assignment. check each Student's selection'for appropriateness.

C. .Beviiing and frcdfreiding
1. Present two or three firstdrafts on overhead. Discuss the use of rhyme and

rhythm.
2. Divide class into small groups. Have each student read his/her draft aloud. One

person checks for rhyme, one person checks for rhythm, and the third person listens
for content. Suggestions are made to the whiter.

3. Have students'wrste second draft incorporating ideas suggested by group.
4. Proofread in pairs.
S. Make final copy.
6. Students may wish to write additiohal poems.

D. Tubhimg
. I. final copies in booklet form.

2. Share with other classes.

B. g111414#111 -

17-7allatig during all stages.
2. Focus on rhyme scheme and rhythm pattern.

245
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III. Silage Teaching Plan

Day
.

;rewriting I! and 2.

'211-iiewriting 13 (part of period).

Plt3 '
'Dilating it and 2.

Da
,Drafting. and 4.

n g

11evising Il and 2.

Devising 43, 4 and 5.

Day 7 etc.
Publishing.

Resources: Recorded poetry with printed texts.
Authologies.
Basal readers.

00'

a
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grids

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Poetry/Ballad

Writer's Purpose: To develop a story in a set poetic form.

Assignment:

I.' Task:Analysis:

A. Content

Page 1 of 3

Audience: Peers

Write a ballad of at least three stanzas using the plot of a story
that you have read or written. Develop part of the story in each
of the stanzas and use patterns of rhyme and rhythm. s

17--TET story is presented in sequential order. Patterns of rhyme/rhythm are
im#ortant.

2. Charecters should be well-integrated into the plot development.
3. If possible, ballad should create suspense in the rising action.

B. Or aiization
m n sun of three stanzas.

2., !thyme and rhythm.
3. Plot developed sequentially.

C. Style and Word Choice
1.. Careful choice of rhyming words.
2. Use of repetitive patterns for rhythm.
3. Use of literary devices, i.e., alliteration, imagery, metaphor.

D. Mechanics
17--rigIalization and punctuation, i.e., use of dash.
2. Use of line and stanza forket.

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
c1. Have students read and hear recordings
2. Have the class discuss the content of

sequence of events in one or two.

of teacher-selected ballads.
a few of the ballads and outline the

41 250



- Grade 7' Page 2 of 3

3. Review rhyme and rhythm as presented in Grade 6.
4. Have the class read a teacher-selected story that could serve as the basis for

a ballad.
S. Have student indivtauaiiy outline the sequence of events in the story. Check

sequences as a class.

B. Drafting-
1. After presenting assignment, teacher discusses different rhyme/rhythm patterns

which are particularly appropriate to our language, i.e., ABAB; iambic pentameter.
2. Have students write a ballad based on a story of their choice or a story which

they have written. They may use the story whose plot was outlined as a prewriting
experience if necessary.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Class divides into partners. Have each author read his/her ballad aloud to the

partner who will listen for rhyme and rhythm patterns, as well as for the manner
in which the sequence of events is developed.

2. Listeners suggest changes needed and point up strengths of the ballad.
Teacher moves around room, answering questions and helping individuals.

4. Teacher puts some first drafts on 'ditto or overhead for the entire class to
critique. Focus on plot development and ballad form. Proofread.

S. Students rewrite their ballads using suggestions made by the critiquing partner,
the teacher, and/or the class.,

D. Publishing
1.. Have several ballads read aloud to the class; ditto them and make class anthology;

tape them and play fc-r other classes.
2: Have some published in school publications.

E. Evalutting.
1-7P5EUi on development of plot, use of stanza

and positive about their first effort.
2. Have class comment on why they particularly

2 5 i.

form, rhythm, rhyme. Be encouraging

like certain ones.

2 4.



Grade 7

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day-1,
Prewriting activities 11, 2, 3.

%OW

Day 2
rewrit-ing-ietivit-ies- Al 4-- an-d 5.

DaY
Drafting.

4

Day
vising activities.

Da 6
Final copy and publishing.

_WA
----FUrther publishing activities if desired.

IV. Teacher Resources:

Records and texts of ballads.

253
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Neshaminy.School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 7 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: scriptive Paiagraph Audience: Peers and Teacher

Writer's Purpose: To develop a descriptive paragraph with a topic sentence and at least
three supporting sentences.

Assignment: Write one well-constructed paragraph on a favorite person, place, or
thing.' It must have a topic sentence and a minimum of three support-
ing sentences.

I. Task Analysis:

A. .Content
r7-1:U main idea - a favorite person,- place, or thing - supported by a minimum. of

three details.

B. Organization
1. Begins with a topic sentence.
2. Details are developed in succeeding sentences.

C. Style and Word Choice
I:--Varied sentence beginnings and sentence structure.
2. Vocabulary appropriate to the topic.

D. Mechanics.
I7-147Wfiary capitalization and punctuation.
2. Paragraph indenting.

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Distribute three 3 x S cards to each student.
2. Provide the class with a topic; which they are to write on

Beneath the topic, have them list as many related ideas as

255 .

1.

the first index card.
possible it. two minutes.

256



Grade 7
Page 2 of 3

3. Have students select one of the related ideas from the first card and write it
at the top of the second index card. In two minutes have them write as many
details as possible regarding the related idea on the second card.

4. Have students write a paragraph on the third card using the topic and details
listed on the second card. Allow five minutes for this activity.

B. Drafting
I. Write on the board some of the topic sentences which the students wrote on their

third index card. Examine them for good sentence beginnings. Emphasize that
these topic sentences deal only with the general topic but do not include detail.

2. Review sentence beginnings and sentence structures.
3. Pre&ent assignment. Students select a favorite person, place, or thing and list

details on their paper. Then they use these details to develop their supporting
sentences. Have,them write the paragraph on another piece of paper. It may be
advisable, to use the 3 x 5 cards exercise again in order to help students narrow
the topic sufficiently.

C. Revising and Proofreading
I. Have students divide into groups of three. One student jots down the topic of

the paragraph at the bottom of the page and lists three supporting details the
writer used. The second student proofreads the paper and checks to see if the
sentence beginnings and general sentence structure is varied. The third student
writes one thing he or she likes about the paragraph on the paper.

D. Publishing
1. The writer rewrites his/her paragraph on an index card.
2. S/he cuts a 5 x 8 index card into 1 inch wide strips. On one strip s /he writes

the topic sentence". The supporting sentences are written on the other card scrips.
Each strip is numbered one through five and is initialed by the author. These
strips are placed in a manilla pocket like those used in library books.

3. Distribute these pockets among the students. Have them arrange the sentences as
they should appear in a paragraph and then write this paragraph on a piece of
paper.

4. After the paragraph is written, each stude-,:. finds the student who wrote the
original paragraph by using the initials on the strips. They then check their
paragraph with the original to see if their sentence arrangement is correct.

2-,
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Grade 7 . Page 3 of 3

E. Evaluating
Y. Students post original paragraphs with the sentence strips on the bulletin board.

Teacher can reuse this exercise with other classes. Paragraphs can be evaluated'
for topic sentence, supporting details, and variety of sentence structure and -

beginnings.

Sample Teaching Plan:

Day
Prewriting 1, 2, 3, 4; Drafting 11, 2, 3.

Day 12
evising and Proofreading 11; Publishing El.

PlAtA
---7PMblishing 12, 3, 4.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 7 Page 1 of 3

Wide: Analytical and Informative/Practical Form: Research Paper Audience: Peers,
. TEIEffer

Writer's Purpose:- To inform the reader regarding a topic of interestto the writer by
following specific procedures in making a detailed presentation of
the-topic.

AMASEEDA: Choose a topic.which interests you and about which you have some
knowledge. Develop a thesis statement that includes references

. to those aspects\of the topic that yoU will write about. Using
encyclopedias, specific reference books, t4ical books and periodical
literature, write note cards. From your note cards, formulate an out-
line as the. skeleton of your.paper. Be sure that you use transitional
elements where necessary. Limit your paper to 750 1,000 words. YoU
may use the following material as resources: ..encyclopedia, specific
reference books, topical books, periodical literature.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
r.The topic selected must be limited to accommodate the length desired.
2. The report should demonstrate that the writer has an understanding of the

topic selected.

B. Organization
In that the topics will vary, the organization of the report will vary.
However, the following should be included:
a. title page
b. thesis statement
c. development of the thesis idea
d. summary statement
e. bibliography
f. footnote page 232

261
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Grade 7 Page 2 of 3

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Students must avoid using the same style and vocabulary found in the references

used.
2. Emphasis should be placed on any technical vocabulary relating to the topic.

D. Mechanics
1.--Eiraisis is placed on title page, bibliography and footnoting.
2. Punctuation of direct quotations.

II. Procedures ior Teaching the Writing :

A. rewriting
T. Nave students select a topic of interest. On 3 x S cards, have the students list

all the ideas that come to mind in two minutes.
2. Have students select one aspect listed on Cara 1 and write as many details as come

to mind in two minutes,
Have students write a paragraph using details listed on Card 2.

4. Have students suggest topics of general interest to them and list them on the board.
Demonstrate the skill of limiting/expanding topics relative to the length of a given
assignment. Refer to limiting exercise in #1, #2 and #3.

S. Review the elements of t %ibliography.
6. Review the Use of Readet Guide,
7. Review outlining.
8. Review notetaking.
9. Develop the skills of using direct quotations from reference materials.

B. Drafting
ent assignment to the class. Have students list topics individually and

select one to limit.
2. Have students check library for suitable materials. Topic may need modification

depending upon the availability of materials.
3. Have students write note cards.
4. Have students organize note cards into an outline.
S. Have students write first draft using outline.

263
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Grade 7
Page 3 of 3

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Because of the length of this assignment,,have students use a checklist for

revising. The checklist should include 'the following: statement of thesis;
---overall-clarity ;outline-development; transitional elements; paragraphing;

logical sequence; mechanics (direct quotations).
2. Have students read papers in pairs; reader uses same checklist. After papers

have been read, students compare checklists.
3. Have the writer revise any sections that reader/writer find weak.
4. Have pairs proofread revisions for final publication.

D. FtAlishin
tu ents should present the final copy incorporating the following: title page;

outline; text; bibliography; footnotes (if separate).

E. Evaluating
1. Each step should be evaluated.
2. A major grade should be given tha total assignment.

M.' Sample Teaching Plan:

Meet 1
---rmwriting #1, 2, 3.

Week 2
Drafting #1, 2.

Week 3
Drafting #3, 4, S.

Week 4
--Revising and publishing.

Materials

The Research Paper: From Start to Finish - American Book Co.
Patterns of Language VI
Our Language Today 7

u 2 6 5

2436



--s-Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Editorial Audience: Peers and Public

Writer's Purpose: To present an opinion on selected topics for the purpose of convincing
the reader that your point of view is valid and the one with which they
should agree.

Assignment: Write an editorial on a topic of current interest about which you have
a strong opinion pro or con. Present your position in a convincing
manner so that hopefully the reader will agree with your editorial.

I. Task Analysis:

A. content
I7-TEF topic explained briefly to the reader.
2. The writer's opinion itated.
3. The writer develops cohesive agruments to support his or her opinion. Arguments

may include personal experience, facts and data, and opinions of accepted author-
ities.

4. A concluding statement that succinctly summarizes the writer's agruments and
strongly reiterate the writer's opinion.

B. Organization
1. Introductory paragraph stating description of topic and opinion.
2. Each agrument developed in succeeding paragraphs.
3. Each paragraph contains a topic sentencl, and at least three supporting details.
4. Concluding paragraph includes a summa;; and a restatement of opinion.

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Develop vocabulary relevant to the topic where applicable.
2. Third person voice.

D. Mechanics
proper paragraph structure.

2'37 2E



Il. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. pIewriting.
1:- Have students read and analyze editorials in newspapers and magazines. Point out

eifferent types of arguments. Use opposing points of view on the same topic as
models. Have students pay particular attention to concluding statements presented.

2. Have students watch TV programs, i.e., "Face the Nation," "Issues andAnswers," etc.,
to hear opinions expressed orally.

34 Have students brainstorm ideas for topics to be listed on the board.
4. Categorize the topics recorded on board.
S. Discuss topics which require specialized vocabulary.
6. ,Nave students select their topic.

B. Drafting
17--Present assignment.
2. Carefully explain the importance of organization and focus.
3. Have students prepare outline arranging paragraphs in ascending importance from

the least to the most important point in the argument.
4. Have students write first drift.

C. Revising and Proofreading

1. Have a few students read first drafts aloud in class.
2. Listeners will .fill out prepared checklist with the column headings: Topic,

Agree, Disagree, and No Opinion. By polling the class, the writer can determine
.hew cenvintingly s/he presented the argument. Very many "no opinions" would
suggest that the argument lacked strong development.

3. Discuss in depth those papers that are well-organized and convincing.
4. "Lift" exemplary sentences for the various skills emphasized.
S. Have students proofread-papers in pairs.
6. Have students write final copy.

Page 2 of 3

D. Publishing
1. reflect final copies to use in following exercise writir-, letters to the editor.
2. Select a few outstanding editorials to submit to school or local newspaper.

2430
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Grade 8
Page 3 of 3

E. Evaluating
Focus on evaluating headline, byline, paragraph arrangement, unembellished writing
style, and the inclusion of lead information.

Sample Teaching Plan:

Day
Prewriting #1

Dal
Prewriting #2, 3

Day 3
Prewriting 44; Drafting 11, 2, 3

Day :
Revising #1, 2, 3

Day ;
Publishing #1, 2, 3

IV. 'Resources:

Newspaper articles.

271 rirN
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Grade 8

Neshaniny School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of3

Mode: Informative /Practical Form: Newspaper Article Audience: Peers, Public

Writer's Purpose: To inform
event.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
1.
2. The

o and
3. The
4. The

Select an
form of a

the reader with a factual report of an actual, current

event which has occurred recently and report it in the
newspaper article complete with headline and byline.

topic is selected from the student's own experience.
news article contains a lead with the-5 W's of who?' what? when? where?
why?
article has an interesting headline.
article has a byline:

B. Organization
1. Following the lead, the material is arranged in descending order of importance

from beginning to end.
.2. Short paragraphs.

Style and Word Choice
I: Journalistic Effie, which makes usrof simplified,'short sentence construction-
L. Avoiding use of embellished descriptions, particularly with adjectives and

adverbs.

D. Mechanics
1. Short paragraphing format.
2. Capitalization in headline.
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Grade 8

Page 2 of 3

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:
o

A. ?Ili/Titilla
-17-1:Wiiitudents bring an international, national, or local news article to class.

. Have them underline and label the lead information in their article. Discuss
some of the articles for topic and style. Discbss the headlines as attention-
getting devices.

2. Dictate fragmentary notes necessary for students to write a lead for a news
article. Have students add information to these notes and write a short news
article. Be sure they include the 5 W's. Have them create a headline for each
and sign article as a 'vline.

3. Have students read sow, of these articles aloud; discuss "catchy" headlines and
journalistic style.

4. Have students list on the board different topics they can report on from their
own knowledge. This can be school or neighborhood news, concerts, or sports
events they have attended or vacations they have taken rezently.

C.

B. Draftin
resent assignment. Elphasize the form to use and the writing style to follow.

2. Have students write fi ;3t draft.
'57' Have students underline and label the lead in their own articles.

C. ftellingAPAPY9PIITA41R1 . ,

1. Have ITEdiEtif5Zithe headlines of their articles in a bia. They each draw a
headline to correct.

2.- Students proofread articles for mechanics and check to see that paragraphs are
arranged in descending order of importance. Be sure students used journalistic
style. Comment on interest level of headline and the entire article.

3 Have students write final copy.

D. Publishing

1. Have some students read articles aloud and critique as a class.
2. Post news articles on bulletin board arranged as a newspaper page.
3. Hive class select some to submit to the school newspaper.
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Grade

E. Evaluating_
PTIETT-aiaer evaluation focuses upon paragraph organization, introduction, and
conclusion.

4

Page 3 of 3

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Prewriting' 41 (#2 is optional)
Par__

211iremriting #3, 4, 5

9:IIgrafting #1, 2, 3. Suggest #4 for homework.

21ILvising #1, ,2 3, 4

21I-Lising g #5, 6

Resources:
Inquirer, Bulletin, Courier, Trentonian, Time, Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report, etc.

2'7



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade .:41 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Liter 7/Imaginative Form: Anecdote Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To amuse the reader with a personal experience using first person
point of view and dialogue,

Assignment: Write an anecdote from your childhood approximately 150-250 words t
in length.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
Y7--31-5ry is told from, first person point of view.
2. Student uses extensive direct dialogue to relate the story.
3. Topic of the anecdote had to hatte<been an actual personal experience.

B. 'Organization
1. Beginning must interest the reader'immediately,41thout lengthy background

informhtion. Make use of Poe's premise that the writer plunges the reader
directly intc the action of the story.

2. Develop the action of the anecdote in sequential order.
3. Conclude the anecdote with what the student has learned diiring the intervening

years from the experience.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Use first person point of'view.
2. Use dialogue. appropriate for the different characters.

D. Mechanics
tress punctuation, capitalization and paragraphing for dialogue.

k 27j

I
4
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Grade 8

Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewritin .

1. Stu ents read/hear a teacher-selected anecdote. Discuss the
in the story and what the writer learned from the experience

2. Review first person point of view.
3. Review capitalization, punctuation, and' paragraphing for dialogue.

Page 2 of 3

elements

B. Drafting
1. Students outline the sequence of events in the anecdote.
2. Students draft the anecdote creating dialogue to tell the story.

G. Revisirtn,
Egtudent read aloud their anecdotes.
2. They proofread each other's papers for mechanics.
3. They check each other's beginning to see that it's interesting.
4. They check each other's ending to be sure that the writer told what was learned

from the experience.

D. Publishing
1. Students write fine
2. Students read their

anecdotes as a skit

B. Evaluating--
1. Focus evaluation on

. III. Teacher Plan

Day 1
Prewriting #1, 2, 3.

Day 2
\

Prewriting 04, Drafting #1, 2 (finish #2 at home.

. drafts. , ---
anecdotes aloud for_the classTiir students act out their
forthe_classw---

the use of dialogue and use of sequential order.



Grade 8 Page 3 of 3

Day 3
Revising and Proofreading #1 - 4.
Homework - Publishing #1.

PblishiAg #2.

IV. Teacher Resources

293

Grammar texts,
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Neshaminy School Dirtrict

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 8

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Letter to the Editor
Business Letter

Page 1 of 3

Audience: Peers

am

Writer's Purpose: To react zo an editorial, positively or negatively, presenting the
reader's point of view in letter form.

Assignment: Write a letter responding to an editorial that you have read. Limit
'your comments to one or two of the arguments presented with which
you strongly agree or disagree.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17&-Errof introductory statement including identification of topic and the writer's

reaction.
2. The body of the letter focuses on one or two statements made in the editorial.

Reaction developed only in relation to the editorial. Reasons for support or
disagreement stated clearly and concisely.

3. A concluding statement, summarizing the agrument and offering alternative
solution where applicable.

B. Organization
Conventional business letter Format, limiting its length to three or four paragraphs.

V:- Style and .Word Choice
1. Letter should be in first person. Emphasis upon using standard Fnglish.
2. Tone of letter should be format rather than friendly.

D. Mechanics
17-1M5Iiess letter form. Emphasis on punctuation of salutation and capitalization of

complimentary closing.
2. Use of quotation marks in quoted sections of the editorial.

2S,.) 2s3



Grade 8

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. In the prewriting process, review business letter format and use of quotation

marks.
2. Have class read a teacher-prepared editorial and divide into two groups according

to the position taken. Rave students .list a minimum of two or three reasons why
they agree or disagree with the Must of the editorial. Each group forms a
concensus as to which are the .1trongest arguments for or against the editorial.
Each group sha: report its finding to the class.

3. Make certain,students have an appropriate editorial to whiclehe or she will
react

Page 2 of 3

IT--Ffisent assignment. Write first diaft., A

C. tc11122.cofteadiiRevisiii:azig

17ffiliTtopairs. Each reader will check his or her partner's letter for
fors and mechanics.

2. Using only the material in the partner's letter, each reader will write at the
bottom of the letter:

4

a. What he or she surmises to be the original opinion stated in the editorial,
and,

b. a summary of the position f the correspon nt.
3. The reader will make ARMS comments on the lette (add, remove, Manipulate, ,

substitute. See Section B of this guide for explanation of ARMS).
4. Using the comments made by the reader; the writer revises the letter. If the

reader has not adequately summarized
a. theleditorial opinion upon which the letter is based,'or
b. the argument'of the writer as presented in the letter, then'the writer

should consider revising the letter for better understanding.

D. Publishing
1. Make the final copy of the letter to the editor. Prepare a bulletin board

using the format of an editorial'page, exhibiting the letters and the original
editorials.

2. Discuss as a class the value of editorials and replies as an important part
of being a -esponsive citizen in a community.

E. Evaluating
I. Final teacher evaluation should focus on format, organization and aptness of

content.

2s7 283



Grade 8

1^6

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Dayl
Prewriting,04, 12

1114rewriting #3; Drafting

'AKA
----7evising/Proofreading 11, 2; Assign #3

ElY452
blishing 11, 2; Evaluating

Ii'. Teaching Resources

Newspaper and magazine editorials and letters to the editor.
Class editorials from vevious editorial unit.
Textbook for punctuation and business letter forms.

2S3

Page 3 of 3
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade Page of

Node: Fora: Audience

Writer's Purpose:

Atemt...nt:

It Task tolutv

A. Content
.4k

8. Organization

O

C. Style and Word Choice

2 9



Grads

D. Mechanics

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

firorltio&

B. Drafting

C. Revising and Proofreading

Page of

294



Grade

D. Publishing

E. Evaluatin&

III. pimple Teaching Plan:

sir

Page of
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Neshaainy School District

WRITING TOaE READ .

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content

B. Organization

C. Style and Word Choice
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 9 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Letter Audience: Peers, Editorial
Staft olZEZZT
paper

Writer's Purpose: To convince the readers of a school newspaper of' the validity of the
writer's praise or criticism of some aspect of the'writer's new
school.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

Select some aspect of your new school which you feel merits praise
or criticism. Write a letter to the editor of your school paper
praising or constructively criticizing this aspect. Give reasons
for your position; be tactful, polite, but persuasive in your
approach.

A. Content
17--7Tonscious awareness of the new environment.
2. Facts based on observation; interviews; meetings with teachers, administrators,

etc.
3. A logical presentation of facts to support the writer's position.

B. Organization
1. Proper letter form.
2. A sequential presentation of facts to substantiate the position taken by the

writer.
3. Proper paragraphing and use of topic sentences.

C. Style and Word Choice
i. Careful use'of-persuasive language.
2. Avoidance of negative or antagonistic terms.
3. A positive, constructive tone that is basically supportive of the school even

when critical of selected aspects.
4. Avoidance of repetitious statements or sentence patterns.

D. Mechanics

33
1 17PFuFir letter format.

2. Appropriate use of punctuation and capitalization within the letter.

3.'



Grade 9 Page 2 of 3

II. Procedure for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Discuss with the students what they consider to be the favorable and unfavorable

aspects of the school.
2. Dit:cuss with the class the necessity of having rules and regulations and how these

are important to our private lives, to society, or to any large institution.
3. Explain the difference between constructive and negative criticism. Use the

following "Gripe Box" activity:
Students write some gripe on a slip of paper and place it in the gripe box.
Teacher categorizes the gripes into "suggestion" and "complaint" columns
on the board. Discuss how to reword a complaint in order to present it
in the form of a suggestion.

4. Read sample "letters-to-the-editor' to the class. Have them bring,in examples
from various newspapers.

B. Drafting
1. Discuss various letter forms which might be used (full block, modified block,

etc.).
2. Discuss parts of the letter (inside address, salutation, complimentary close,

etc.).
'3, Discuss special punctuation in letter writing.
4. Have class write their first drafts.

'C. Revising and Proofreading
1. flivide the class into groups of not more than five. Have each person in the group

read his/her letter to the other members and record their suggestions for improve-,
mentas well as noting commendations. Each group member should be expected to
mention one thing they particularly like about each letter and one thing they
feel could be improved.

2. Teacher sbould,..circulate among the groups and interject comments. Encourage group's
to examine reasoning behind praise or constructive criticism.

3. Each student shall exchange with another in the group and proofread the first
draft for errors in mechanics.

D. Publishing
T Select some letters to read to the class.
2. Have class select a few of the letters to send to the school newspaper.

3



Grade 9 Page 3 of 3

E. Evaluating
'1. letters should be evaluated on the basis of the persuasiveness,of the argument,

the constructiveness of the tone, the,degree of logical development, and the
handling of the letter foriat.

2. Reactions of the school newspaper might.also be considered along with the class'
reaction.

Sample Teadhing Plan:

114115iscuss unique features cf the new school. List some of these features on the board.
Categorize thei under desirable OT undesirable (necessary/unnecessary). Ask the'
class to think further about some undesirable aspects for the next day.

Day 2A
Add to the Day 1 List. Do the, other prewriting activities listed, including the
"Gripe Box"

12-44o all the drafting activities. Some homework may be required.

laiy4

Dag

aiy4

o Steps I and 2 under Revising and Proofreading Activities.

rite the final draft.

ead selected copies to class. Send selected copies to school paper.

3i



Neshantiny School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 9 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical Form: Personal Essay AUdiepce,: Peers and Teacher

Writer's Purpose: To reco:lect a specific time in one's life and to relate it logically
and clearly.

Assignment: Tell about your first day in school, i.e., (in kindergarten orfirst
grade). Include your impressions, attitudes, and' experiences. If
you cant remember your very first day, tell about one of the earliest
you can remember.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
----raescription of the feelings and experiences of that first day.

B. Organization
1. A narrative and/or different components, e.g., particular impressions, attitudes,

and experiences.
2. Careful use of transitions between parts of the narrative and/or different

components.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Smooth narrative flow.
2. Use of suitable, vivid, descriptive words.
3. Suitable tone.
4. Overall clarity, with proper emphasis.

D. Mechanics
17--Punctuation and capitalization.
2. Uniform use of tenses.
3. Consistent use of first person.

313
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Grade 9 Page 2 of 3

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. ?rewriting
1. Brainstorm recollections of new experiences students had when they were very young.
2. In ,small groups, brainstorm recollections students have of their first day in

school. To jog their memories, the teacher may mention the school building, the
classroom, the teacher, the classmates, if these were not mentioned in Step 1.

3. Individuals list their personal recollections and choose those items that are
most outstanding.

B. Draft
1. resent assignment. Have students examine some sample essays on "firsts" (not

necessarily the first day of school.)
2. Establish focus for evaluation, particularly the importance of vividness.
3. Have students write the first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
I Divide into groups of four. Have the first student read his/her paper alt-Jud; the

second student summarize it; the third student tell oae thing he/she likes about
the essay, and the fourth student tell one thing he/she would like to know more
about. Rotate roles.

2. Incorporating implied and explicit advice from the groups, students rewrite
their essays. 7.

3. In fairs, etch student proofreads the other's paper or students confer.
4. Students make corrections on their second drafts and turn in.
S. Teacher does sentence lifting work, focusing on clarity and vividness.
6. If necessary, students make third draf:, of essay.

D. Publishing
1. In small groups, 'students read each other's papers.
2. With entire class, discuss common experiences.
3. Students may submit their essays to the school literary magazine or to contests.

E. Evaluation
1. Ongoing during drafting and revising stages.
2.. Final teacher evaluation will focus primarily on clarity ana vividness.

3
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Grade 9

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Day I
Do prewriting activities and Steps #1 and Z of drafting activities.

tudents write first draft.

Dav 3
--"Uo Steps #1 and Z of revising procedures.

pay
Do Steps #3 and 4 of revising procedures.

Page 3 of 3

a sentence lifting (and third draft) and Steps #i and Z of publishing activities.

3 1 S



Grade 9

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Mode: Informative/Practical Form: Log and Critical Review Audience: Self and Peers

Writer's Purpose: a. To keep a log of one's televiewing in order to gain perspectives
on the importance of televtsion in one's life.

b. To write a short critical review of one of the programs.

Assignment: Keep a five day (Monday through Friday) log of television programs
viewed between the hours of 4:00 and 11:00 P.M. Then write a critical
review of one of the programs a weekly show, a one-time special, a
nightly news show, etc.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17-7X-Tog of one's television viewing.
2. A ..oherent record which requires students to provide specific information. (See

sample log format.)
3. At least one paragraph reviewing and evaluating one of the programs.

B. Organization
1. A given organizational format for log and critical review. Sample:

p. Television Viewing Log

.

Time Channel Program

Monday 8:00-9:00 6

11:00-11:15 3
2. Clear topic sentence(s) with

C. Style and Word Choice

1. Correct titles and names.
2. Appropriate words and phrases

31.;)

"The White Shadow"

"Eyewitness News"
supporting sentences.

describing program.

Type of Program

Situation comedy
(school)

News

3*4
) ,



Grade 9 Page 2 of 3

3. Careful choice of evaluative words when judging value of program.
4. Clarity.
S. Figurative language if appropriate.

D. Mechanics
17--1TFOFir punctuation and capitalization. Correct spelling.
2. Acceptable manuscript format for log.

II. Procedure, for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. On the board, write the titles of students' favorite programs.
2. Categorize the types of programs that appear: documentary, news, music, situation

comedy, soap opera, lecture/demonstration (e.g., gardening, cooking, knowing the
stock market).

3. Discuss the different programs for different opinions and views regarding their
worth.

4. Read aloud or use dittoes or ove, .d transparencies to give examples of tele-
vision reviews from daily newspapers. Have students react tothe reviews and
examine their critical approach.

B. Drafting
Present the assignment.

2. Direct students attention to accuracy and neatness in keeping a log.
3. Stress the importance of a strong topic sentence for the review with supporting

sentences.'
4. Establish focus for evaluation: accuracy of log, content and organization of

review, neatness.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Pair students. Have students read one another's first draft and give advice for

revising. Partner should also proofread for mechanics.
2. Have students revise and correct first drafts, incorporating recommendations

made by partners.
3. Collect second drafts.

D. Publishing
1. Teacher and class make a class profile of hours spent on specific types of pro-

grams. Discuss implications.
2. Teacher and class make a class profile of types chosen for critical reviews.

Discuss.

41111 321
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Grade 9

E. Evaluation

Teacher grades logs/critical reviews on the basis of the focus of the
assignment.

III. Sample Teacher Plan:

Day 1,
Prewriting activities #1, 2, 3 and 4.

Day 2prewriting
activities #5 and 6.

Presentation of assignment.

Day 3 (At the end of the fivi day log-keeping period.)
All drafting activities.

Page 3 of 3

Day 1evising and proofreading activities.

Day ;Publishing and evaluating activities.



-Neshaminy School District

Grade 9

Mode: Literary/Imaginative;
Analytical/Persuasive

WRITING TO BE READ

Form: Several: ads, playbill,
F-675Er biographical
sketch, log of activities
iffa7-617enEW7Riok review,

Page 1 of 4

Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To communicate one's response to a work of fiction through various
written forms; to choose one of those forms to demonstrate one's
understanding of the book and/or to convince others to read it.

Assignment: Following the completion of one of the required class novels, you
will be divided into groups according to mutual interest and write
on one of the following topics:
1. Create an advertisement for the book. All three forms listed

here must be employed: a playbill including some pictorial
depiction, 'a newspaper' advertisement, and a radio ad script.

2. Write a biographical sketch of one of the main characters in
the novel. An intermixture of facts from the novel and the
writer's creativity may be employed.

3. Assuming the role of a private detective, record the activities
of one of the characters as described in the novel.

4. Select some incident vividly described in the story and rewrite
It from three different points of view: first person, third
person, and omniscient.

S. A review of the book.

I. Task Analysis:'

A. Content
I.--XZomplete familiarity with the source material - the novel.
2. An imaginative presentatioa of facts or incidents from the book.
3. Facts and incidents as perceived from a partiCular point of view.
4. A narrative sequence of events and characters.
S. A selective presentation of events and characters for a particular purpose)._)



Grade 9 Page Z of 4

B. Organization
1. Organization will vary depending on the choice of assignment.
2. All assignments must have an imaginative, logical, and/or persuasive and coherent

arrangement of material.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Style will vary with assignmeL*.
2. Many assignments will employ words with visual appeal: descriptive words,

figurative language.
c-

3. Sentence variety.
4. In some cases, persuasive, "loaded" language.

D. Mechanics
T7--Proper use of punctuation and capitalization.
2. Accurate spelling.
3.. Proper usage, e.g., agreement, tense, pronoun forms.

II. Procedure for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
.1. Group class according to assignment preference.
2. Review outstanding portions of the novel just Completed which might appeal to each

of the groups.
3. Discuss "coming attractions" as seen on T.V. How much infcrmation is given? Read

and discuss movie advertisements in newspapers.
4. Discuss show summaries as written in T.V. guide or in the entertainment section of

a newspaper.
S. Read character descriptions from newspaper or T.V. guide.
6. Read sample book reviews to class,
7. Do other activities that might help prepare each group for the writing forms they

will be employing.

B. Drafting
1. Discuss format with each group. (Pictorialuse with advertising group).
2. Discuss importance of descriptive and persuasive language.
3. Point.out the importance-of creating a vivid picture through descriptive words in

dealirig with the biographjtcal sketch. Abstract terms should-be used to reveal
inner character.

4. on out the importan9e of logical, sequential order in the private detective
report. Clarity of expression And accuracy of facts are key considerations here.

327



Grade 9

S. Tlie, viewpoint assignment will require that special attention be given to
consistency of person and tense, as well,as selective use of description.

6., The book review must be factually accurate. References from the ook must
be included to substantiate the critical comments of the critic.

7. Have groups begin their work.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Have each group read their work try the class. The class and the t e'aCher should

comment on the presentation mentioning things they like and things they feel
could be improved. A group recorder should make notes of the comments.

2. Each group'shouldexchange papers with another group for proofreading. Check
for accuracy in spel ing, punctuation, etc. Look for the points discussed
under "Drafting".

3. Groups will then rewr to the first draft And submit the revision to the teacher.

Page 3 of 4

D. Publishing
1.- Share group projects with the clasp. Begin with the advertisement.
2. Post some of the projects on the bulletin board.

E. Evaluating
1. Allow each of the groups to evaluate the work of the other groups. Discuss

evaluative criteria and how it varies depending on the form.
2. Projects may be used as a guide for use the *text year.

' III. Sample TeachingPlan

Day
1. Explain the assignment thoroughly.
2. Review the highlights of the novel withthe class.
S. Allow the class.members to-determine with which assignment they wish to work.
4. AS a homework assignment, have the class cut from the newspaper a review, an

advertisement, a character review, etc., depending on which group assignment
they choose.

323
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-Day /
1. Review assignment.
2.. Read some of the homework articles.
3. Divide class into groups.
4. Proceed with prewriting-activities. 336



Grade 9 Page 4 of 4

Day 3

Day 4

Day S

Day 6

Write first draft.

Do Steps I and 2 listed under Revising and Proofreading.

Do Step 3 listed under Revising and Proofreading.

Share projects with class.

3
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Neshaminy School District

Grade 10

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Form: Written speech soliciting Audience: Peers,
support. possibly

adults

To write a speech soliciting votes or general support for election to
a school office or committee, such as Student Council.

Wiite a speech in which you solicit support for your "candidacy" for
a school office, committee, club, service organization. Present
your qualifications for the job and the problems confronting the
organization and how you would deal with them. Consider your audience
very carefully and'what it takes to convince them that you are the
right person.

A. Content
1.771,7isentation of qualifications for the job.
2. Discussion of the problems the writer feels the

pleas to help solve them.
3. Appeal to the audience. Use of repetition when

B. Organization
Follows an outline prepared in advance.

2. Strong, forceful topic sentences. Supporting examples, reasons, explanations in
the body of each parpgraph.

3. Attention-getting. Major points outlined clearly and in an order 61 increasing
appeal and strength.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Highly connotative language that has personal appeal to audience.
2. Not real formal but not too colloquial - an approach that talks directly to the

student body in a friendly, respectful, informal manner.
3. Repetitive use of certain words and phrases for emphasis if appropriate33.1

organization faces and how s/he

appropriate for emphasis.

333



Grade 10 Page 2 of 3

D. Mechanics
roper punctuation, capitalization, and usage since speech may appear in print.

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Priwritin
1. iscuss with the entire class the role of organizations like Student Council, as

well as other clubs and service groups. Consider the limitations placed on these
organizations by school law, the school administration, teachers, students.

2. Discuss the value of belonging to such organizations.
Identify issues that these organizations are currently dealing with.

B. 121"ftillE
1-7--Ffilent assignment. Establish audidhce for speech as entire student body or current

members of the particular organization.
2. Establish focus for the evaluation: skills listed under Task Analysis, plus public

speaking considerations such as eye contact, posture, voice inflection, articulation.
3. Have students develop an outline for their speech and then write their first draft.

C. Revisini and Proofreading
1. Wave students work in pairs. Each student reads his speech aloud to his/her partner,

who gives suggestions for improving. Speech is then given to the partner to proof-
read for mechanics.

2. Students revise their speeches.
3. Collect and grade.

D. Publishing
-Students read their speeches to the entire class and determine the extent to which
their "candidacy" is supported by the class due to the persuasiveness of the speech.
"Would you vote for me?"

E. Evaluating
Part of the publishing activity. Ideally, speeches should be given in real-life
situations in which the students are seeking an office or a club or committee
membership, but in most cases this will not be possible.
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Grade 10

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day 1
All prewriting activates.

Day 2
All drafting activities.

Day 3
Finish first draft.

Day1All revising activities.

Day 5
Publishing.

Page 3 of 3



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 10 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Short Story Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To create a short story with emphasis on plot.

Assignment: Given a choice of specific settings, antagonists, and protagonists,
write a story of soy to 700 words with emphasis on plot.

I. Task Analysis:

At Content
1-7X plot development, including rising action, conflict, and climax.
2. Credible use of given setting, antagonist, and protagonist.
3. Clear characterization of antagonist and protagonist.
4. Plausible resolution.

A. Organization
\ 1. Sequential order.
'. 2, Natural transition between sentences and paragraphs.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Descriptive words.
2. Active voice.
3. Action words.
4. Figurative language if appropriate.
S. Naturalness of any dialogue

D. Mechanics
1. Sentence structure.
2. Punctuation and paragraphing of dialogue.
3. Capitalization.
4. Spelling.

32J
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. Procedure for Teaching the Writing_ Process:

A. Prewritins
1. Divide class into groups. Give each a picture containing .some form of present

or past a'Aion. Have group write an anecdote.expraining the action of the
picture. Show the picture and read the story to. the class.

2. Divide class into grorls. Have each student in the group select one object he
has with him. In fifteen minutes have' each group write a short narrative
incorporating all the objects. Have each'group read its story to the class
and show the objects. Have them review with the class how they went about
developing their group story.

3. Have five volunteers continue telling a story started by the teacher. Have
each volunteer advance the story for about a minute before moving on to the
next volunteer. The last volunteer must bring the story to a close.

4. Review previously read stories that stress the manner in which each incident
in the plot contributes to the story. Emphasize plot. Outline the plot
of one or two stories, calling attention to the amount of space devoted to
different events.

B. Drafting
I,--Pfisent assignment. Provide students with possible protagonists, antagonists,

and setting:;.
2. Direct students' attention to punctuation and paragraphing of dialogue in

stories the class has read.
.

3. Establi -'i fbcus for evaluations: plot structure shdbld receive the greatest
emphasis.

4. Have students write the first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Divide students into small groups. Have each student read his story aloud;

have the group critique the story on the basis of interest, clarity, and plot
structure. Writer will take notes on suggestions made. Teacher-circulates
listens, and advises.

2. Student writes second draft and submits to teacher.
'''3. Teacher will direct attention to specific language skills,-e.g., mechanics

(particularly dialogue punctuation), varying sentence structure; word choices,
etc.

4. Students make revisions on second draft based on teacher recommendations and
lessons on skills.

5. Beiore making final copy, students may exchange papers for proofreading -
particularly of dialogue punctuation.
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D. Publishing
1. Stories are shared with the class

form class'book of stories.
2. Students are encouraged to subiit

Magazines, otc.

E. Evaluation
----TilaTr evaluates the final copy based on the assignment's focus.

. May be dittoed and stapled together to

stories to school publications, Scholastic

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Da
o any two of the prewriting activities.

Day 2
Do first three drafting activities.

Day 3
-Write first draft.

Day 14
o first revision activity.

RE E4ave class write second draft.

Day to the third and fourth revision activities.

-PDa
7

ublishing.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 10 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Informative/Practical Form: Invitations Audience: Peers, friends,
relatives

Writer's Purpose: To invite a friend or relative to a special occasion at the writer's
home; to thank a friend or relative for a gift.

Assignment: Write a letter inviting a friend or relative to a special occasion;
then write a thank you note for a gift you received.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17--Piitinent information suitable to the special occasion, e.g., time, place.
2. A thank you note including more than just "thank you".

B. Organization
1. Letter form.
2. Clear enumeration of pertinent facts.
3. Paragraphs with appropriate topic sentences and transitions.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Formal or informal depending on audience and occasion.
2. Genuine, sincere tone.
3. Judicious use of "thank you," "I," "very much," and other common experessions

used in such letters.

D. Mechanics
1. Correct spelling.
2. Correct capitalization and punctuation.
3. Appropriate letter format.
4. Legible cursive handwritink.

31*3
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Grade 10,

II. Procedure for Teaching the Writing Proce.v.:

Page 2 of 3

A. Prewriting
1. Have students list events to vIlich one sends or receives invitations and thank

you notes.
2. Discuss the kinds of in7itations that are appropriate for different types of

events, from the very formal to the very informal.
3. Discuss the awkwardness often experienced in writing thank you notes to relatives.

Discuss ways of suumling genuine and sincere and of going beyond a mere "thank you."

B. Drafting
1. Present assignment. Examine ,model invitations found in textbook and ones that

students bring into class.
2. Establish focus for evaluation-, e.g., contentlorganization of letters,_ clarity,

suitability of style and tone.
3. Have students write the first draft of the letter of invitation and do the

following revising and proofreading activities before writing the thank you
letter.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Divide the class into groups of three or four and have students critique the

letters according to the agreed upon criteria. Focus on appropriateness of
content and style for the particular audience involved.

,2. Have students proofread for mechanics and rewrite.
D. Publishing

1. Ask students to share the final drafts with students who have not seen the first
drafts. Ask readers to react as if they were the receiver of the letter. Would
they want to attend the event? Would they feel the thank you was genuine?

2. Post sample letters on bulletin board.

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day 1
1. Prewriting .:.ctivities #1, 2, and 3.
2. Drafting activities #1 and 2.

11!14. Drafting activity #3.
2. Revising activity #1.

31
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31.J

Day 13
Finish revising activity #1.

2. Revising activity #2.

Days 4 and S
Repeat Days 2 and 3 for thank you letter.

LT4
uhlishidg activities.



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 10 Page 1 of 2

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: itmpaign Button Audience: Peers

Writer's Purpose: To persuade in one of the briefest, most emphatic forms.

Assignment: Design a campaign button that includes a slogan and a specific
symbol (or other illustration).

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
# ---XFutton (made with 4 x 6 cards and magic markers) that contains a slogan and a

symbol.

B. Organization
Emphasis on quick impact.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Choice of precise, vivid words.
2. Use of metaphor and/or symbolism.

D. Mechanics
1, Spelling.
2. Capitalization if both upper and lower cases are used).

II. Procedures for Teadhing_the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
"Teacher and class brainstorm causes (local and global) that concern the students.

2. In small groups, students discuss concerns mentioned in step one and choose one to
represent using the button format.

B. Drafting
1. Each small group composes,a slogan and creates an accompanying illustration.
2. Students make enough buttons for the entire group.

352
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Grade 10

C. Revising and Proofreading

Ongoing in group drafting process.

D. Publishing
Students wear their buttons and show them to students in other groups.

E. Evaluating

1.. Students react informp!ly to each group's buttons.

2. Teacher does not grade, but class discusses the effectiveness of each button.

rage 2 of 2

III. Sample Teaching Plan

Day 1All activities.



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade. 11 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Reminiscence Audience: 11),,ers, Family,
riierary Magazine

Writeir's Purpose: To recapture au incident from the past for self-enjoyment as well Ls
for the pleasure of sharing a memory.

Assignment: Write a narrative describing a clearly remembered incident from your
childhood. Use dialogue and descriptive language. Give the reader
a sense. of "being there".

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
1.--TEEident described in enough detail for reader to share the writer's feelings.
2", Dialogue; if appropriate.

B. Organization
getter" first sentence.

2. Chronological development for the ;Jody.
3.. Decisive conclusion.
4. Effective use of transitions.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Style and word choice suitable for incident related.
2. Word, choice reflects author's effort to give reader impression of sharing the

incident.
3. Descriptive details. Vivid adjectives, strong verbs.

D. Mechanics /
T.--af?ict use of paragraphing form.
2. Correct spelling and punctuation, including use of quotation marks in dialogue,

if used.

3
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.II. Procedures for Teaching, tie Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Have class discuss memories, including why people remember certain things and

forget others.
2. Teacher calls on students to state what their first or earliest childhood

memories are.
3. Students read "Remembering Childhood" in Writin to be Read by Macrorie. Read

the chapter and discuss which account students priTeiafirialy.

B. Drafting
1. Establish focus for evaluation.
2. Student writes first draft.

C. and' Proofreadin
ITCliii7W6fEi4F6Lii, critiquing each other's papers.s
2. Suggestions for improvement are to be written on another sheet and attached to

first draft.
3. Each student revises his/her own narrative as homework and submits to teacher.
4. Teacher uses sentence and paragraph lifting technique and distributes dittoed

worksheet to class for discussion.
5. Teacher returns papers to students for the writing of the final draft.

D. Publishing
1. Best papers should be submitted to literary magazine.
2. Students should be encouraged to share their papers with their parents to see

if everyone remembers the incident in the same way.

E. Evaluating
Teacher grades, focusing on Task Analysis skills.

III. Sample,Teaching Plan:

12e4rewriting #1 and 2.

.,
$



Grade 11

P1E-2
Prewriting #3.

rewriting #4.

11E4
rafting #1 and 2.

Day
Revising and proofreading #1 and 2.

Day:Revising and proofreading #3 and 4.

valuating.

Page 3 of 3



Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 11 Page 1 of 2

Mode: Informative/Practical Form: Written directions Audience: Visitor

Writer's Purpose: To guide a stranger from one designated point to another.

Assignment: Write specific directions so that somebody who has never been to Bucks
County before could leave this school and find your home without diLficu3ty.
Be sure to give landmarks, street names, distances, and any other pertin4nt
information.

. I. Task Analysis:
A. Content

Vie` of specific detail.
2. Citing of landmarks which could be readily discerned by a stranger.
3. Description of facade of the home, emphasizing unique features (e.g., mailbox,

landscape, color of home).

B. Organization
1. Step by step directions from starting point to finish.
2. Paragraphing.
3. Transitions from general directions to specific details.

Example: General directions direction, distance.
Specific directions - traffic lights, specific landmarks.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Concise writing.
2. Clear writing.
3. Sequential writing.
4. Correct use of modifiers to avoid confusion in directions.

D. Mechanics
1. Spelling (e.g., street names, names of gas stations, stores).
2. Underlining key points in directions.

362
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II. Procedure for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Teacher explains assignment.
2. Teacher and/or students share anecdotes which emphasize the importance of clear

directions.
3. Teacher and students select and discuss specific ways in which directions can

be misleading.
4. Students give examples of typical landmarks
S. Students discuss obvious landmarks not noticed on way to school.
6. Teacher has students list key landmark, on designated route.
7. Students sketch map to their home from above list of information.

B. Drafting
Students write directions according to assignment.

C. Revisin4 and Proofreading
I. Students exchange papers.
2. Working with the paper which he has received, student attempts to draw a map

from the written directions.
3. Students return papers and maps.
4. Author checks partner's map for accuracy of written directions.
S. If map is inaccurate, author should rewrite directions, working to clarify

confusing parts. Then have partner try drawing the map again.

D. Publishing
Not applicable. Have shared during revising stage.

E. Evaluating
Teacher evaluation based on accuracy and clarity of directions.

III. Sample Teaching Plan

1214
rewriting and writing draft.

Day 2
Complete the writing, revising, and proofreadi,g. Teacher collects papers.

364
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Neshaminy School District

Grade 11

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive

WRITING TO BE READ

Page 1 of 3

Form: Personal Statement Audience: Personnel Director
or Admissions
iurector

Writer's Purpose: To present personal qualifications with emphasis on suitability of
applicant for a position or placement.

Write a personal statement providing information which will persuade
the reader to select the applicant as an employee or student.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
171%Tee or four characteristics, such as reliability or sincerity, which are critical

to persuade the employer or admissions officer that the applicant is qualified
for acceptance.

2. Support for the above in the form of specific experiences, aptitudes, interests,
and achievements.

B. Organization
I. statement of purpose, applicant's qualifications, and conclusion.
2. Transitions.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Attention to tone for the specific audience.
2. Attention to formal style.
3. Avoidance of cliches, contractions and colloquialisms.
4. Avoidance of secondsperson.

D.

365
Mechanics
T7Pii-Wiraph form.
2. Proofreading.

E. Appearance
WiTropriate paper.

2. Blue or black ink (11,psivriter ribbon).
3. Margins and indentations.
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II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1Tilater presents the assignment.
2. Students suggest qualities relative to success.
3. Class categorizes these qualities by their relevance b the assignment (e.g.,

punctuality may be critical to acceptance for a job but not to acceptance to
college.)

4. Class chooses,one general quality, such as reliability, and supports with
hypothetical examples.

S. Teacher and students develop a model paper, or teacher shows model papers and/or
application forms.

6. Each student lists his own qualities and then ciiooses three or four that he/she
considers the most pertinent and convincing.

7. Teacher and students discuss tone, organization, and mechanics.

B. Drafting
Students write first draft.

2. Teacher collects first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Teacher selects specific sentences with common errors and/or stylistic problems.

These may be presented in the form of dittoed sheets or overhead transparencies.
2. Students proofread their own papers using a check list.
3. Students write final copy.

D. Publishing
1. Students send their papers to potential employers or to colleges.
2. Students evaluate the effectiveness of teacher selected, anonymous student papers.

E. Evaluating N
1. Final teacher evaluation focuses on content, organization, and tone.

III. Sample Teaching Pan: 4 y 6 days

Day k
Teacher presents assignment. Class and teacher do prewriting activities #2,
and 4.
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eacher and class do prewriting activities 05, 6, and 7.

Day 3 or for homework
Students write first draft.

Day 3 or 4
Students do sentence lifting and proofreading.

Day 4 or 5 or homework
Students write final copy.

Day 5 or 6
Students do publishing activities.

369
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 11 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Lfterary/Imaginative Form: Folk Tale, Legend, Tall Audience: Peers and
Tales, Myth Teacher

Writer's Purpose: To create a folk tale, legend, tall tale, or myth which is either an
extension of one already read or is original.

Assignment: Write a folk tale, legend, tall tale or myth that either adds a new
anecdote to an old folk tale, tall tale, legend, or myth or write
one that is original with you. Be sure to make your main character
larger than life. Use vivid, colorful language and emphasize such
literary devices as hyperbole, simile, and metaphor. Include a
moral if appropriate.

1. Task Analysis:
A. Content

11-77ri main character, given superhuman characteristics, accomplishes impossible tasks.
2. Exaggeration fon humorous or emphatic purposes is2imDortant.
3. Story may include a moral.

$. Organization
1. Conventional short story structure which includes introduction, development of

character, and resolution.
2. Story should have a strong introduction, a middle section, and a rather abrupt

conclusion.

C. Style and Word Choice
T. Informative, colloquial approach.
2. Vivid description, relying heavily on strong verbs.
3. Emphasis on hyperbole, simile, and metaphor.
4. 4aring use of adjectives.

D. Mechanics
I. Correct use of dialogue.
.2. Variety of sentence structure.
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II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Students read several assigned folk tales, legends, etc.
2. Class discusses qualities of technique, style, and content.
3. Listing on board of common elements in the stories - strong character, moral,

supernatural qualities, etc.
4. Students analyze effectiveness of poetic devices.
5. Each student plans his or her story.

B. Drafting
1. Establish focus for evaluation, e.g., story line and effective use of descriptive

language and dialogue.
2. Student writes first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Class divides into groups of not more than five.
2. Each student shares his first draft with his group for peer evaluation. Members

of the group should make specific recommendations for improvement, focusing on
skills that are important for writing this kind of story.

3. Students write second draft and submit to teacher.
4. Teacher uses technique of sentence and paragraph lifting to illustrate both

strengths and weaknesses. Entir3 papers may be dittoed and reviewed by the class.
5. Teaches returns paper to student, who then writes final draft.

D. Publishing
T7--Papers may be dittoed or displayed on bulletin board.
2. Best papers should be submitted to literary magazine or entered in contests.
3. Student work may be compiled into booklets and given to each student for a keep-

sake.

E. Evaluating
Teacher grades and returns, focusing on Task Analysis skills.

III. Sample Teachrij Plan:

Prewriting time devoted to reading and discussion of folk tales, (legends, etc.)
will vary.
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rafting: teacher establishes focus for evaluation. Students write first draft.

12214
evising: groups meet to share first drafts and make recommendations.

Day
tudent write second draft and submit to teacher.

q
entence lifting as activity. Teacher returns papers.

Day
Final draft written.

y 6, etc.
POIishing activities.

Optional teaching plan allows time lapse between Day 2 and Day 3 or between Day 3 and
Day 4.

376
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Grade 12

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

'age 1 of 3

-1

Mode: Analytical Form: Problem solving parag,jh Audience: Peers,
Tamer

Writer's Purpose: To explain in one paragraph a decision regarding a personal problem
or dilemma that has been facing the writer.

Assignment: Choose a personal dilemma that you face and with the help of others
in your group list the advantages and disadvantages of the alternative
solutions to this dilemma. Then write a one paragraph explanation of
your solution to the problem.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
1. Shot . be dilemmas that reflect real decisions that students must make, e.g., to

buy the used car or not, to work after school or not, to give an unchaperoned
party or not, to work at the shore all summer or not.

2. Lists of as many advantages and disadvantages as possible.
3. A well-reasoned paragraph citing justification for the final decision.

B. Organization
1. A well-organized paragraph with a strong topic sentence, followed by supporting

reasons for the decision.
2. Smooth and logreilfransitions between sentences.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Formal style.
2. Precise, carefully-chos%.a language that convinces the reader of the wisdom of

the decision.

D. Mechanics
1. Written in third person.
2. Correct spelling, punctuation, and usage.
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IL Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process.,

A. Prewriting
1. Teacher leads discussion of problems and dilemmas facing class members. Some

typical ones are emphasized, and a listing .1f two or three advantages and dis-
advantage:: for Aifferent decisions or resolutions are cited and discussed.
Each student is asked to contribute at least one personal dilemma for listing
and discusapicn'by the class.

2. The class chooses one of the dilemmas and outlines the writing of the resolution
paragraph together.

3. Students are divided into groL,ps prior to the drafting stage.

B. Draft IK
1:--Wed-Iing together, each group helps each group member list the advantages and

disadvantages cf different solutions.
2. Teacher establishes the focus for evaluation (see Task Analysis).
3. Each student writes a problem-solving paragraph.

a

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. -Paragraphs are exchanged among groups.
2. After each student has had a chance to read several, the class as a whole develops

a scoring guide or "rubric" for the assignment, based on a 4-point holistic evalua-
tion scale (see section on holistic evaluation in this curriculum guide for an
explanation).

3. Each group holistically scores the papers of another group using the scoring
guide. Groups should discuss among themselves each paper they read and agree
on the scores they give. The teacher may wish to duplicate copies of each
paper to make this group task easier.

4. Possible revision based on holistic evaluation (see Evaluating below).

D. Publishing
Papers have already been shared within the class at the revising stage. There
need not be any further sharing.

E. Evaluating
Holistic scoring done at the revising stage by the students and teacher. Students
may wish to revise their paragraph based on this assessment and resubmit to the
teacher and/or students for a poss4hle higher holistic score. Using the scoring
guide for this purpose helps to mate revising an important 'earning experience.
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Grade 12

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

122.4rewriting #1 and 2.

rewriting #3 and all drafting #1 and 2.

Day 3
Drafting #3 and Revising #1.

evising #2.

Day 5
Revising 03 and 4.

Page 3 of 3
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO B READ

Grade 12 Page 1 of 2

Mode: Analytical /Persuasive Form: Letter Audience: 9th Grade Students
informativefloractical

Writer's Purpose: To write a letter offering advice and guidance to younger students.

Assignment: Write a letter to niuth grade sludclts telling them how they can
get the most benefit from their high school experience.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
1. An informational. letter with advice to ninth graders.
2. Specific areas of emphasis, e.g., academic, cc-curricular, social.
3. Use of school facilities, e.g., library, guidance servicesocareer center,

direction center, pthers.
4. Supporting details, examples.

Organization
1. Letter format.
2. Division into separate topics, with at least one paragraph per topic.
3. A logical, persuasive arrangement of paragraphs.
4. Use of topic sentences, methods of development.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Friendly, concerned, understanding.
2. Free of cliChees.
3. Active voice.
4. Humor, if appropriate.

D. Mechanics
1.--T7roper use of punctuation and capitalization within letter.
2. Accurate spelling.
3. Appro late usage, e.g., agreement, tense, pronoun case.

383
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II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Conduct class dkscussion or have students write briefly on the following topic:

"One thing I wish I knew/did/realized when I started high school is
2. Share any written reactions.
3. Categorize the "one thing I wish" statements according to types of concerns.
4. Review rules of letter writing, including addressing an envelope.
5. Accentuate the positive.

B. Drafting
1. Present assignment.
2. Focus for evaluation: clarity and soundness of advice; proper letter form;

organization of material.

C. Revising and Proofreading
1. Teacher may collect Letters and make written recommendations for improvement.
2. 3tudcnts may exchange letters and critique them, suggesting, among other things,

how the writer's advice and guidance may be more effectively presented.
3. Write final letter; address envelope.

D. Publishing
1. Tea her collects letters and submits them to a ninth grade teacher.
2. If practical, ninth grade students may respond to letters and react to the

advice given.

E. Evaluation
Teacher grades final letter, emphasizing focus for evaluation that has been
established.

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day
All prewriting activities.

rafting of the letter

Day
evising and proofreading activities.

Day
Publishing and evaluating.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 12 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Personal Letters Audience: Addressee, Peers,
Teacher

Writer's Purpose: To persuade the 1cipients of three different letters of the validity
of the writer's point of view regarding a potentially controversial
incident or set of circumstances.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

Using a single real incident from your life that would be viewed in
different ways by parents, peers, older siblings, school authorities,
police, and ministers or rabbis, OR pretending you were arrested on
the way to the shore for speeding after you promised your father
not to use his car while he was away, write three letters explaining
your point of view regarding what happened to any three of the
suggested audiences or to other audiences of your choice.

A. Content
7 incident described in detail. Details stressed will vary as the audience

changes.
2. Use of persuasive words and careful argumentation in all letters to reflect change

of voice.

B. Organization
1. Letters addressed to ministers, police chief, school principals, etc., will follow

formal business letter format.
2. Letters addressed to peers, siblings, etc., will be informal and contain only the

date, salutation, body, and close.

C. Style and Word Choice:
T. words used must be carefully evaluated for effectiveness with each of the three

audiences.
2. Formal and informal style choices must be appropriate to the audiences.
3. A humorous approach might be attempted in at least one letter.
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D. Mechanics
17--F5Wil as well as informal letter format.
2. COrrect paragraphing.
3. Correct punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.

II.

.4,

Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
1. Discuss and list on board various reasons for writing letters.
2. Discuss voice in writing. Show how it changes and why it changes. Choose -an

incident and have students practice dealing with it in relation to different
audiences. .

3. Have students give examples from their own lives of times when they have tailored
their argument and language to match their audience.

4. Review format for formal and informal letter writing.
B. Drafting

1. Present assignment.
2. Establish focus for evaluation, e.g., persuasive language, shifting voice,

argumentation.
Z. Students write first draft.

C. Revising and Proofreading:
1. Students work in groups, evaluating letters written by another group. Emphasis

is on how argument shifts based on audience considerations.
2. Group suggestions should be written on a separate sheet and attached to letters.
3. Letters with comments are returned to writers who then prepare a revised draft

of each.

D. Publishing
I. Groups select those letters which were most successful in meeting the assignment.
2. Selected letters are displayed in the room.

E. Evaluation
Final teacher evaluation based on success in persuasion and argumentation, as well
as correctness of form.
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Grade 12

111. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day 1
Prewriting steps #1, 2, 3.

Day
Prewriting stet #4 and drafting activities.

Day 3
Revising and proofreading.

Day 4
Publishing and evaluating.

Page 3 of 3
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Grade 12

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

I rage lof 2

o

Mode: Literary/Imaginative Form: Cinquain Audience: Teacher, Peers
ITTEFill, iiiiiine_

Writer's Purpose: To write a cinquain using a subject of the writer's own choice.

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

Write a cinquain following the pattern set by Adelaide Crapsey
in "These be three silent things..." ,Your choice of precise.
succinct language is all iftortant.

A. Content
17--Tatent must be appropriate for development in a cinquain.
2. Content should be imaginative and perceptive.

B. Organization .

Cinquain form - 1st lihe 2 syllables
2nd line 4 syllables
3rd line 6 syllables
4th line 8 syllables
5th line 2 syllables

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Imaginative word choice.
2. Use of imagery.

D. Mechani:s
Rigid observance of cinquain format and punctuation.
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Grade 12 Page :of 2

II. Proctdures for Teaching the Writing Process

A. Prewriting
1. Put the Crapsey poem or other cinquains on the board.
2. Discuss word choice, e.g., "falling" instead of "fallen", "mouth" instead of

"face."
3. Discuss syllabication.
4. Have students suggest appropriate wards which might replace "silent" in the

second line, e.g., "happy."

B. Drafting
Have students write a cinquain of their own.

C. Revising and Proofreading
students work in groups, checking each other's poems and making suggestions

for improvement.
2. Poems are returned to authors.
3. Authors prepare final.drafts.

D. Publishing
1. Poems are displayed.th the room. ,

2. Best poems are submitted to literary maga.zine.
4

E. Evaluation
Teacher evaluation focused on word choice and to form.

fe.

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

Day 1
Prewriting and first draft.

Day 2
Group work. Start final draft. Finish for homework.

Day 3
...collect poems and evaluate.

411/

Day 4
Run off best papers. Discuss in class.

395
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 12 (Format could also be used in Grade 111

Mode: Analytical

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

Form: Essay

Pape 1 of 3

Audience: leacher, Peers,
FE:MIT the public

To study and analyze a character or incident in a literary work in
order to come to an understanding of the importance of the character
or incident to,thc development of the theme of the work.

Choose an implausible or a realistic incident or character in
Dostoevski's novel Crime and Punishment and in a well organized,
well written essay UT-3-070 to 1,000 words, explain why this incident
or character is important to the work and how it relates to other
perhaps more plausible elements in the rest of the novel.

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content
17--DiliOns rates an understanding of the novel.
2. Ref; cts a grasp of the plausibility or implausibility of the character or incident.
3. Demonstrates an awareness of the writer's purpose in introducing the character or

incident.
4. Provides some specifics from the work in the opening paragraph, but not enough to

give away the whole' argument.
S. Use of brief quotations where applicable.

R. Organization
1-7--10-eTFUWa single theme or thesis.
2. At lea,st three specific arguments, each developed with strong supportive material.
3. A strong conclusion that is not merely a restatement of the topic sentence.
4. Paragraphs of five or six sentences.

C. Style and iftrd Choice
A formal style.

2. Objective approach to topic.
3. Third person.

397
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Grade 12 Page 2 of 3

D. Mechanics
1. Sticks to one tense - the present or the past - in providing details from the

narration.
2. All periods and commas placed inside quotations.
3. Title of the novel underlined whenever mentioned in body ot the paper.
4. All proper nouns identified the first time, and spelled correctly.
S. Such phrases as "there is," "there are," "it is," "it was," not overused.
6. Avoids "you," even though the person reading the composition is the "you."
7. Avoids "we see," even though the reader is the "we" and the "you."

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:
A. Prewriting

1. Have students leery, pronunciations and variant spellings of characters' names.
2. Discuss the characters' names as indications of personal characteristics.
3. Discuss symbolism, (e.g., the wearing of the hat).
4. Identify clues in the beginning of the novel and discuss their importance to

the work.
S. Anal/ze the effect of the environment on the actions of the individual.
6. Analyze the significance of the letter which shows the dominance of the male.
7. Discuss the ambivalence of the protagonist.
B. Discuss the value of suffering and how it can bring a man to greater self-under-

standing.
9. Discuss what goes on in a person's mind after he his committed a crime.

B. 'Drafting
1. Establish focus for evaluation. Include all details pertinent to character

or incident.
2. Write first draft.
3. Delete material that does not contain strong supportive evidencz..

C-
17riftfrWiliefirstdrafts examples of. sentences or paragraphs that demonstrate

different strengths and weaknesses in the papers. Discuss.
2. Have students delete all material that does not contain strong supportive

evidence.
3. Concentrate on strong verbs using the active voice.
4. Check relevancy of quotations.
S. Check readability of manuscript.
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Page 3 of 3

6. Check for misspelled words, misleading words, and ambiguities.
7. Write second draft and submit to teacher.
B. Teacher returns paper with appropriate comments to student, who then writes final

copy.

D. Publishing
1. Best papers may be dittoed for class to analyze.
2. If applicable, the paper may be submitted to a newspaper writing contest.

E. Evaluation
Final teacher evaluation based on Task Analysis Skills.,

III. Sample Teaching Plan
Day I

Background information on author, including biographical material which shows his
insight into characterization.

Da 2

--.--Discussion of characters and setting of novel as well as individual student reactions.

IIAL4
rewriting activities not previously covered. Assign writing of first draft.

onference with teacher and consequent recommendations on first draft.

Day
Students write second draft and return to teacher.

eacher returns paper with suggestions for improvement.

tudents submit final copy.
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Grade

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

12 Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Essay Audience: Teacher and Peers

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

To study and analyze the short story "Eveline".by James Joyce in
terms of the theme of entrapment.

Read the short story "Eveline" by James Joyce. Write an essay
analyzing the theme of entrapment as it seems to be portrayed by
the author. Think in terms of setting, characterization, imagery,
and symbolism, and discuss these in your essay where relevant.

A. Content
1. Reflects insight into the character of Eveline and the author's clues for the

theme. -

2. Reflects students' understanding of James Joyce's subtle use of language.
3. Reflects students' awareness of Joyce's use of various figures of speech, tone,

point of view, and symbolism.
4. Optional footnotes and bibliography.

B. Organization
1. Conventional expository. format, which includes topic sentence, well developed

examples, and conclusion which is not simply a restatement of the topic sentence.
2. Correct use of transitional words to enhance flow of thought.
3. Proper footnoting and bibliographic form.

C. Style and Word Choice
1. Formal, acaii32style.
2. Avoidance of slang and idiomatic expressions. Focus on analytical approach

to subject.

D. Mechanics
17raTict use of punctuation, :apitalization, and spelling.
2. Appropriate handling of usage matters, e.g., agreelhent, pronoun forms, vent Hnse.
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Grade 12

II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

Page 2 of 3

A. Prewriting
1. Class discusses characterization of Evelina and significance of setting to theme.
2.. Class discusses dual meaning of the word "blind."
3 Class discusses purpose of personification of street and identifie other kinds of

personification in story.
4. Class identifies clues in first two paragraphs which indicate the personality of

the boy,
5. Class discusses the season of the year as it enhances romanticism.
6. Class identifies details at the beginning of the year that show the harsh life

of the neighborhood.
7. Class compares and contrasts the sister's appearance with the atmosphere.
8. Class identifies the actionsof the boy which show his 4nfatuation and his idealism.
9. Class discusses religious symbolism in the story.

10. Class discusses references to feeling as opposed to thinking-.
11. Clas& identifies the foreshadowing of disillusion at the end.
12. Class reviews formats for footnote and bibliography.

B. Drafting
1. 'Establish focus

and
evaluation, e.g., inclusion of footnotes, and bibliography

if required, and other elements listed under Task Analysis.-
2. Student writes first draft.

C.. Revising and Proofreading
1. Class divides into groups of not more than five.
2. Each student shares his first 'draft with his group for peer evaluation. Members

of the group should make specific recommendztions for improvement, focusing on
the skills that are important,. .

,
3. Students write second draft and submit to teacher.
4. Teacher : ; ;es technique of sentence and paragraph lifting to illustrate both

strengths and weaknesses in writing. Entire papers may be dittoed and reviewed
by the class. ......

5. Teacher returns paper to student, who then writes final d:aft. ,......

D. Publishing
T. 'Papers. may be dittoed and displayed in library or on bulletin board.
2. Best papers may- be submitted to appropriate publlcations for writing contests.

E. ±valuating
Teacher grades essay, focusing on Task Analysis Skills, and return to students.
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Grade 12
go,

III. Sample Teaching Plan:

407

Page 3 of 3

Day 1ntroduce background information on James Joyce and assign "rveline."

12.14rewriting exercises. Teacher establishes focus for evaluation. Teacher, assigns
writing of first draft.

Day 3
Revising groups meet to share first draft and make recomandations.

Day :Students write second draft and return to teacher.

Day 5
Sentence rifting as teaching activity. Note taken of particulery effective
footnotes. Teacher returns papers.

Day
Final draft written.

Day 7, etc.
Publishing activities.
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Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Grade 12 (Themes in Reading) Page 1 of 3

Mode: Analytical/Persuasive Form: Essay Audience: Teacher and Peers

Writer's Purpose: To analyze the family unit in relation to its treatment in different
fictional works in order to clarify one's personal feelings about
what does and does not constitute a family.

...

''4>
.

Assignment: Using examples from the common. core of reading as well as from out-
side reading, you are to write an ess y analyzing the strengths and
weaknesses of the family as a social unit. The paper must illustrate
your grasp of the material by including appropriate qyotations from
the books read. Footnoting and bibliography are requfTe-3:\,,7

I. Task Analysis: V

A. Content
1, An understanding of the material written.
2. A sensitivity to various ways in which various members of a family cope with a

problem.
3. References, including appropriate quotations, to specific families, events,

and specific characters in different fictional works.

B. Organization
1. A clear thesis statement.
2. Conventional expository style.
3. Carefully developed paragraphs dealing with strengths and weaknesses of the

family unit.
4. Smooth transitions between paragraphs.
S. Proper formats for footnotes and bibliography.

C. Style and Word Choice
r. Formal style.
2. Avoidance of slang and idiomatic expressions.
3. Concise language.
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Grade 12 Page 2 of 3

D., Mechanics
I. Correct use of paragraphing.
2. Correct use of quotation marks for direct quotations.
3. Correct use of punctuation, spelling, and capitalization, especially as it applies

tp direct quotations.

'II. Procedures for Teaching the Writing Process:

A. Prewriting
I. Each student writes his own personal definition of a family.
2. Students than take turns reading and discussing their definitions as a recorder

lists similarities of definitions in one column on the board and dissimilarities
in another.

3. Students keep their, definitions in their file folders for later use.
4. Students write briefly (10 minutes) on their. perception of their individual 0

importance in their own family unit. They may discuss changes they wish could
be made. Sharing of this information is optional.

S. The teacher collects the papers and condenses some of the comments for.c14ss
discussion.

#
B. Drafting.

1. resent assignment.
2. establish focus for evaluation, e.g., thesis statement clearly developed para-

graphs, smooth transitions.
3. Students write thesis statements only at this point.

C. 1111ngATI4:12112q14112a
.sttl-ictlensworips applying designated criteria to individUal thesis state-

ments of other, group members and making written recommendations on another sheet
of paper, which will be attached to original statement when returned to the writer. .

-.2.. All thesis statements should be 'read by at least two groups:.
3. Stateaents are rtturned to author, who revises and begins first draft of entire

,

paper.
4. Drafts are submitted to teachet:
S. Teacher lifts sentences Or,paragraphs representing common strengths or weaknesses

for class discussion. Can be presented on overhead or on ditto.
6. Drafts are returned' to students, who write final copy.

411
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Grade 12 Page 3 of 3

D. Publishing
amass shares papers and discusses, relating to their on family experiences.

E. Evaluation
Final teacher evaluation based on Task Analysis Skills and focus for evaluation.

III. Sample Teaching 1-lan:

12114

2114rewriting #4.

I)" ;rewriting IS.

PI TA
----Drafting.

413

rewriting #1, 2 and 3.

Day4
evising and proo

Day 6
Revising and proo

evising and proo

4

freading steps #1, 2 and 3.

freading #4.

freading #5.

e

Sufficient time must be allowed for both core reading and individual reading. The
unit takes approximately five to six weeks to complete. This unit may be used in
place of, or in addition to, a unit test.
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Grade

Mode:

Neshaminy School District

WRITING TO BE READ

Writer's Purpose:

Assignment:

I. Task Analysis:

A. Content

B. Organization

C. Style and Word Choice

415

Form: Audience

Page of

416



Grade

D. Mechanics

II. Procedures for Teaching the writing Process:

A. Prewriting

S. Drafting

C. Revising and. Proofreading

417
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Grade

D. Publishing

i

E. Evaluating

6

III. Sample Teaching Plan:
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IV. Teaching Resources
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HOLISTIC EVALUATION

The holistic evaluation of writing involves an assessment of
quality based on a quick, "general impression" reading of a given
palmx. It assumes that each factor that r'kes up writing sk ].11s
is relatettO all the other factors and that one'factor cannot be
easily separated from the others. Each piece of writing is viewed
as a total work, the whole of which is greater than the sum of its
parts. Moreover, it is a scoring method that.places 'emphasis on
what a student does well instead of stressing only what a student
does poorly. ,.;

Holistic evaluation assumes that teachers tan recognize quality,
even if they often disagree on exactly what it is. Teachers can be
trained in a relatively short time to score papers. holistically,
and once they.have been, the degree of inter-reader reliability
is usually very high. That is, a group of trained readers tends
to be in rather close agreement on the holistic scores given,to
arset of papers of varying quality. . O

The Educational Testing Service (E.T:S.) has-nied holistic
scoring to evaluate students' writing for many years.. The procedure
now serves as the basis of scoring in almost every program that asks
the test candidates to provide samples of their writing, including
the National, Assessment of Educatioual Progress, the New Jersey
Basic Skills-Assessment Test, the College BoareTests, the New York
State Competency Test,the California State University and College
System English Placement Test, and many school. districts that are
interested in assessing their students' writing ability.

Neshaminy Scholl District is conducting a holistic evaluation
oCthe'writing ofall students in grades 5, 8 and 11 in May of each
year to determine. whether or not the quality of student writing in
these grades.is-imprewing as a resalt of the implementation of the-'-
Mligg1L/O.Be Read curriculum. If such improvement is a reality; ",
fffililiftinigarari should be scoring at the upper end of the holi-
stic scoring scale in a given year than scored there in previous
years. .

A four-point scoring scale, is used to make the evaluation,
with a scare of "4" the highest score and a score of "1" the lowest
score. The score of "0" ,is,reserved for those papers that are blank.
Training teacher- evaluators to use the scale involves assisting this
in coming to agreement on what each point on the scale means in telima,--
of the quality of the. articular set of Mere, bideing scored. In
other words,, 'a TIPT4er is no niEWslailly an esI,-FiWit paper.;
it is one of thcbeit'in a pa' fficular jet of papers. Papers s-are

scored in relatioeito,other papers.

_

.

In a-holistid iclIring session' each paper is read by at'least
two readers. Papers *rowed quickly for an overall impression.
Readers are-asked to reSpViidediateiy.to a gapes and to score it on
the basis o plat first.impression. The/ are uvt,asked to reread 1$

papers or sly:e spidifiC40ints of composition.

F-X
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Holistic Evaluation (continued)

Thisfirst-impression scoring is based, however, on an agxeed-
upon scoring guide (a "rubric") that describes the -characteristics
of each point on the scoring scale. The reader's overall first
impression is, then, an informed And educated impression based_on.

'agreed-upon standards.

Such an approach to evaluation means that a misspelled word,
a comma spiiiceia sentence frigment, a misplaced modifier carry no
great eight-.4e-scoriag A paper. .The .writer is entitled to make
Some mistakes.; he or she is hurriedly writing what is really only
a first dratt, without recourse to a dictionary and without time
for any real deliberations.

If readers reacteack paper A ole: then, they are better
able. to judge the competence of- liter. If the paper is poorly
Written, that gill 'be part of tho'r er's first impression; there
-is'wneed'to,analyte.it. wind by word to decide that it is badly
dote.- .If: the papertoniains mistakes because, the writer, though
cap.Ablef, has been.- forted to hurry, the reader will judge alit general
:quality of the gaper :most effectively by reading it as a whole.

,
Holistic evaluation may be used in the classroom. Teachers can

ask students 'to help develop a 4-point scoring guide (o 6-point,
if.finer:diitinctions are to be made) for a particular assignment
and then evaluate their work by using the guidi. An example of how
this might be done' is provided later on in this section of the
Curriculum guide.

The:district-wide assessment of the writing of students in
grades , 8, and'll enables us to begin to set our own Neshaminy
standards. Students who score in the upper half of the scale -
receiving stores of "3" or "4"*- are competent writers at their
grade level, while students receiving scores of "I" or "2" (or
"et) have demonstrated deficiencies onthis particular writing
assignment. By analysing with the.help of the scoring guide some
typical papers at each of the points on thestale, the strengths
and weaknesses that are common to many papers can be identified.
In this way, instructional priorities may be set throughout the
district.

On-the pages that follow, the components of the Neshaminy
. holistic evaluation are presented in this order:

1. The writing assignment-(the "prompt').
2. The list of four skill areas that form the basis for

developing the scoring guide (the "rubric").
3. The scoring guide-used for this particular writing

assignment.
4. S ',le papers for each point on the scoring scale for

eac. of the three grades, with an accompanying commentary
on their relative strengths and weaknesses.

V4.1s4,t,

.
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Holistic Evaluation (continued)

In some respects the last of these four items is potentially
the most helpful for classroom teachers. These sample papers re-
veal both student strengths and weaknesses in four different skill
areas: content, organization, style, and mechanics. .These are the
same four categories that form the basis for the Task Analysis in
each of the grade level teaching plans in this curriculum. By
studying these samples and reading the accompanying commentary,
teachers can become quickly informed regarding those areas of
student writing that at this time are particularly strong and
those that are in some way deficient and in need of special
attention.

It is important to remember that the writing of students in
grades 5, 8 and 11 serves as a benchmark of progress for the entire
district. Teachers of other griairiMild be just as concerned
about the results of this assessment as teachers of the three grades
directly involved since everyone has an important role to play in
the development of writing ability. If effective teaching is not
provided in the other grades, the results of the evaluation of these
three grades will be disappointing.

Pages F-7 and F-8 present an example of how holistic s ing
can be used in the classroom with different kinds of writing
assignments.



Holistic hvaluation

Writing Assignment for Grade S

Think aboUt your very own favorite object or special pet. Your

faV0iIti, object or pet should be one that belongs to you and that

meane:something very special to you.

Now'write about your favorite object or special pet. Be sure

;:to

1: describe, it to your reader, and

2; tell your relict'r why it means a lot to you.

Do your bist Writing. 4

Holistic .Evaluation

Writing Assignment for Grades 8 and 11

Picture in your mind a favorite object (not an animal or a per-

son). The object should be something that belongs to you that you

like or care about a lot.

Now write about this favorite object. Be sure to

1. describe it to your reader, and

2. tell your reader why it is special to you.

Do your best writing.

4 27
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Holistic. Evaluation

The Four Skill Areas

The following skill areas form the basis for the holistic scoring
prompt:

- Clarity of focus, adherence to topic.

Originality, creativity, insight into subject matter, interest
value; quality of ideas, honesty of feeling.

- Sensitivity to reader, audience.

- Adequate treatment of topic, richness and completeness of
supporting details.

2. Organization

- Logical, sequential order and development of entire paper,
including beginning/middle/end..

- Logical organ1zit.on and development of individual paragraphs.

- Support for generalizations.

- Unity,, coherence, emphasis.

- Appropriate, smooth .transitions.

3. Style and Word Cho ice

- Conclieness, preciseiiist clarity and richness of vocabulary,
avoiding wordrmass_and cliches.

, .

- Diction4natone"apprOpriate to topic, purpose, and audience.

- Consistency of voice, tense, person, point of view.

-- Variety of sentence4tructure appropriate to topic, purpose,
and audience; avoiding choppiness, awkwardness, sentence
fxaling!#0$ and sentences.

- Avoidance of "Signposts" (words that announce or point to
what is coming):

4. Mechanics

--Approp7iate punctuation, capitalization, spelling.

- Correct handling of such usage matters as pronoun reference
and agreement; W>ject-verb agreement; tense, number, gender.

Appropriateparagraphink, Indenting.

F-S
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Holistic Evaluation May 1980

The Scoring Rubric

A 4 papefdoes all or most of the following:

= - Vividly describes the object (or pet) with appropriate details,
and'clearly and convincingly explains why it is special to the
writer.- .

- Displays clear organization and coherence; provides an orderly
progression of Slain ideas ancl.details withcsmooth transitions.

;.1.1ses Spacing andliariedlanguage appropriate to the writer's
purpose. ,

Exhibits use of sentence structure and variety.
USWthe-cohyentions of standard written English correctly
($pelling,l,p0 unethation, capitalization, usage).

squato*y.'dotcrPIROthe object (or pet) and adequately
-140AS'iklgeneral terms why it is special to the writer.

-IaipliOis,reasoniblY-clearprganization with sufficient topic
develbpaenti

. - Uses appropriate'but.occasionally vague language.
--Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety.
Employt most of the conventions of standard written English
,correctly.

A 2 paper does all or most of the following:

- Fails to describ, the object (or pet) adequately and con-
vincinitly and/or.fails to,explain why it is special to the
writer.

- Display, sketchy,-minimal organization and topic development,
often with rather abrupt transitions.

- USes'vague, redundant or inappropriate language.
- Uses inappropriate sentence structure with little sentence
variety.

- Often violates the conventions of standard written English
to the extent of interfering with the reader's understanding.

A 1 paper, does all or most of the following:

- Writes off the subject; ignores the description of the object
(or pet) or the explanation of why it is special to the writer.

- Fails to display minimal organization; lacks clarity and
coherence.

- Uses confusing, unclear, or overly, simplistic language.
- -Lacks control over sentence structure.
- Contains serious faults in the use of the conventions of stan-
dard written English and is, therefore, often difficult to read.

A0 paper, is no response.

1.

F-6
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Holistic Evaluation

Example of Classroom Use

Skill to be, taught: Summarizinj

For the next few days Joe and Paul went on

catching and marking prairie dogs. Sometimes

they caught a prairie dog they had already

marked. The one that turned up most often

was number one, the pup that Paul had named

Sam. Perhaps he was greedier than the others

or had less fear of strange things. Each

time he was caught, Paul held him for a

moment and stroked him. Each time Sam put

up less of a fight. Other pups screamed in

fear when they were picked up, but Sam only

chuckled and chattered. *

In one or two sentences, summarize what is happening in this paragraph:

4

* "Prairie Dog Town" by Faith McNulty from Keystone. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1976.

F-7
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lkmmrsosi or all

Names tte two boys

CRITERIA FOR SUMMARIZING A PARAGRAPH:

A 3 response

"PRAIRIE DOG TOWN"

Names the two boys

Tells specifically what Tells what they are
= they are doing doing

the prairie dog

Identifies San as spe-
cial or different from

-,-. the others

May fail to name the
prairie dog

A 2 response

. May name only one or
none of the boys

May fail to tell what
they are doing

Fails to name the prairie
dog

A 1 response

May not name boys

Fails to tell what
they are doing

Fails to name the
prair

May fail to identify some- Fails to identif;some-
thing special or different thing special's:it-different

Uses one or two complete May fail to have complete
sentences sentences

Ye-
Uses conventions of
Writtleglish
corre . i

. capitalization

. punctuation

. spelling

. usage

431

Containt some errors in
conventions

May not have con#lete
sentences'

dontains some errors in
conventions

Fails to identify
something special
or different

Contains incomplete
sentences

Contains errors in

. capitalization

. punctuation

. spelling

Marian S. Schilling, Consultant
Reading Language Arts
Office of the Los Angeles County

Superintendent of Schools
7/78
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Evaluation of "My favorite object"

A 5th grade !t_paper

In "My favorite object" the writer does all or most of the
following:

- Clearly describo object using appropriate details:

"The toepf the sock is folded over giving him 'a square
face. tt

"...ho has the shaggiest black hair you could imagine."

e/
- Displays originality, creativity, insight into subject
-.matter.

- Convincingly explains why it is special:
"...he's like another me." a>

"He is the way I'can express myself..." ,

"Somehow or other he always helps me out."

- Exhibits variety of sentence structure and use of proper
transitions.

- Displays organization and development of paragraphs with
topic sentences and adequate supporting details.

- Generally taes conventions of standard written English
correctly. \
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Evaluation of "My most needed object..."

A Sth grade 4 paper

In "My most needed object..." the writer does all or most of
the following:

- Describes object using speCific and varied language appro-
priate to writer's purpose:

"...a tan color now but will probably get lighter or
'darker."
"...well broken in because it "snaps" shut when it's closed."

- Convincingly tells why it is special, providing an orderly
progression of main ideas and supporting details:

"I have made good catches, great catches, outstanding
catches and some -"nice tries" with my great glove."

"...and try to keep it for my children to see."

- Displays a variety of sentence structure.

- Generally uses conventions of standard written English
correctly.
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Evaluation of "My Dog"

A Sth grade 3 paper

In "My Dog (Rosie)" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Adequately describes the dog but doss not use a variety of
descrititive language:

"He is t'ihite and has black ears. He has black spots too."

- Tells why the pet is special in vague, general terms:

"The reason for liking him so much is because I was the one
who got him."

- Displays reasonably clear organization and paragraph develop-
ment with topic sentences and supporting details.

- Usei limited sentence structure. There are nine sentences
beginning with("He."

Generally uses conventions of standard written English
correctly.
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Evaluation of "My Dog"

A 5th grade 3 paper

In "My Dog (Happy)" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Describes the dog using felt, de!criptive words and details:

"As I said before Happy is black and white."

- Tells why it is special in vug1.0-0, general terms:

"She is the best and oily dog I have ever had and we all
love her."

- Lacks clarity of f?cus. Relates incidents in dog's life rather
than special;' relationship or attachment to dog.

- Displays ,reasona bly clear organization in paragraphs with topic
sentences and transitions:

"One day in winter..."

"Another time..."

"Now that..."

-.Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety.

- Generally uses conventions of standard written English correctly.
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Evaluation of "Mg favorite pet is my dog"

A Sth grade 2 paper

In "My favorite pet..." (Sandy) the writer does all or most of
the following:

- Fails to describe the dog adequately:

"We call her Sandy because she is sandy color."

- Tells why it is special with minimal organization and develop-
ment of the topic:

"My dog means a lot to be because I like to take care of her
and cause she's cute and playful."

- Uses little variety in sentence structure.

- Uses redundant language:

"My dog is small and is a sandy color."
"We call her Sandy because she is a sandy color."

4
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Evaluation of "My favoirt thing"

A Sth grade 2 paper

In "My favoirt thing" (canoe) the writer does all or most of the
following:

- Names object and describes it but with few details:

"it is silver an 13 foot long and 3 foot wide."

- Displays sketchy, minimal organization and topic development:

"I like it because I like sailing and I can go fishing in
`--the middle of the lake were the fish are." (only one

sentence).

- Uses inappropriate sentence structure with little variety.

"My favoirt thing. Is my canoe..."

- Often violates conventions of standard written English:

- frequent misspellings

- sentence fragments

- little use of end punctuation

447k
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Evaluation of "I'ts nice and furry..."

A 5th grade 1_paper

In "I'ts nice and furry..." the writer does all or most of the
following:

- fails to adequately explain why object or pet is special to
'the writer.
fails to display minimal organization:

'I think its cute, and I've had it since I was five, It was
a stuffed animal looking the same way it does."

- Uses confusing, unclear language:

"I'ts nice and furry, climbs trees, carry's baby's on it's
back, white, and brown, smalls and eats g7.ss, leaves,
lettuce."

- Lacks control over sentence structure:

Two run-ons out of a total of four sentences.

- Contains serious faults in the use of the conventions of
standard written English and is, therefore, often difficult
to read:

"...carry's baby's on it's back, white, and brown, small..."
"It was.a stuffed animal looking the same way as it does."
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Evaluation of "It is easy to say that my piano..."

An 8th grade 4 paper

In "...my piano" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Describes object witn appropriate details and clearly and
convincingly tells why it is special to the writer:

...but I think there is a deeper attraction, music."
"Now, I see the piano as a learning device or maybe a
teacher."
"...has taught me more than music itself."

- Provides an orderly progression of main ideas and details
with smooth transitions.

- Contains four well-developed paragraphs.

- Uses specific and varied language appropriate to writer's
purpose:

-"...the flawless pattern of black and white keys..."
"...ominous sounds..."
".,.sequence of relative chords..."

- Exhibits skillful use of sentence structure and variety:

"Often I feel that the richness of the wood that makes its
body is what attracts me too it."

- Uses conventions of standard written English correctly, with few
mistakes in spelling, punctuation, usage.
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Evaluation of "Raggedy Ann"

An 8th grade 4 paper

In "Raggedy Ann" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Vividly describes the object with appropriate details:

"A bandaid ids taped across one of her knees, holding it on."
"On her face, the red, painted smile is starting to fade."

- Shows insight into subject matter, originality and'interest
value.

"Every once and a while I,take her out to make sure she's
all right..."

- Displays clear organization; provides orderly progression of
main ideas and details:
There are four well developed paragraphs.

- Uses specific and varied descriptive language:

"Her red yarn hair is starting to fall off."
"...black button eyes..."
"...tiny black feet."
"...on her chest is a tiny, red, painted on heart."

- Maintains a consistent point of view, emphasizing the condi-
tion of the doll due to its age.

- Uses most conventions of standard written English correctly.
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Evaluation of "My favorite object is my motorcycle"

An 80 grade 3 paper

In "My favorite object is my motorcycle..." the writer does all
or most of the following:

- Adequately describes the object:

"It is black and orange with a black viral seat which can
hold two people."
"Its' engine is pretty strong for a 73cc bike. It has
four geai.."

- Explains in general terms why it is special:

"....because it brings me so much pleasure."
"....I love driving it fast and taking it over jumps."

- Displays reasonably clear organization with sufficient topic
development:

Contains two paragraphs, one describing the motorcycle and
one explaining why it is special:

- Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety.

"I bought it used but it is in excellent condition and
shine brightly."

- Em?loys most of the conventions of standard written English correctly
with a few errors in spelling, punctuation and usage:

"It has four gear."
"....in excellent condition and shine brightly."
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Evaluation of "...a sterling silver necklace..."

An 8th grade 3 paper

In "...a sterling silver necklace..." the writer does all or
almost all of the following:

- Adequately describes the object, using appropriate but
occasionally vague language:

"The birthstones are on something that looks like a
branch."
"The stripes are smooth while the rest of the heart is
a little bit bumpy."-

- Displays reasonably clear organization with sufficient topic
development:

Uses two paragraphs, one describing the object and one ex-
plaining why it is special.

Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety:

"My favorite object is a sterling silver necklace that was
givin to me by my grandparents."
"rt is very pretty and has my birthstones in the middle of
a heart."

- Employs most of the conventions of standard written English
correctly but with some errors:

"The chain is not a surpentine chain it's a regular chain."
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Evaluation of "My favorite object is my stero" .

An 8th grade 2 paper

In "My favorite object is my stero" the writer does all or
most of the following:

- Fails to describe the object adequately. Uses only one
sentence in doing so:

"It is brown and the speakers are very big."

- Displays sketchy organization:

Uses only one paragraph.

- Displays minimal topic development:

Uses one sentence to describe the object and one sentence
to tell why it is special.

- Lacks variety in sentence structure.

- 'Violates some of the conventions of standard written English:

Misspells stereo, albums.

Neglects to capitalize Christmas,

462
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Evaluation of "my favorite thing is my motorcycle"

In 8th grade 2 paper

In "My favorite thing is my motorcycle" the writer does all or
most of the following:

- Describes the object but fails to do so adequately or
convincingly:

"It's small, yellow and black."

- Displays sketchy, minimal' organization and topic development:

Tells why this motorcycle is special but goes on to discuss"
another motorcycle and experiences with it in the same para-
graph:

"I had one before this one. I broke my colar bone on it."

t- Uses vague language:

"...it's fun to ride."
"I've had a lot of fun on it."

- Uses little sentence variety aid inappropriate
structures

Contains seven simple sentences out of a total
sentences.
Contains a sentence fragment:

"Especially in the snow and mud."

sentence

of eleven

- Often violates the conventions of standard written English:

Fails to punctuate contractions: Ive

Misspells three words: year's, exspealy, colar

F II-1S
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Evaluation of "my Weights and Stare"

An 8th' grade 1 paper

In "My Weights and Stero" the writer does all or most of the
following:

4

- Ignores the description of the object.

Fails to display minimal organization, leas clarity and
coherence:.

Mentifons stereo along with weights as "one of my better
objects" but is unclear as to its significance.

- Lacks focus in all thre' paragraphs.

- Uses confusing, unclear or overly simplistic language:

"...but if I.have to I guest I could do it alone allthough
I never had to."
"My stero to. is one of my better objects but agiin I
real" like to listen to it when I'm lefting my weights."
"And have ben getting look on how to care for my bench
and the right way to leaft."

-* Lacks control over sentence structure:

Contains four run-on sentences.

Contains one sentence fragment.

- Contains serious faults in the use of the conventions of
standard written English and is, therefore, often difficult
to read:

Contains fifteen spelling errors.

Displays lack of control over syntax, verb tense and pronoun
agreement.
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Evaluation, of "I have a pair of snow skis..."

An llth grade 4 paper

In "I have a pair of snow skis..." the writer does all or most
of,the following:

- Vividly describes the object with appropriate details:

"...dark blue with three brilliant lines running
down the center."

"In the middle there is a binding, the connection
between me and my skis."

"From far away, the bottom looks smooth, but close
up is very scratched. This represents the slopes..."

- Clearly and convincingly explains why it is special to the
writer:

"My skis represent the long, hard road of becoming an
advanced skier."

"I like then for the memories of yesterday and the
challenge of tomorrow."

- Displays clear organization anA coherence; provides an
orderly progression of main ideas and details with smooth
transitions:

First till.e paragraphs describe the appearance and
fudction of the skis.
Last paragraphs explain the significance of the objects.

- Uses specific and varied language appropriate to writer's
purpose.

"smooth and easy going..;"
"...how treacherous the terrain really is."
"...marred by a few scrapes and gashes renuiting from
a recent trip."

- Exhibits skillful use of sentence structure and variety.

- Uses the conventions of standard written English correctly.
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Evaluation of "I remember back to when..."

An llth grade 4 paper

_ !!I remember _back to when..." the writer does all or most
of the following:

- Describes the object vividly with appropriate details:

"...the white paint was peeling off and the legs were
unsturdy..."
ft ...and the ivory had long since been lost to most of
them."

"...notches where my skates had been dropped..."

Clearly and convincingly explains why it is special to the
writer:

"...it was my throne of glory."
"It was my heaven and my best friend."
ft ...when the old upright was my playmate..."

- Displays clear ol,,nization and coherence:

First paragraph explains interest in playing the piano.
Second paragraph tells about receiving the first piano.
Third paragraph'provides detailed description of6piano.
Fourth paragraph contrasts nit; piano with old one and
reiterates feeling for old piano.

- Uses conventions of standard written English correctly.

- Uses specific and varied language:

"rickety old upright"
"I felt I was in control of the world when I sat on
that bench."
"Circles were visible from glasses of juice that I had
left sitting too long."

- Exhibits skillful use of sentence structure and variety.
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Evaluation of "My Rifle"

An 11th grade 3 paper,

In "My Rifle" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Adequately describes the objet:

"...30.06 high powered rifle." 40

"This rifle is a pump, which enables a person to eject
and reload faster." -

"The gun itself has an engraved stock..."

- Explains in general terms why it is special to the wrier

"I feel se to my -un for many reasons, such as, I
paid fo t. Anot-ar is that I know I will cherish
it and ke extra good care of my gun."

Displays reasonably clear organization with sufficifint tc,ic
development:

First paragraph describes rifle in general terms.
Second paragraph describes the scope in specific
terms.
Third paragraph generally tells about significance
of the gun.

- Uses appropriate but occasionally vague language:

"My gun has a sling that gives a person extra concentra-
tion."

"The gun itself has an engraved stock which is usually
made of either maple or oak."

.0

- Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety.

- Employs most of the conventions of standard written English
correctly.
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Evaluation of "My School Ring"

An llth grade 3 paper

. In "My School Ring" the writer does all or most of the following:

- Describes the object adequately:

"My school ring is made of sterling silver."
"It has sly birthstone it which is peridot, a light
greenish color."

"On one side it hat a picture of an Indian..."

- Displays reasonably clear organization with sufficient topic
development:

First paragraph introduces object.
Second paragraph describes the ring in detail.
Third paragraph explains the significance of the
ring in terms of the school and class.
Fourth paragraph emphasizes pride in the school
that the ring represents.
Last paragraphs explain why the ring is special
to the writer.

- Uses appropriate but occasioi.ally vague language:
Writer emphasizes general pride in school but
fails to explain personal involvement or signifi-
cance.

- Uses appropriate sentence structure with some variety.

- Employs most of the conventions stantlav" written
English correctly.

I
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Evaluationof "My favorite object would be the guitar."

An 11th grade 2 paper

In "My favorite object would be the guitar.", the writer does all
or most of the following:

- Fails to describe theobject adequately:

"It has different colors."

- Displays sketchy organization:

Second paragraph relates why the guitar is special, how
the writer learnti to play it, and the type of music he
plays instead of developing each topic separately in com-
plete paragraphs.

- Uses inappropriate language:

"It's name brand is silvertone."
"Me and a couple of my friends are..."
"Everyone was bombed anyway so if we mess up they really
didn't take any notice."

O

- Uses inappropriate sentence structure with little sentence
variety:

Contains fourteen simple sentences.
Has one sentence fragment.
Begins twelve sentences with the pronouns I or Me.

- Often violates the conventions of standard written English:

"My favorite object would be the guitar."
"When I'm down or depress..."
"I don't have any music lessons:"
"...me and my friend."
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Evaluation of "The thing_I enjoy most..."

An 11th grade 2 paper

In "The thing I egfoy...is my pillow." The writer does all or
most of the following:

- Describes object inadequately, using only one sentence
with few descriptive words:

"Its so big and fluffy and is stuffed with mostly
feathers from birds."

- Displays minimal topic development:

One sentence describing object.
Two sentences telling why it is special.

- Uses inappropriate language:

"The thing I enjoy most out of what I own..."
"...stuffed with mostly feathers from birds."

- Uses inappropriate sentence structure with little variety:.

Awkward sentence structures in first paragraph.
Contains a total of only six sentences.

A
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Evaluation of "Dirt Bike riding,"

In "Dirt Bike riding," the writer does all or most of the follow-
in :

- Ignores description of object.

- Writes-off the topic.

- Pails to display minimal organiiation; lacks clarity and
coherence:
Writes only one paragraph, which is not focused on a topic.

- Uses confusing, unclear, or overly simplistic language:

"There is a cuple of Problems wASh Dirt bikes like there
is no place to ride'them people at home do not like thex
and they call the police all the time."
"The police even said theres now place to ride them."

- Lacks control over sentence structure:

Contains three run-on.sentences out of a total of six.

- Contains serious faults in the use of the conventions of standard
. written' English and is, therefore, often difficult to read:

Title written incorrectly:"Dirt Bike riding,".
Lacks endof.sentence punctuation. -

Contains misspellings:"cupler "no," "they," "theres,"
"now," "there," "naberhod."
Lacks subject-verb agreement.

485
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RESEARCH OR

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN WRITING AND THE OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS

All of the language arts reinforce one another.

Research Pindinos

In the Loban (1967) study the superior group in writing
had by far the highest reading achievement and the highest oral
language rating. peT subject ranked superior in writing
was reading above NIi-ihronological age; every subject ranked
low in writing was reading below his chronological age. With
only a few exceptions, those Who spoke effectively wrote
effectively.

-Bagley (1937) found that students who studied only
literature wrote better composition than did students who
studied traditional grammar. Malon# (1968) found that the
best student writers also scored high in reading comprehension,
verbal reasoning, and vocabulatOr tests (see Blount, 1973).
Lacampagne (1969) found a.positive relationship between good
writing and increased reading experiences (see.Blount, 1973).

Impfications:for Teaching

In order to strengthen writing skills, relate - rathet-Shan..
separate - reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Emphasise
an integrated program. Improved reading may be one aid to
improved writing; therefore$incorporato more reading experiences
into the writing curriculum.

Research Sources:

Walter Loban, Language Ability, Grades rsnaueliTiri,
Research Report to U.S. Office of Educ

Ingrid.M. Strom, Research in Grammar ienctdztaallLisageolitatio,en*
for Teaching Writings Bulletin of the School of Educat on,
Indiana University, XXXVI, No.5 (September,' 1960), p.7

Dorothy Bagley, "A Critical Study of Objective Estimates in the
Teaching of English," British Journal of Educational Psychology_,
7:1 (February, 1937), pp. 57 -71; 7:2 June, 1937 , pp. 138-1SS.

Nathan S. Blount,'"Research on Teaching Literature:, Language
and Composition," in Second Handbook of Research on Teaching,
ed. Robert M.N. Travers (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company,
1973), pp. 1086-7.
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RESEARCH ON...

ASSESSING AND ENCOURAGING LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:

PART I: MEASURING SYNTACTIC GROWTH

The most useful evidence of syntactic development from grade 3
through 12 is the communication-unit (also called t-unit).

ROS4142OhFindiiiit

A sentence is not a useful unitfor measuring language
development because some pupils string great numbers of Causes
together by using and. The communication unit is each clause
plus the subordinate elements attached to that main clause.

Examples:

communication
units

number of
words

1 9

2 4

6

I know a boy whose
father is a magician.

I know a boy,/
and his father is
a magician. ,

Excessive coordination of main clauses is a sign of immature
writing, e.g., I know a boy, and he has a father, and his
father is a magician.

488
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Various researchers, so far, have found these typical
counts for communication units at each grade level.

AVERAGE NUMBER or WORDS
PER COMMUNICATION UNIT

--7474Gi Oral'- Written

1

7.0

I 1

6.8
7.0

2

7.5
8.2
7.6 8.1 7.2

3 8.7 7.6 8.7
8.0 8.5

9.0
e

8.6
8..8 O.

5 8.9 8.9
9.0

6 9.8 9.6 9.6

9.7 8.9
7 9.8 10.2

10.3
8 10.7 11.5

9 -10.0 10.0
,

10 10.6 11.7

11 11.1 10.6
13.2

12 11.7 lg;

Clearly, the number of words per communication unit increases
with the age of the writer, which is to say that older students
can consolidate a successively larger number of simple sentences
into a single communication unit. Such consolidations usually
Involve some sentence-combining transformation.

Imptioationefor rtaahing

(1) To evaluate student language growth, ,compare the number
of words in communication units rather than comparing the number
of sentences.

(2) Choose at random five pupils. Compute their average
number of words per communication unit, using :heir writings
over a period of time. Compare with the research findings
given here in the left-hand column.



/ (3) Motivate many sentence-combining exercises. (Some
elementary teachers write each word of,prectice sentences on
separate placards. The pupils who hold these words stand
before the class while the other pupils arrange and rearrange
the "words" into various :13mb/flat/one, discussing which
combinations "sound right' or "sound awkward" as they read
aloud the placard sentences before them.) See the research
summary on the relationship between writing and grammar,
Part II.

(4) Encourage pupils to try longer sentences. Complicated
sentences cannot be equated\xith a mature style, but remember
Moffett's comment on this topic:

But children's sentences must grow rank before they
can be trimmed. Although I cannot cite evidence to
grove this point, I feel certain from studying child-
ren's writing that they have to spin out long clauses
before they can learn to reduce them! Of the two
sentences below I would say that the maturing student
has to write the first before he can write the second.

After he was elected, Goodsayer adopted the
policies his opponent was advocating, which
he had harshly criticized when he was running
for office.

Once elected, Goodsayer adopted the policies
advocated by hi: opponent--the very policies
he h.ld harshly criticized during the campaign.

Three of the four changes are i.eductioas of clauses.
Much of the tightness and readability of mature style
depends on clause reduction of this sort. And since
clause reduction presupposes's prior expansion of
clauses, shortcutting is not possible. In other words,.
I believe the term "clause reduction" refers not only
to acme sentence transformations but also re) a
psychological process of language maturation. ,The
pedagogical issue, then, is not whether children's
syntax should grow in the direction of more and longer
clausesit must--but, rather, when and by what 'sane
students lan feel the need for clause reduction and
thus learn to exploit it for rhetorical advantage.*

Research Sources:
40

*James Moffett, Teaching the Universe of Discourse (Houghton
Mifflin, 19687, pp. 172-3.

Walter Loban, Language Development, Kindergarten Through Grade
Twelve, (National Council of Teachers of English, 1976).

Roy C. O'Donnell, "A Critique of Some Indices of Syntactic
Maturity," Research in theTeschin of English, Vol. 10, No.1
(Spring 1976 , pp. 31-38.
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Frank. O'Hare, Sentence Combining: Improving Student Writing
Without FormalGramwar Instruclion (Urbana, Illinois:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1973).
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RESEARCH ON...

ASSESSING AND ENCOURAGING LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:

PART II: THE INFLUENCE OF AGE AND SOCIAL CLASS

Growth in written sentence structures catches up with
oral complexity at grades eight and nine.' Hors sophisticated
sentence structures come with maturity, said both,maturity
and social.class influence students ability to use complex
subordination forms in their sentences.

R***aroh Finding*

Studies b3rLoban (1976) and Harrell (1957) describe a
po sitive relationship between the uso of subordination and
chronolog4cal age, mental age, intelligence; and socio-
economic statue.' As students reach spades 8 and 9, they
.begin to use as such subordination in writing as they do in
speech; very likely this is !meads* they can plan written
expression more deliberately, as dontrol over writing increases.'.

Studies by La Brant (1933) and Watts '(19v8) show that
as writers mature there is increase in.the number of
complex sentences they U$49 particulary those'containing
adjective clauses and adverbial clauses of cause, condition,
and conceision. .

The work of Beratitein (197$) and Lawton (1963) demonstrates
that the ability to use sdbordination is a greater indix.

l' of social class differences than an index of *go development.

l'iaatie/"---/1°1..414171"
.

.
Complexity in writing Should be fostered by a' school's

writing curriculum, but its development depends very *Sch_
on the attainmetis of e.certain physical, mental, and social
maturity. Hatuik writing cannot be achieved.in a single'
year. A curriculum "scope and sequence" of.ski,lls that
ignores the developmental nature of language'is doomed to'
failure. ,

' Complex sentence. structures 4444 as the result of -much.
oral discussion of ideas and new experiences both at hoyhe
and throughout the school program.' Language learning,:
cannot be separated from persondl exps ..411Ces Teachers can
encourege,such learningby providiig --: ;dents with many
opportunities to express their thoigt.- and feelings. in
oral language preliminary to writing. Time.and patience
will be needed for students fro, mes in whichlanguage of
less complexity id used.

.
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Riseareh Sourees:

Walter Loban, Langua e.Develo ment, Kindergarten Through Grade
Twelv , NCTE Research Monograph Ur anal, Illinois: National
.Councl of Teachers of English, 2976),

LesteiE. Harrell, "A Comparison of the Development of Oral
and, Written Language in School-age Children," Society for
Research in Child Development Monographs
(Purdas Untverwity: Child Development Publications, 1937).

Lou Le-Brant, "A Study'of Certain Developments of Children in
Oradea Four to Twelve Inclusive," 14:5 (November, 1933),
Genetia.Psychology\Monogranhs, pp. 389-491.

A.Fit, Patio, The uengu2age andMen 1 Development of Children
(Lexington: DI C. Heath and Com any, 1948).

Rash Bernstein, Class, Codes, and Control: Theoretic -.1
Studies towards a Sociology of Leagues* (New York:
Schockan Books,.1973).
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RESEARCE ON...

PREWRITING ACTIVITIES

Paving students engage 1.1 various prewriting-activities
helps to foster'the development of writing skills.

Research Findings

Hillocks (1979) had his experimental groups spend over
half their class time recording sensory perceptions in the
form of taking notes, writing brief compositions of ales,
sentences in length and responding aloud. The control groups
spent the same amount of tine engaged in the diiect study of
paragraph structure through textbooks and slide presentations.
Results demonstrated that the students in the experimental
groups were judged to have increased the level of specificity,
creativity, organization, and support in their writing to a
far. greater. degree than did the students in the control groups
who had specifically studied organization.

A study by Radcliffe (1972).suggests that writing is
facilitated by means- of a talk t write procesz (see Cooper,
1974). The writer talks into a tape .recorder about his subject,
answers questions end participates in a dialogue with a
listener, and finally, listens to the tape to select and
organize the parte of his competition.

Wldvey (1971) repoited that writing,sbility was improved
through the use of a problem-solving process (see Cooper, 1974),
while Odell (1970) found evidence that the use of ;rewriting
procedures had a positive offset en the writing of college
freshmen.

Studies' by Reisman and Wiecki (14-64T;-Mitolly-Ata -14ustad-
(1063), and Senders and Littlefield' (1975), while employing
different instructional methods, all shared the goal of helping
students generate, develop, and organise their ideae'during the -

Orewriting or writing-period., The writing of students so-in-.
strveted- wa&then,eompatred with -.that of uninstructed or convert-
tionallt instructed studentsAnd, in 'each iese., the students
in the experimental group were found to produce Importer writing,
Suggesting that instrSctional'guidelines enabled them to become
moiceffective writers;. :

iintioatioiss 16 paohiltet.

Tis traditiOnal imphatileon the study of verbal models
as a leani of lioarning,to write say not be as effective 'as the
close. eximiiiited and consideration 011 experience *-vm a variety
of;Psrspeetivee prior te;fornal Talking and then
.vriting about tensoiy 'perceptions should be an important part
Of 4 writing program'aised at'developing such skills as *peel-
ficity and organitition.

: .
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Other prewriting experiencos, such as problem solving
activities and activities designed to help students generate
and organize their ideas, represent an important stage in the
composing process. The teaching of writing should not be
limitedJto giving an assignment and grading the outcome;
students need to be guided through a process (see research on
teacher evaluation and revision).

Research Source.:

G. Hillocks, Jr. "The Effects of Observational Activities on
Student Writing," Research in the Teaching of English,
February 1979, 13, 23-35.

Charles R. Cooper, "Research Roundup: Ural and Written
Composition,". English Journal, tarrx (September, 1974),
p. 102, 104.

Lee Odell, "Measuring the Zffect of Illustration in Pre-Writing,"
Research in the Teaching of English, Inn (Summer, 1974),
p. 240.

D. Rottman 6 A. Wlecki, Pre-Tiltionandtritie:T
Application of Models 124:ConceptFormationiliWrMng
(East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University, 1964).

W. McColl), and R. Masted, Comparative Effectiveness of
Composition-Skills-L. Activities in the Secondary
Schools (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, 1963).

S. Sanders-and_J_tLiMefleld* "Perhaps Test, Essays Can
Reflect Significant ImiiiiiMint-lx-Prestman-Compositial_
Report on a Successful Attempt," Research in the Teaching.
of English, IX (Fall, 1975), pp. 145-163.
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RESSARCE OS...

FREQUENCY OF WRITING

More writing does not necessarily mean better writing.

Research

In an experiment to determine whether writing teaches
writing, Heys (1962) found that students who were given
additional reading and less writing made greater gains on
one of the measures of writing improvement than did the
group that wrote frequently. He concluded that improvement
in writing is not related to the frequency of writing.

Christiansen (1965) reported an experiment in which
the experimental group wrote twenty-four themes and the
control groups wrote only eight but also read some selections.
Both groups showed improvement in their writing but with no
significant differences. Christiansen concluded that
frequent practice does not improve writing unless attention
is directed toward other factors in the writing process.

Heftily and Reastad (1963),In a study conducted at the
junior and senior high level, concluded that the belief
that more writing means better writing is untenable.

rantications for reachaio

The mere act of assigning writing on a regular basis
, .

will-not sake a significant difference in students' writing
skills. The teaching of writing should'include regular

,instruction -in using .language effectively. The 'teacher's
role must be more than limply-an assignment giver and,a

. paptr_ marker.

w..11.111.

Research SourCes: . -.,.,1

i A
'Frank, Hays, "The Theme ;s4-Week Assumption: A Report of an

Experim'ant," palish Journal, LI (May. 2262) p. 320:

Nark Christiansen, "Tripling Writing and Omitting Readings
in Preshman -English: An Experiment, "gollegio'Composition
and Coelistaleeitens..,XWI (EmY,1665), pp.' 123 -12a.

Willfam'HcColly and Robert Heisted, -Com a;.ative Effectiveness
of Composition Skills Learning Activ t ss n t e Secondary
Schools, United States Office of Education Cooperative
Research.Project Ho.-1526 (Madison, Wisconsin: University of
Wisconsin, 1963)



RESEARCH ON...

BASING INSTRUCTION IN WRITING ON WRITING ITSELF

Do notseparate writing from instruction in how to write.

Research Findings
r.

In, comparing methods- of teaching sentence structure,
)(roue (1957) demonstrated that basing such teaching on the
actual writing done in the classroom can be more effective
in promoting-growth than long periods devoted to the textbook
study of principle* of sentence structure and their illustrations
in workbook exercises.

IiieatC:IVfL11.420the .

,,

To agreit- extent the materials for improving sentence
structure ehould be derived from student Writing. Writing and
sentence structure should be taught concomitantly;

Research Source:

Siivy )(roue, "A Compausonof Three Methods of TeaOhing
Sentence Structure," English-Journal (May 1957), pp.27$411.
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RESEARCH ON....

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WRITING AND GRAMMAR:

PART -I: THE EFFECTS OF STUDYING FORMAL GRAMT4A1

Tho study and use of formal grammatical analysis and
terminology, whether traditlotll or transformat onal,
appears to have little if any direct influence on language
development and writing ahility.(Rememher, the point has to
do with rammer, not us.j. Teaching usage can influence
language secs, provinii the drill L3 oral and the student
vents to-change his or her usage).

Research PindimeE

A three year longitudinal study in New Zealand (ElleY,
et al, 197E) involved three carefully matched groups of
students, one of which received no grammar instruction at
all in a curriculum of reading, discussion, writing, and
literature; the second of which received instruction in
traditional grammar plus the same curriculum as ,the other
two groups; and the third of which received instruction in
transformational grammar plus the same curriculum as the
other two-groups: After intensive evaluation it was deter-
mined that neither. the traditional nor the transformational
ggammar-groupa-showea any_henefits in,writing that-the-nom-
grammar group did not show ,regardless -of wheiher-iNi-Wasere
was Control of sentence structuri;aechapicst content, or style

Harris (1963) conducted atwo year experibent comparing
the effect 'of instruction "4 (a) writing, including' the study ,

-of formal. grilloar wieb (b) writing excluding the study of any
gramiar.. He found that the. lassts that studied formal
grammar; dlightfy4ipperior Li made seine only on a
gramma test *Ad were clearly inferior to the don-grammar
:classes, who wrote, revised, and edited

*
on the effectiveness

of thelr'writte#,composition. '

Ahrahamson's:(1947)"review of the-research concludes that
tra-ditionia'grimmar.instruction: does'not help students
-tmpi-0,41:thateliritint aPetectibly and may.ectually hinder the
developkent'ofstuilantiv as writers., -'

Bitsian ipd-lidonis (1966), investigstifig the effects
of the stuly.-dt. transformational _grammar concepts' on studeit
'writing, reported d significant increase in the number of
Well=formdd Seaton-Cc!: Writtsu ly.the experimental group:
however, in view of,tho lIndingsof Heade and Hiynes (1971),
WhlCh shik=thatla 'peak lanyietUdents have difficulty learning
.the prindrOles-of transformationdl'grammarfthe effectiveness
of this type of grammatical study as'en aid in writing seems
.dolibtful.

S.

r
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ImEtioatione for Teaching

Wire time should be devoied to the teaching of writing
and less to.the teaching of formal grammatical analysis
and terminology. While some terminology and analysis may be
helpful to some students as a short-cut to discussing sentence
structure and stylietii problems, for the most part it does
not improve language skills. Moreover, the study of grammar
may have a negative effect on the improvement of writing if
it displaces instruction and practice in actual composing.

Reesaroh Sources:

Y.B. Elley, et al., "The Role of Grammar in a Secondary
School English Curriculum," Research in the Teaching of
English. X (Spring, 1976).

Roland J. Barris, "An Experimental Inquiry into the
Functions and Value of Formal Grammar in the Teaching of
English, with.Special Reference to the teaching of
CorOoct Written'English to Children Ages Twelve to
Fourteen," in Research-in Written Composition by Braddock,
Lloyd-Jones and Echoer (National Council of teachers of
.English, 1463), pp. 70-63.

).
hamso7 , The Effects,of Forma Grammar Instruction

- int .1 7,77477Tw_ on_

on o Evaluat ve A streets
o Pertinent Research Documents; 19 7, ED l4 4 0.

Donald R. Bateman and Frank J. iidonis, The Effect of a
Study of Transformational Grammar on the Writing of
Hinthand Tenth Graders, NCTE Research Report No. 6,
(Urbamai' /Miscall:. National Council of Teachers of
English, 1966).

Richard A Meade and Elizabeth F.,Naynes; "The. Extent of
Learning of Transformational Grammar in One RChocl.SysVee,"
Research in the Teaching of English, IX (Fall, 1975), pp.188-
191.
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RESEARCH ON...

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WRITING AND GRAMMAR:

PART-II; THE EFFECTS OF SENTENCE COMBINING ACTIVITIES

Practice in applying to one's own writing such sentence
changing operations from transformational grammar as those
used In sentence combining may directly influence one's

. ability to write effective sentences.

Reomareth Findinai

Mellon (1969) found that there was a significant increase
in the syntactic fluency eta group of students who were.given
sentence combining exercises on a regular basis. Mellon
included grammatical terminology in thestudY.

-O'Hare (1973) conducted a study that was similar to
Mellon's except that the students in O'Hare's study had no

. instruction in transformational grammar EIL se. Seventh graders,
exposed to grammar-free'written andoral sentence,comblning,

. .wrote at a level bayond_typical eighth graders and in many
respects staler to twelfth graders, particularly with
respect to.cleuse length and ewe:qui-quality. The increase in
syntactic.flueney was even, greater than the growth rate
found' the,Mellon'study.

growth.ratiln ,syntactic fluency for tho experimental group .'
that was greater than the gains in Melon's study but less
than Vile gainei In O' Hare's= study. 'After a delayed' post- A

test of several weeks, there .remained significant differences.
bOwsen Combs' experimental aid control groups'.

or e j'eaohin
,

Writing programsesboild contain.an enlarged-language
...;doirelopient component -in which sentence building exercises

'play an flepoftsnV.role,partfoularly sentence tombining.
students should these syntattic-manfpulation'sAills
at both the :prewriting and revision stages of the writing

Ino41eiige...offormal grapnel; is not a prereifOsite
for engaging fi-iontenceumsnivtlatton'attivities.
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Research Sources:

John_C. Mellon, Transformational Sentence-Combinin : A

nEnlsti--1-1W.toport No. 10
Urbana, Min* s: National Council of Teachers of
English, 1969).

Frank O'Hare, IsAtingansaiklainnuin:studenv
Writing Without Formal Grammar instructiOn-(Urbina,
Illinois: National Council of- Teachers of English, 1973).

Warren. E.. Combi, "Further Effects of Sentence-Combining Practice
on Writing Ability," Rosoirch'in the Teaching of English,
X (Fall, 1976), p.-14/.
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RESEARCH OA

EVALUATION OF WRITING:

PART I: FORMATIVE: IN-PROCESS TEACHER AND PEER EVALUATION

Evaluation should be an on-going process that is not
limited to the final draft, that leads to some revision, and
that does,not depend entirely on the toucher.

Research Finding!

Beeeh.(1979) found that students who were provided
between-draft teacher evaluation showed a greater degree of
change, higher fluency, and greater differences in support
on final drafts than students using guided self-evaluation
forms and students receivinvio evaluation.

Revision is one variable thet has consistently produced
significant differenCes between experimental and control groups.
Maize (1952) Old in-class teacher andcpeor evaluation; ftColly
and Routed (1963) used teacher and peer evaluation; and
Buxton (1958) relied on intensive teacher evaluations all
three-itudies suggest that the revision,proceps itself, which
;ivies stuirents an opportunity to mdke immediate application
of suggestkoni for improvesent, is critical in improving

'.student:wrlitag. Those researchers who measured the 'effects
of peer evaluation lound.that it hay equal or even exceed the
,improvement that occurs when the teacher is the evaluator

= and that it can relieve tesaheis of countless hours of paper
grading.

. Dudenhefer4
i197S)found a.sgnifiCiA,decreaslrillthir-

frequency'vf errors ,within an experimeital'grouk,that was
permitted-to revise papers after they were marked but before
they were,iraded. Ni concluded that the writing abilities of
the eiedents in this group increased sigsificantly over those
inthepbntrol group.

Imptioations for Machina 0

The Aireet teaching of writing should not be limited to
Ore-eed,postwriting activities. By providing evaluation

: durincthe composing process, teachers guide students and
- students guide one another in learning how to improve their
=----tirrirang_as_thej weft*. Evaluation followed im*ediately by

revision is an ispartsmt sequence in theteachin'of writing.
Marking pipers and not haVinethem revised is often very.
intiffectaal.



Research Sources:

Beach, "The Effects of Between -Draft TeC.oher Evaluation
Versus Student Self-Evaluatiak on Sigh School Students'
Revising of Rough Drafts* Research in the
Teaching of English, May 19197=757171-19.

R. Melee A Study of Two Methods of Teaching English Composition
rded Celle Freshman, Unpublished doctoral iiiiiRiaan

Purdue.Un vers ty, 9 2 .

, W. McColly and Menstad. Com arative Effectiveness of
Co position Skills Learning Activities in the Secondary.

Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin,.1963).

E. Buxton, AnEerisfesttlileEffeatsofVritill.
.Frequency auThiiieUrracteuou
Ski1s in Writteuitxpresilos,,Unpu s * octoral dissertation
.(Stanford UnivIrsity, 1958).

J.
.

P. Dudenhefer,.A Quasi-Experiiental 'Study Of Composition
Technical Inst

V ED 163.4 9.
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RESEARCH OS,

EVALUATION OF WRITING:

PART II: SUMMATIVE: TYPES AND EXTENT OF TEACHER

GRADING AND MARKING

Extensive teacher error correction and comment does
not, by itself, lead to writing improvement. Holistic or
"general impression" marking can be highly reliable and can
help to counterbalance teachers' tendencies to give more
weight to mechanics and usage than to content and organization.

Reese:trek Pindinoe

,Clark (2968) found that extensive written comments are
no more effective than direct instruction with no comments.
:Geo (1970) found that only positive comments seemed to have
a positive effect on later writing, with students who
received such comments writing sore mature sentences than
students who received.sither no comment!: or only negative
comments. Clarke (29691 obtained results that demonstrated
that the number of comments made on `student papers was not

' significant iu improving writing, while Adams (2972) discovered
that while students preferred longer comments that agreed
with their ideas, there liers no significant differences

%- between this approach that avoided' marking mechanical and
structural problems and on* including just,brief comments
directly 'related to errors.

Harris' (1977) research demonstrated that teachers tend
to rank a.papet lbwer-if it is,dificient in mechanics ind-
usage although *trots in'content and organitatiOn than they do
iff:tiiiizeippoatte

.

.

Follman and Anderson' (2967) concluded that when
similar backgrounds are trained in reading papes quickly

for a gen4ta/_imprassion of&their worth holistic scoring),
they achieve every high digros of reliability on 'their
summed *Cores frogs multiple piecesof a studeAt'a writing.
Hyirs, et al (2966):"demonstrated that readiUg reliability can

vb. maintained Feeding 66000 essays holistically.
. -

Ilptiodtions for Machina t

'Intensive cosse-nt4,ng--and.corrikeVing-of errorr is
few positive comments majo,be helpful. Avoiding the danger '

of -giving undue ;emphasis to;oha ot two subskills, such as
. mei:titanic.. and Usage,- th*ihollittle-scoring of-poste can he

tea4her grading procedures.
Teastleii--44b%bysin-thapselvee'to consider how all aspects of
writing ability interaci7irthone-449ttnr.

'-4It ",

I

'".4;-;
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Research Souroes:

William G. Clark, An Evaluation of Two Techniques of Teaching
Freshman Composition. Final Report Co ore o pr ngs,
Colorado: Air Force Academy', 1998)

T.C. Gee, The Effects of Written Comment o Expository
Composition, unpublished doctoral dissertation
(North Texas State University, 1970) 0

Grace A. -Clarke, intorprstfai_thePenciled-Scrawl: A Problem
in Teacher Theme Evaluatiii;TED 039 241, orirr-----

Vernon A Adams, A Study of the Effects of Two Methods of
osition to Unpubliihed doctoral
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winnifred Harris; PTeachsr Response to Student Writing: A
Study 4f the Response Patterns of High School English
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Vol. 11, No. /- (Fa 9 pp. 7 -

John C.Follmin and Jamer A. Anderion, " An Investigation of
, the Reliability of Five Procedures for Grading English Themes,"

Research in the.Tsaching of English, Vol 1 (1967), pp.190-200.

,Albert E. Myers, William E. Coffman and Carolyn B..McConvilie,
"Simplex Structure in the Grading of Essay Tests,"
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RESEARCH ON...

EVALUATION OF WRITING:

PART II/: STANDARDIZED AND OBJECTIVE TESTS

Beware of tests of written expression that do not require
a sample of actual student writing. Although there mad be
high cotrelationobetween some objective standardized tests
and ratings of student essays, Only the latter enables the
evaluator to assess all dimensions of writing ability:

Research findings

McCaig (1977) found such a low correlation between
student scores on the subteets of the /ova Tests of Basic
Skills and 'the very reliable holistic ratings given to
writing done by 9e-sews students that he concluded thit
none of the subtents measures or predicts actual performance
in writing. The explanation for the low correlation is
probably that the standardized tests measured performance
LB only One aspect of written expression in each subtest,
while trained evaluators of actual student writing considered
all aspects of written expression when they rated the student
papers. ,The fourlsubtests'were designed -to measure miohanics
and usage.

.
.12

Huddleston.(1964) compared the validities of the w*rbal
sections of the Sch6iestIc Aptitude Test (SAT). and of an.
objective editing test with those-for sissy ratings based
oft two paragr s compoued'by the students. The criteria
were Engli grades and systematic ratings of wrIti g ability 4

made b 'ocher* who knew the students well. The rrelations
-we very high. ,

... ,- P .

... ...t ,,
Godshalk, st al (1966) 4 the Educational Testiig Service,.

foun&that tbere was a high correlation bejmeen ratings given
by trained readers to * sizable sample of student essays and
the *Cores cbtained by the same students on the English .

.Compoiltkon Test, wbicb consisted entirely of objective type
questions: -

IMPtication, for.reaehina

r.
D. DoIrslitmPeriAtaudirdised tests to give complete and

accurate:profile of iriting ability. Even in cases where high
ro 4

cofFentioneemist-betWien such tests and ratings flives to
actual student` uniting; thstformer may r veal' l:very little about,
the strengths.and,meaknesees of the lat. r. More often than

f- not objective teats 110*$1114 a' student's editing Skill, not the
. skill of_ finding am.idma.)nd developing it,; therefore, they
tail us about just one ittge e,f,the composing process.

. Objective writing testi,say, be used as predictors of geners1
. writing _ability', however'ff they are found to correlate
-highly with rating* of student wilting" provided by trained
rater s,4 .-.4 .2f '

.

, . o ....
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to- Write, Urbana, Illinois: National Council of' Teachers
of English,-1974.

Articles by teachers who were recommended by high school
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suggestions.

Hailey, Jack. Teaching Writing K - 8. Berkeley: University
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How to conduct a holistiO assessment, including sample
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Murray, Donald M. A Writer Teaches Writing A Practical
Method of TeachiniU6Willion. lostcn: Houghton Mifflin,
1968.
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Houghton Mifflin,
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.ai approach to the, teaching of writing that is centered on
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. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades
--1-773: A Handbook for Teachers. Boston: Houghton

Nifflin, 1968.

Ways of implementing in the classroom 'the theory developed
in 'Foaling the Universe of Discourse. Writing in various
modes of discourse at all grade levels.

Shaughnessy, Mina P. Errors and Expectations: A Guide for
the Teacher of Basic Writing. New York: Oxford EIVifirty
Press, 1977,-

Atestifier of students enrolled in basic writing courses at
-the:City College of New York presents techniques for deal-
ing with the special problems of these students. Applicable
to the secondary level.

ileavertConstance. Grammar for Teachers: Perspectives and
Definitions. Urbana, Illinois: National Council of
WARMTErff English, 1979.

A presentation of a modern grammar of English, preceded by
a discussion of how an-understanding of grammar can aid the
teaching otreadifig and Writing.
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